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Abstract 

The developments of ordinary Portland cement (OPC) composites and alkali-activated binder 

composites have attracted significant attention in the past decade. Different technologies have 

been proposed to address current drawbacks of these construction materials (e.g. low tensile 

strength, flexural strength, and brittleness), reduce the amount of cement consumption or 

replace OPC products for minimizing the environmental impact of construction materials. 

Among many additives explored to address these problems, graphene-based materials have 

emerged in the last few years as one of the most promising additives with many exciting results. 

However, it is still lacking the depth of understanding the influence of key parameters of 

graphene materials, such as dosages and sizes, on mechanical and durability properties of the 

composites, and enhancing mechanism of pristine graphene (PRG) in the cement matrix. 

Moreover, no study has been reported on the influence of graphene oxide (GO) additives on 

mechanical and durability properties of fly ash (FA)/ ground granulated blast furnace slag 

(GGBS) alkali-activated binder (AAB) composites prepared with natural sand (NS) or lead 

smelter slag (LSS) sand cured at ambient temperature. This thesis consists of a series of studies 

with the focus on addressing current research gaps and making a contribution to the 

development of next-generation construction materials using graphene additives. 

The first experimental study on the effect of the dosage of an ultra-large size (56µm) of PRG 

industrially manufactured by an electrochemical process on compressive and tensile strengths 

of cement-based mortars reveals that the addition of PRG to mortars improves their mechanical 

properties, with characteristic concentration dependence. The mortar with 0.07% PRG is 

identified as the optimal concentration, which provides 34.3% and 26.9% improvement in 

compressive and tensile strength at 28 days, respectively. However, with the further increases 

in PRG contents, the enhancement of mechanical properties of mortars is limited due to the 

impact of the van der Waals force on the sedimentation of PRG suspension. 
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The second study focuses on the size effect of PRG on mechanical strengths of cement-based 

mortars by considering a variety of PRG sizes, such as 5µm, 43µm, 56µm, and 73µm at the 

optimal dosage of 0.07% PRG. The study reveals that the mechanical strengths of mortars at 7 

and 28 days significantly depend on the sizes of PRG. The mixes with size 56µm and 73µm 

show a significant influence on both the compressive and tensile strengths of mortars. In 

contrast, the mix containing size 43µm exhibits a significant increase in tensile strengths only. 

There are no significant effects on either compressive or tensile strengths for the mix with size 

5µm. 

The third study presents the proposed reinforcing mechanism and optimized dosage of PRG for 

enhancing mechanical properties of cement-based mortars. The results confirmed that the 

strengths of the mortars depend on PRG dosages. The size of PRG has a significant effect on 

the enhancement rate of the mechanical strengths of the mortars, whereas it does not have a 

significant influence on the optimized PRG dosage for the mechanical strengths of the cement-

based mortars. The dosage at 0.07% PRG is identified as the optimized concentration of PRG 

for enhancing mechanical strengths. The reinforcing mechanism of PRG in the cement matrix 

highly depends on the surface area of PRG sheets.  

The fourth and fifth studies show the effect of the dosages, sizes, and densities of PRG as well 

as design mixes on mechanical and durability properties of cement-based mortars cured at 

short-term and long-term periods. The study reveals that the addition of PRG to mortars can 

enhance compressive, flexural, and tensile strengths of mortars at different curing ages. The 

0.07% PRG is identified as the optimum dosage for enhancing the mechanical strengths of the 

mortars. Incorporating a small amount of PRG additives into the mortar can improve its 

durability, such as water absorptions, voids, sulphate expansion, and water penetration depths. 

The results of the mix containing PRG size 73µm show the best improvement in the mechanical 

and durability properties of the mortars, followed by that of size 20µm and then size 40µm. 
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The last experimental study on the influence of GO additive on mechanical and durability 

properties of AAB mortars containing NS and LSS sand cured at ambient temperature reveals 

that the increase of GGBS% in AAB results in a significant increase in compressive and tensile 

strengths, and a decrease in flowability, water absorption and dry shrinkage of the mortars. The 

results also show that the mortars with 0.05% and 0.1% GO additives provide better mechanical 

and durability properties compared to the control mixes. 

The results generated from this thesis show great potential for using PRG and GO as additives 

in OPC and AAB composites to develop next-generation construction materials. They not only 

address the current drawbacks of OPC and AAB composites but also reduce the environmental 

impact of using OPC and NS. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL OVERVIEW 

1.  Research background 

1.1. Ordinary Portland cement and some of its limitations 

Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) is a complex product manufactured from the combination of 

limestone and clay that is heated up to a high temperature at about 14500C. It is one of the most 

commonly used cementitious materials in building construction worldwide due to its 

outstanding properties, such as high compressive strength, low cost, and global availability. 

However, the process to create OPC is considered to be one of the major contributors to 

greenhouse gases leading to a high impact on climate change [1, 2]. It contributes approximately 

7% of the carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions into the atmosphere globally. Therefore, it has 

attracted significant research interests in recent years to reduce the amount of CO2 emissions 

associated with OPC production. In addition, OPC suffers from low tensile strength, flexural 

strength, brittleness, and resistance to crack propagation and corrosive environment (e.g. sulfate 

ion, chloride ion). These cause durability problems and costly maintenance for construction 

products [3-5].  As a result, several approaches were explored by researchers to address these 

drawbacks, such as improving cement plant efficiency [1], using supplementary materials [6-

8], and alternative binders [9]. In these approaches, there have been intensive studies with many 

significant publications in recent decades on using supplementary materials and alternative 

binders to either improve the properties of cementitious composites or replace OPC in the 

composites [1, 7-10].  

1.2. A general overview of using supplementary materials (additives) to address the 

drawbacks of OPC 

OPC binder consists of four main components, i.e. tricalcium silicate (C3S), dicalcium silicate 

(C2S), tricalcium aluminate (C3A), tetracalcium ferroaluminate (C4AF), and a small amount of 

gypsum. These components react with water to create bonds in the cement matrix via the 
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hydration cement process. The products of this chemical reaction process include calcium 

silicate hydrate (CSH), Portlandite (CH), and ettringite (Aft). Among them, CSH gels are the 

main part of cement paste contributing to mechanical strengths of cementitious composites [11, 

12]. Therefore, in order to improve the properties of cementitious composites, most studies have 

focused on enhancing the properties of CSH gels (or cement paste). For better visualization of 

the cement matrix, the multiscale nature of cement-based composites is shown in Fig. 1 [13].  

    

Fig. 1. Overview of the multiscale nature of cement-based composites [13]  

Several methods have been used to improve the cement matrix by using supplementary 

materials (additives) from macroscale (e.g. fibers) to nanoscale (e.g. nano-silica). The sections 

below highlight some presentative studies of these methods and their limitations:  
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1.2.1. Fibrous-based reinforcement methods 

Researchers have studied various types of fibers from synthetic fibers to natural fibers, such as 

steel fibers [14], glass fibers [15], polypropylene fibers [16] or coir [17], to reinforce the 

structural performance of cement-based composites. Steel fibers are commonly used in cement-

based composites due to their outstanding mechanical properties and availability. Felekoğlu et 

al. [18] reported that adding steel fibers at 2% by volume fraction into the design mix could 

enhance the 28-day flexural strength of cement-based mortar by 40%, whereas there was no 

significant influence of steel fibers on compressive strengths. Song and Hwang [19] studied the 

effect of different volume fractions of steel fibers on the mechanical properties of high-strength 

concrete. They revealed that while the compressive strength of the fiber-reinforced concrete is 

improved by 15.3% at 1.5% volume fraction, the splitting tensile strength of the fiber-reinforced 

concrete increases with the volume fraction and enhanced by 98.3% at 2% volume fraction. 

Although the incorporation of steel fibers into cementitious composites showed advantages in 

improving their mechanical properties, one of the concerns of using steel fibers materials in 

cementitious composites is corrosion, which affects the durability and performance of structures 

[20, 21]. Other fibrous materials, such as glass fibers, polypropylene fibers, are non-renewable 

resources, expensive and one-dimensional materials. Therefore, they both cause environmental 

problems and have drawbacks in the structure of the interface of fibers and cement matrix, 

which impacts mechanical and durability properties of cementitious composites [22]. 

1.2.2. Nanomaterials additives-based reinforcement methods 

The use of nanomaterials to reinforce cement-based composites is a promising method to refine 

the structure of CSH gels and cement matrix. Different studies have incorporated a variety of 

nanomaterials, such as nano-silica [23], nano-alumina [24], nano-titanium [25], nano-ferric 

oxide [26],  and nano kaolin [27], to improve microstructures at the nanoscale and enhance the 

performance of cementitious composites. Among them, nano-silica has attracted significant 
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interests in the research field of cement-based composite materials because it not only provides 

seeding and filling effects like other nanomaterials, but also chemically react with the cement 

matrix to create silicate chain [28]. This results in a good performance in the properties of 

cementitious composites. Li et al. [26] investigated the effect of the different dosages of nano-

silica (i.e. 3%, 5%, and 10% by weight of cement binder) on 7- and 28-day compressive 

strengths of cement paste. They showed that incorporating 3%, 5%, and 10% nano-silica into 

cement paste could enhance 7-day & 28-day compressive strengths by 6%, 20%, and 20% & 

14%, 17%, and 26%, respectively. According to Ref. [29], the addition of 0.25% nano-silica to 

cement-based mortars could enhance 28-day compressive and flexural strengths of the mortars 

by 4.1% and 18%, respectively. Qing et al. [23] demonstrated that 28- and 60-day compressive 

strengths of cement paste prepared with 5% nano-silica could enhance by 25% and 15%, 

respectively. Another study performed by Li et al. [30] showed that incorporation 1% nano-

silica into the cement-based concrete could improve its compressive strength, flexural strength, 

and abrasion resistance at 28 days about 12.3, 4.2, and 157%, respectively. Although nano-

silica presents beneficial effects on enhancing the performance of cementitious composites, it 

also has some disadvantages limiting its applications as construction materials, such as high 

cost, inconsistent results among studies, negative effects on setting time of composites, and 

only available in certain countries. Moreover, like nano-silica, other nanomaterials are low 

aspect ratios. This leads to a lack of ability to arrest microcracks derived from nano-cracks, 

resulting in the less efficiency of their enhancement [31]. 

1.2.3. Carbon materials-based reinforcement methods 

1.2.3.1 Carbon nanofibers and carbon nanotubes additives (one-dimension materials)  

Carbon-based nanomaterials, which primarily consist of carbon atoms with low density and 

high aspect ratio, have been attracted significant research interests to combine them with 

construction materials. As a result, the number of studies that combined carbon-based 
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nanomaterials and cementitious composites, such as carbon nanofibers [32, 33], carbon 

nanotubes [34, 35] to enhance their performances, has considerably increased recently. Gdoutos 

et al. [36] investigated the effect of carbon nanofibers on flexural strength and fracture 

toughness of cement-based mortars. The study showed that the addition of 0.1% carbon 

nanofibers could increase 28-day flexural strength and fracture toughness of the mortar by 

105.9% and 128.6%, respectively. As reported in Ref. [33], incorporating 0.2% carbon 

nanofibers into cement paste could enhance 28- and 56-day compressive strength about 30.2% 

and 13.8%, respectively. Xu et al. [35] investigated the effects of multi-walled carbon 

nanotubes on the mechanical and microstructure properties of cement paste. The study revealed 

that the addition of 0.1% multi-walled carbon nanotubes could increase 7-day and 28-day 

compressive strengths by 22% and 15%, respectively. According to Ref. [34], Portland cement 

pastes containing 0.12% multi-walled carbon nanotubes could enhance a 28-day flexural 

toughness index by 31.6% and decrease  28-day porosity by 20.9% compared with the control 

mix. Carriço et al. [37] studied the influence of carbon nanotubes of 0.05% and 0.1% on 

compressive strength and durability properties (i.e. water absorption, chloride penetration 

resistance, carbonation resistance) of cement-based concrete prepared with different water and 

cement ratios. The study showed that the addition of 0.05-0.1% carbon nanotubes increases 28-

day compressive strength and durability properties of the concrete up to 21% and 25%, 

respectively. The mix containing the dosage of 0.1% has better enhancement rate than that of 

0.05%. Although carbon nanofibers and carbon nanotubes can enhance mechanical and 

durability properties of cement-based composites, there have been some challenges and 

disadvantages in terms of the application of cement-based construction materials, such as costly 

materials [38], the formation of agglomeration due to strong van der Waals forces that leads to 

the influence on a combination of them and the cement matrix [31, 39, 40], a lack of interfacial 

areas between these nano materials and the cement matrix that reduces their reinforcing 

efficiency [31, 41].  
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1.2.3.2 Graphene-based additives (two-dimension materials) 

From the above analyses, it is clear that the use of nanoparticles (zero dimension), carbon 

nanofibers and carbon nanotubes (one dimension) in cement-based composites is unable to 

enhance their performances efficiently due to the low aspect ratio of zero-dimension materials 

and the lack of interfacial area between one-dimension materials and the cement matrix. 

Graphene, a -two-dimensional material with a single layer sheet of sp2 bonded carbon atoms, 

was discovered in 2004 [42]. This two-dimension material has shown great potential for 

applying in a variety of research fields due to its outstanding properties, e.g. high mechanical 

properties, large specific surface areas and aspect ratios, and high conductivity [43-48]. The 

graphene derivatives that have been commonly studied in civil engineering are graphene oxide 

(GO), reduced graphene oxide (rGO), and pristine graphene (PRG), which was also named as 

graphene nanoplatelets in other studies. There are different methods to produce these graphene 

materials. GO, which consists of a high level of oxygen-functional groups (i.e. hydroxyl, 

epoxide, carboxyl, and carbonyl), can be produced by Hummer or modified Hummer’s methods 

[49, 50]. RGO, which composes of a lower level of these oxygen-functional groups, can be 

produced by thermal or chemical processes [51, 52]. PRG, which consists of several layers of 

sp2 bonded carbon atoms, can be produced by thermal, mechanical, or electrochemical 

processes [45, 53-55]. Their chemical representation is shown in Fig. 2 [56, 57]. The research 

of incorporating these materials into cement-based composites is generally described in the sub-

sections below.  
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Fig. 2. Chemical representation of graphene and its derivatives: (a) graphene, (b) graphene 

oxide, (c) reduced graphene oxide, (d) common sizes of graphene nanoplatelets [56, 57]. 

1.2.3.2.1 Graphene oxide and reduced graphene oxide additives 

GO with a high level of the abundance of oxygen-functional groups is highly dispersive in 

water, and thus, it has attracted significant attention in using GO to improve the properties of 

cement composites in the literature [13, 57, 58]. One of the pioneer studies on the effect of GO 

on microstructure and mechanical properties of cementitious composites was investigated by 

Lv et al. [12]. The study showed that the addition of 0.03% GO to cement-based mortars could 

not only improve 28-day compressive, tensile, and flexural strengths by 38.9%, 78.6%, and 

60.7%, respectively, but also regulate the microstructures of the mortars. Wang et al. [59]  found 

that using 0.05% GO in cement pastes increase compressive and flexural strength at 28 days, 

of 40.4% and 90.5%, respectively. Lv et al. [60] reported that 0.06% GO could enhance the 

compressive strength of the cement paste by 58.5% after 28 days, while the flexural strength 

could improve by 67.1% after 28 days with 0.04% GO concentration. Mohammed et al. [61] 

presented that the cement mortar with 0.03% GO additive could increase 30% compressive 

strength at 28 days. The effects of different GO dosages and sizes on microstructures of cement 
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mortars were also studied by Sharma and Kothiyal [62]. The study showed that the properties 

of cement mortars strongly depend on the dosages and sizes of GO. The mix with a smaller GO 

size (i.e. 100nm) improves compressive strength by 86% at 1% GO concentration. This 

improvement is more than that of using the larger GO size (i.e. 900nm) at the same dosage, 

which only improves 63%. The reinforcing mechanism of GO on mechanical properties of 

cementitious composites is attributed to the considerable effect of oxygen-functional groups of 

GO on the cement matrix. Several studies reported that the reinforcing mechanism of 

mechanical strengths of GO-cement based composites are mainly governed by chemical 

reactions between hydroxyl and carboxyl groups of GO and the mediating Ca2+ ions from 

calcium silicate hydrate of cementitious gels (Fig. 3). This results in a space network structure 

in the cement matrix that enhances the load transfer efficiency in cementitious composites [31, 

63]. 

  

Fig.3. Outline the schematic reaction between GO and hydration products [31]. 

There have been few studies investigating the influence of rGO on the properties of 

cementitious composites. Murugan et al. [64] revealed that the addition of 0.02% rGO to cement 

paste could not only enhance 28-day compressive and flexural strengths of the paste about 22% 

and 23% respectively but also refine voids and capillary pores in the cement paste. The effect 

of different dosages of rGO on the properties of cement paste was investigated by Qureshi and 
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Panesar [65]. The study showed that 0.06% rGO could improve the compressive and flexural 

strengths of the cement paste at 28 days by 14.9% and 33.7%, respectively. The influence of 

different sizes of rGO on the mechanical properties of cement-based mortars was also revealed 

in the study of Kiamahalleh et al. [66]. The results showed that the mix containing 0.1% rGO 

with the smallest size of exhibited 91% and 52.5% higher 28-day compressive and tensile 

strength than the plain, respectively. Although GO and rGO materials have shown beneficial 

effects on mechanical and durability properties of cementitious composites, they still have some 

limitations that need to be addressed before applying them as constructional materials. The first 

limitation is that there is a wide range of optimum dosages of GO (i.e. from 0.01% to 1%) for 

enhancing the properties of cement-based composites presented in the literature [13, 57, 58], 

which causes the difficulty for practical applications. Secondly, the current methods to produce 

these materials are costly and cause negative environmental impacts due to producing toxic 

emissions [67]. The other limitation is that GO and rGO are materials with a high level of 

defects and less crystalline and weak mechanical properties than PRG [68, 69], resulting in the 

effects on their interactions with the cement matrix.     

1.2.3.2.2 Pristine graphene additives 

PRG materials have low levels of defects, stronger crystalline and mechanical properties and 

can be produced by an environmentally sustainable process in high quality at industrial scales, 

which are outlined in Figs. 4 and 5, with much lower costs than GO and rGO. Therefore, the 

application of PRG in cementitious composites is expected to be more beneficial for improving 

structural performances of cement-based materials. Besides, the limitation in water dispersion 

of PRG sheets (PRGs) has been addressed in recent studies by using superplasticizer and 

ultrasonication methods [70, 71]. As a result, the number of studies on combining PRG and 

cementitious composites has increased recently. It has been shown in the literature that a small 

amount of PRG has great potential to enhance the strength of PRG-cement composites [71-74]. 

Wang et al. [71] investigated the different compressive strengths of cement mortars between 
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the control mix and the mix containing 0.05% PRG. The study reported that compressive and 

flexural strengths at 7 days of the mortar with 0.05% PRG were improved by 8% and 24%, 

respectively. As reported in Ref. [72], the compressive strength of cement mortar could improve 

by 19.9% after 28 days by adding 0.1% PRG. A recent study of PRG-cement mortars with 

different PRG concentrations (i.e. 0%, 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.5% and 1% by weight of cement) 

showed that the cement-based mortar with 0.05% PRG additive could improve 28-day 

compressive strength and flexural strengths at 28 days by 8.3% and 15.6%, respectively. 

However, the strengths start decreasing when the PRG dosages were increased to exceed 0.05% 

due to the agglomeration of PRGs [74]. Baomin and Shuang [73] investigated the use of four 

different PRG dosages (i.e. 0%, 0.03, 0.06, and 0.09%) in cement paste and reported that the 

optimal PRG dosage of 0.06% could increase the compressive and flexural strength of the 

cement paste at 28 days by 11% and 27.8%, respectively. Another study with four different 

PRG concentrations (i.e. 0%, 2.5%, 5.0%, and 7.5%) showed that the incorporation of PRG 

into cement mortars could considerably decrease water penetration depth whereas there were 

insignificant effects of PRG on compressive and flexural strengths of cement mortars, which 

was due to the agglomeration of PRG coming from the high PRG dosages rate used [75].  
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Fig. 4. Electrochemical production of graphene: a new generation of graphene materials [54, 

55]. 

 

Fig. 5. Photos of production facilities of PRG materials manufactured at the industrial scale by 

an electrochemical process at First Graphene Ltd in Perth, Australia (https://firstgraphene.net/). 
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Although these studies presented the dependence of the properties of PRG-cement mortars on 

PRG dosages, the characteristics of the mechanism behind this dependence have not been well 

understood. In addition to the dosage of PRG, several parameters of PRGs, such as particle 

sizes, number of layers, and level of defects, can affect the performance of PRG-cement based 

composites. As reported in Refs. [76-78], these parameters have a significant influence on 

mechanical properties of polymer composites. However, there were very limited studies on the 

effects of these parameters on mechanical properties of PRG-cement based composites.  

Moreover, unlike GO and rGO, PRG materials have very few oxygen-functional groups. 

Therefore, the reinforcing mechanism of PRG for enhancing the properties of cementitious 

composites is different and has not been revealed in the literature [13, 57, 71, 74]. To date, 

research on the effects of PRG additives on the durability properties of PRG-cement composites 

has not been sufficiently studied, although the durability properties are important to service life, 

maintenance costs, and practical applications of the construction structures. Besides, the 

existing studies only investigated the effects of graphene materials on the short-term mechanical 

properties (e.g. 7-, 14-, or 28-day curing ages) of cementitious composites and no studies have 

been done to investigate the effect of dosages and sizes of graphene materials on the long-term 

mechanical properties (e.g. curing ages of 3 months, 6 months, 9 months or over) of 

cementitious composites. Together with the dosages and sizes of PRG, the effects of design 

mixes of water and cement ratios can be an important factor. It affects enhancement rates of the 

properties of PRG-cement based composites because it has an impact on the strengths of 

cementitious gels, resulting in the influence on a combination of PRGs and cementitious gels. 

These have not been investigated in the literature. This PhD project will address these 

aforementioned research gaps. 

1.3. A general overview of using alternative binders to replace OPC binder 

As mentioned in Section 1.1, the OPC binder has a high impact on climate change [1, 2]. 

Therefore, researchers have investigated some new materials that can partially or fully replace 
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OPC. Among them, alkali-activated binders have been identified as one of the most promising 

materials. Geopolymers are one of alkali-activated binders that have the gels formed by the 

geopolymerization process, which are chemical reactions between materials with high 

aluminosilicate constituents, such as fly ash, and alkali activators. Researchers have also 

explored the properties of geopolymer-based materials (e.g. [79-85]). As reported in the 

literature, geopolymer-based materials exhibit highly desirable mechanical and durability 

properties that are comparable to or better than those of their OPC-based counterparts [86-89]. 

However, geopolymer-based composites develop low strengths under ambient curing 

conditions and must be cured at high temperatures (e.g. 600C, 900C) for 24 hours to reach 

normal strengths at an early age (e.g. 7 days, 28 days). These curing conditions can only be 

performed in manufacturing companies, resulting in difficulties in applying geopolymers in 

construction sites. To overcome this limitation, researchers have investigated combining fly ash 

(FA) with materials that have a high calcium oxide content, such as ground granulated blast 

furnace slag (GGBS), which was named as FA/GGBS alkali-activated binder (AAB) 

composites, in order to significantly improve their mechanical properties at the early stage [90-

93]. Although alkali-activated binder based composites can develop high compressive 

strengths, they still exhibit brittle behaviour as well as low toughness, low flexural, and tensile 

strength similar to OPC-based composites [94]. Researchers have explored the use of different 

additives to reinforce alkali-activated binders, such as carbon fibers [95] or carbon nanotubes 

[89]. However, these one-dimensional materials still have limited interfacial connections in the 

gel matrix, resulting in reducing their reinforcing efficiency as discussed above [31, 41, 96].  

Therefore, two-dimensional materials, such as GO have been considered as a promising 

additive to better enhance the properties of alkali-activated binder based composites. The use 

of GO in alkali-activated binder based composites is due to its better dispersion in the alkaline 

activator. However, very few studies have focused on the combination of graphene materials 

and alkali-activated binder based composites. Yan et al. [97] studied the influence of different 
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GO dosages on mechanical properties and microstructures of geopolymer pastes cured at 60 °C 

in 7 days. They showed that the mixes with 0.3% and 0.5% of GO could increase the flexural 

strength and fracture toughness of geopolymer pastes by 45.5%  and 61.5%, respectively. Saafi 

et al. [94] reported that 0.35% GO could increase the flexural strength, Young’s modulus, and 

flexural toughness of geopolymer pastes cured at 60 °C for 24 h by 134%, 376%, and 56%, 

respectively. These two studies have only investigated the effects of GO on the properties of 

geopolymer pastes. However, it is difficult to apply geopolymer composites in construction 

sites due to their heat-cured conditions that are challenging in practical sites. Therefore, the 

combination of GO and AAB based composites is more practical for building. To date, no 

research has investigated in the influence of GO additives on mechanical and durability 

properties of ambient-cured AAB mortars containing natural sand (NS). Moreover, it is also 

necessary to find materials to alter NS due to its over-exploitation. Natural sand is the most 

commonly used fine aggregate used in infrastructure; therefore, the over-exploitation of NS has 

been warned by scientists because this is leading to harmful environmental consequences on 

the ecosystem [98, 99]. Lead smelter slag (LSS) is an abundant waste material that is currently 

considered as a promising solution to alter NS in construction materials [100, 101]. As reported 

in Ref. [102], the worldwide generation of the lead slag was approximately 3.9 million tons in 

2009, and each ton generated 100 to 350 kg of LSS, only 15% of which was recycled. Therefore, 

there is significant potential for LSS to alter NS in composite materials for achieving resource 

sustainability in the construction industry while reducing the environmental impact of this 

abundant waste product. To date, no research has studied the effect of GO additives on 

mechanical and durability properties of ambient-cured AAB mortars prepared with LSS. These 

aforementioned research gaps are also investigated in my study.  

2. Research gaps 

As discussed in the previous sections, the combination of graphene materials and composite 

materials (i.e. cementitious composites and alkali-activated binder composites) has attracted 
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significant attention in recent years. It can address the drawbacks of Portland cement binders 

and natural sand by using supplementary materials and alternative binders to either improve the 

properties of cementitious composites or replace OPC and NS in the composites. Although 

existing studies demonstrated the benefits of using pristine graphene additive in Portland 

cement composites and graphene oxide additive in alkali-activated binder composites, there are 

still many limitations that need to be investigated in order to have a better understanding of the 

interaction and mechanism of their combinations. The fundamental and practical aspects to deal 

with the limitations in this research field are shown below: 

 Fundamental aspects 

- Understanding the interaction and mechanism of PRG materials on improving the 

mechanical properties of cement-based composites. 

- Understanding the effect of PRG materials on the mechanical and durability properties of 

cement-based composites cured in short-term and long-term periods. 

- Understanding the effect of different design mixes on the enhancement of PRG materials 

for mechanical and durability properties of cement-based composites. 

- Understanding the interaction and mechanism of GO materials on enhancing the 

mechanical and durability properties of alkali-activated binder based composites prepared 

with natural sand and lead smelter slag sand. 

 Practical aspects 

- Influence of different dosages of PRG on physicochemical, microstructural, and 

mechanical properties of cement-based mortars. 

- Influence of different sizes of PRG on physicochemical, microstructural, and mechanical 

properties of cement-based mortars. 

- Influence of physical properties of PRG on the reinforcing mechanism and optimized 

dosage for enhancing mechanical properties of cement-based mortars. 

- Influence of different PRG dosages, sizes, and design mixes on physicochemical, 

microstructural, mechanical, and durability properties of cement-based mortars cured at 

short-term and long-term ages. 
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- Influence of different dosages of GO on microstructural, mechanical, and durability 

properties of alkali-activated binder based mortars prepared with NS and LSS sand. 

Hence, this thesis is designed to not only address these research gaps but also contribute to 

developing the next-generation of construction materials with graphene additives. The 

outcomes of this study can address the current drawbacks of cementitious composites and create 

green construction materials by reducing the negative environmental impact of using Portland 

cement and natural sand resources.  

3. Research aims and objectives 

The research performed during this PhD project has the aims and objectives outlined below:  

3.1. Aim 1: To study the effect of the dosages of an ultra-large PRG size on enhancing 

mechanical properties of PRG-cement mortars. (Journal Paper 1) 

 Objectives 1: investigating the effect of different concentrations of an ultra-large 

PRG size influence on compressive and tensile strengths of Portland cement mortars. 

 Objectives 2: analysing physicochemical and microstructural properties of ultra-

large PRG-cement based mortars to gain a better understanding of the dosage 

dependence on mechanical strengths of the mortars. 

3.2. Aim 2: To explore the influence of different PRG particle sizes on enhancement rates of 

compressive and tensile strengths of ordinary Portland cement mortars. (Journal Paper 2) 

 Objectives 1: investigating the influence of particle sizes of PRG sheets on 

compressive and tensile strengths of Portland cement mortars; and the benefits of 

using PRG as the additives to reduce the environmental impact of Portland cement. 

 Objectives 2: analysing physicochemical and microstructure properties of cement-

based mortars containing different PRG particle sizes to improve understanding of 

the reasons behind their different enhancement rates. 
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3.3. Aim 3: To investigate the influence of physical properties of PRG on the reinforcing 

mechanism and optimized dosage for enhancing mechanical properties of cement-based 

mortars. (Journal Paper 3) 

 Objectives 1: studying the main factors that influence the interaction between PRG 

and cementitious gels and evaluate the optimal dosage range of PRG in for PRG-

cement mortars. 

 Objectives 2: analysing physicochemical, microstructural and mechanical 

properties of PRG-cement mortars to confirm the main influence factor; and 

revealing the proposed reinforcing mechanism and optimized dosage of PRG for 

enhancing mechanical properties of PRG-cement based mortars. 

3.4. Aim 4: To explore the effect of different PRG dosages and design mixes on 

physicochemical, microstructural, mechanical, and durability properties of Portland 

cement-based mortars cured at short-term and long-term ages.  

 Objectives 1: investigating the influence of different dosages of PRG and design 

mixes on mechanical and durability properties of Portland cement-based mortars 

cured in short-term and long-term periods. 

 Objectives 2: analysing physicochemical and microstructural properties of PRG-

cement based mortars to improve the understanding of the dosage dependence of 

mechanical and durability properties of Portland cement-based mortars cured in 

short-term and long-term periods. 

3.5. Aim 5: To explore the effect of different PRG sizes and design mixes on physicochemical, 

microstructural, mechanical, and durability properties of Portland cement-based mortars 

cured at short-term and long-term ages.  

 Objectives 1: investigating the influence of different PRG sizes and design mixes 

on short-term and long-term mechanical and durability properties of Portland 

cement-based mortars. 
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 Objectives 2: analysing physicochemical and microstructural properties of PRG-

cement based mortars to improve understanding of the impact of PRG sizes and 

design mixes on mechanical and durability properties of Portland cement-based 

mortars cured at short-term and long-term periods. 

3.6. Aim 6: To explore the effect of GO on mechanical, durability, and microstructural 

properties of FA/GGBS alkali-activated binder (AAB) mortars prepared with natural sand 

(NS) and lead smelter slag sand (LSS); and contributing to developing green construction 

materials by using waste-based materials to replace both cement binder and natural sand. 

(Journal Paper 4) 

 Objectives 1: investigating the influence of the addition of GO to AAB on 

compressive and tensile strengths, water absorption, and drying shrinkage of AAB 

mortars prepared with NS and LSS. 

 Objectives 2: analysing the microstructures of GO-AAB based mortars prepared 

with NS and LSS to gain understanding of the interaction mechanism of GO and 

AAB based mortars containing NS and LSS. 

4. Thesis structure 

This thesis has been presented as a combination of journal publications, which were published, 

accepted for publication, submitted, and unsubmitted to peer-review journals, and chapters 

which are prepared as a conventional thesis. It consists of eight chapters, and the overview of 

the contents are shown below: 

 Chapter 1: presents the research background and general overview of the existing 

studies on using supplementary materials and alternative binders to overcome 

drawbacks of OPC by either improve the properties of cementitious composites or 

replace the OPC binder. The benefits of graphene materials in cementitious and 

alkali-activated binder based composites have been presented and analysed, which 
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has been followed by the research gaps, the aims and objectives, thesis structure, 

significance of the proposed study. 

 Chapter 2: presents the results of the study on the effects of the dosages of an ultra-

large PRG size on enhancing mechanical properties of PRG-cement mortars. All the 

contents of this chapter are shown in journal paper 1 “Electrochemically produced 

graphene with ultra-large particles enhances mechanical properties of Portland 

cement mortars”. 

 Chapter 3: presents the results of the study on exploring how different particle sizes 

of PRG influence on enhancement rates of compressive and tensile strengths of 

Portland cement mortars. The contents of this chapter are presented in journal paper 

2 “Influence of pristine graphene particle sizes on physicochemical, microstructural 

and mechanical properties of Portland cement mortars”. 

 Chapter 4: reveals the results of the study on the influence of physical properties 

of PRG on the reinforcing mechanism and optimized dosage for enhancing 

mechanical properties of Portland cement-based mortars. All the contents of this 

chapter are shown in journal paper 3 “Investigating the reinforcing mechanism and 

optimized dosage of pristine graphene for enhancing mechanical strengths of 

cementitious composites”.   

 Chapter 5: presents the results of the study on investigating the effects of different 

PRG dosages and design mixes on physicochemical, microstructural, mechanical, 

and durability properties of Portland cement-based mortars cured at short-term and 

long-term ages.   

 Chapter 6: presents the results of the study on exploring the influence of different 

PRG sizes and design mixes on physicochemical, microstructural, mechanical, and 
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durability properties of Portland cement-based mortars cured at short-term and long-

term ages.   

 Chapter 7: shows the results of the study on investigating the influence of GO on 

mechanical, durability, and microstructural properties of FA/GGBS alkali-activated 

binder mortars prepared with natural sand and lead smelter slag sand. The contents 

of this chapter are shown in journal paper 4 “Influence of graphene oxide on the 

properties of ambient-cured alkali-activated binder mortars prepared with natural 

sand and lead smelter slag”. 

 Chapter 8: summarizes the outcomes of this study and also provides 

recommendations for further research toward the development of next-generation 

construction materials with graphene additives. 

5. Significance of the proposed research 

As discussed and analyzed in the previous sections (Research Background, Research Gaps, 

Research Aims and Objectives), cementitious materials are currently an indispensable part of 

the construction industry. Ordinary Portland cement, which is the main binder of cementitious 

composites, is commonly used in the building construction worldwide. However, the process 

to create OPC has a high impact on climate change due to its high carbon dioxide emissions. 

Besides, OPC suffers from low tensile strength, flexural strength, brittleness, and resisting crack 

propagation and a corrosive environment. These lead to durability problems and costly 

maintenance and the longevity of construction products. Moreover, natural sand, which is the 

most commonly used fine aggregate in infrastructure, is being over-exploitation. The over-

exploitation of NS has been warned by scientists because this is leading to harmful 

environmental consequences on the ecosystem. Therefore, it is imperative to find measures to 

overcome these drawbacks by using supplementary materials, alternative binders and waste-
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based sands to either improve the properties of cementitious composites or replace OPC binder 

and NS in the composite materials. 

Researchers have utilized the outstanding properties of graphene materials and abundant waste 

products to study how a combination of graphene materials and composite materials can address 

the drawbacks of OPC and NS. Although existing studies have demonstrated the benefits of 

using pristine graphene in cementitious composites and graphene oxide in alkali-activated 

binder based composites, they still have many limitations that need to be studied profoundly to 

provide a better understanding on the main factors impacting on the interaction and mechanism 

of these graphene additives in these composite materials cured at different ages. 

As a result, this thesis will comprehensively and systematically investigate the influence of 

different parameters of PRG on physicochemical, microstructural, mechanical and durability 

properties of cement-based mortars together with the proposed reinforcing mechanism and 

optimized dosage of PRG for enhancing their mechanical strengths.  The thesis will also provide 

comprehensive results of the combination of GO and alkali-activated binder based composites 

prepared with NS and LSS sand. The outcomes of this study show the great potential for 

incorporating either PRG into cementitious composites or GO into alkali-activated binder based 

composites prepared with NS and LSS to address their drawbacks and replace OPC binders and 

NS. The promising results of this thesis contribute to the development of next-generation 

construction materials with graphene additives, which not only have better mechanical and 

durability properties but also reduce harmful environmental consequences of using OPC and 

NS on the climate change and ecosystem.  
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CHAPTER 2:  

DEMONSTRATION OF THE EFFECT OF AN ULTRA-LARGE SIZE OF 

PRISTINE GRAPHENE ON ENHANCING MECHANICAL 

PROPERTIES OF PORTLAND CEMENT MORTARS  

 

 

THE AIM AND OBJECTIVE OF THIS CHAPTER: 

Aim: This chapter aims to study the effect of the dosages of PRG with an ultra-large size on 

enhancing mechanical properties of PRG-cement mortars. 

Objectives 1: investigating the effect of different concentrations of PRG with an ultra-large 

size influence on compressive and tensile strengths of Portland cement mortars. 

Objectives 2: analysing physicochemical and microstructural properties of ultra-large PRG-

cement based mortars to gain a better understanding of the dosage dependence on mechanical 

strengths of the mortars. 
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ABSTRACT 

The effects of the dosages (0.01%, 0.03%, 0.05%, 0.07%, 0.1%, and 0.3% by weight of cement 

binder) of an ultra-large size (56±12 µm) of pristine graphene (PRG) industrially manufactured 

by electrochemical process on compressive and tensile strengths of cement mortars are 

presented. To have a better understanding of the reinforcement mechanism of PRG-

cementitious gels, the physicochemical and microstructure analyses were performed. The 

results show that the addition of PRG to cement mortars improves their mechanical properties, 

with characteristic concentration dependence. The mortar mix with 0.07% PRG is identified as 

the optimal concentration, which provides 34.3% and 26.9% improvement in compressive and 

tensile strength at 28 days, respectively. This enhancement is attributed to the improvement of 

the hydration degree of cement paste, resulting in more Calcium Silicate Hydrate gel 

production. This also comes from the reinforcement of the adhesion bond that was created from 

friction forces between PRG sheets and cement gels, resulting in strengthening cement matrix 

composites and impeding crack propagations in the structure. However, with the further 

increases in PRG contents (i.e. 0.1 %, 0.3 %), the enhancement of mechanical properties of 

mortars is limited due to the impact of the van der Waals force on the sedimentation of PRG 

suspension, leading to the poor dispersion of the prepared PRG suspension. These results 

suggest that industrially produced pristine graphene by an electrochemical process is a 

promising additive for improving performances of construction materials. 

Keywords: Pristine graphene; Cementitious composites; Compressive strengths; Tensile 

strengths; Hydration process; Microstructures. 
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1. Introduction 

Cementitious materials are one of the most commonly used materials in the construction 

industry due to their high compressive strength. However, they suffer from poor tensile 

strength, flexural strength, fracture toughness and brittleness giving rise to durability issues [1, 

2]. To overcome these issues, cement materials are augmented through the use of specific 

additives, reduction of water and cement ratios, and reinforcement materials such as steel, 

carbon and plastic fibers [3]. 

Recently, cementitious material development has focused on the incorporation of nanomaterials 

to not only enhance the mechanical properties but also retard the propagation of cracks to 

generate a more durable composite [4]. These studies revealed two critical mechanisms [5], 

which affect the strength of cementitious materials in incorporating nanoparticles, such as nano-

SiO2 [6],  nano-TiO2 [7] and nano-CaCO3 [8], into the cement matrix. The first is the high 

specific surface area of nanoparticles, which accelerates the progression of cement hydration 

and creates more Calcium Silicate Hydrate (CSH) gels. The second mechanism comes from the 

small particle size property, which allows them to act as a filler. This grants the material with a 

denser microstructure. However, nanoparticles with low aspect ratios lack competence in 

arresting the propagation of cracks from the nanoscale cracks, they are thus unable to enhance 

the reinforcement efficiency [9]. 

In addition to inorganic nanomaterials, carbon-based materials, such as nanofibers and 

nanotubes, have been investigated in cementitious composites as additives and demonstrated 

they can improve the mechanical properties [10, 11]. However, these carbon materials showed 

some limitations to generate a full bonding with cementitious materials due to a lack of 

interfacial areas between them [12].   
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Graphene, a recently discovered two-dimensional (2D) carbon material has many outstanding 

properties such as high electrical and thermal conductivity, high-temperature stability, high 

mechanical properties, and ultra-large specific surface areas and high aspect ratio. Graphene is 

widely recognized to be an ideal additive to enhance performances of cementitious materials 

[13, 14]. There are several different forms of graphene materials such as graphene oxide (GO), 

reduced graphene oxide (rGO), pristine graphene (PRG), doped graphene, and functionalized 

graphene that have different functionality and properties. The pristine graphene produced by a 

direct exfoliation process from graphite using electrochemical methods has different properties 

compared with rGO, showing less defects, better crystallinity and conductivity. GO is an 

oxygenated derivate of graphene prepared by acid oxidation of graphite and is water-compatible 

and highly dispersible. This is one of the reasons why GO was preferentially explored as an 

additive for improving mechanical performances of cementitious composites. Wang, et al. [15] 

demonstrated that including 0.05% of GO in cement pastes can increase 40.4% and 90.5% in 

compressive and flexural strength at 28 days, respectively. This was confirmed by Lv, et al. 

[16]. They reported that GO can enhance strength and toughness properties of cement 

composites. Their results show that the compressive strength of cement paste with 0.06% GO 

is increased by 58.5% after 28 days, while the flexural strength is improved by 67.1% after 28 

days with the mix used 0.04% GO concentration. Sharma and Kothiyal [17] reported that the 

compressive strength of the cement mortar with 0.1% GO additive is increased by 86.3% after 

28 days. Recently few studies revealed the influence of different oxygen functional groups from 

GO on the phase composition and intermolecular interaction of cementitious materials to help 

early-age hydration characteristics of the composites [18, 19]. Nevertheless, GO material has 

some limitations that could impact its performance in cementitious composites. It is less 

crystalline with a high level of defects and has mechanical properties that are considerably 

lower than those compared to PRG or rGO. Therefore, the application of PRG and rGO in 
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cementitious composites is expected to be more beneficial for improving structural 

performances of cement-based materials [18, 19].  

Graphene materials, such as rGO and PRG, are highly hydrophobic and less dispersible in water 

compared to GO. This is the reason for being less attractive to be incorporated into cement 

composites to improve cement performances regardless of their better mechanical properties 

[20, 21]. Recent studies proved that the rGO and PRG dispersion in aqueous solution can be 

improved by a combination of surfactants and ultrasonication methods and could significantly 

enhance mechanical properties of cement materials [20, 22]. For example, Wang, et al. [20] 

found that the addition of 0.05% PRG in cement mortar can improve compressive strength and 

flexural strength at 7 days, by 8% and 24%, respectively. Tong, et al. [23] showed that the 

compressive strength of cement mortar is improved by 19.9% after 28 days when adding 0.1% 

PRG by weight of cement. However, these studies have only focused on investigating the 

changes in mechanical properties of cementitious composites between the control mortar and 

the mix with a certain PRG content (e.g. 0.05 or 0.1 %) but limited details about properties of 

used graphene materials [24]. In 2015, Du and Dai Pang [25] studied the properties of cement 

mortars with four different PRG dosages (i.e. 0%, 2.5%, 5.0% and 7.5% by weight of cement, 

with PRG size 8 µm), and showed that the addition of PRG can significantly decrease water 

penetration depth. However, their study indicates there are insignificant effects of PRG on 

compressive and flexural strengths of cement mortars. This is attributed to the high rate of PRG 

dosages used, resulting in the agglomeration of PRG sheets and forming multi-layers PRG 

sheets, which resulted in the hindrance to the interaction between PRG and cement matrix. A 

recent study of PRG-cement mortars with different PRG concentrations (i.e. 0%, 0.05%, 0.1%, 

0.5% and 1% by weight of cement, with PRG size 5-10 µm) done by Tao, et al. [26] confirmed 

that cement mortar with 0.05% PRG additive can improve compressive strength and flexural 

strength at 28 days, by about 8.3% and 15.6%, respectively, but the strengths start decreasing 

when the PRG dosages are increased to exceed 0.05% owing to the agglomeration of PRG. 
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Although these studies present the dependence of the properties of PRG-cement mortars on 

PRG dosages, the characteristics of the mechanism behind this dependence are not well 

understood. Compared to the proposed reinforcement mechanism of GO in cement composites, 

this is attributed to the strong interfacial adhesion between carboxyl, hydroxyl groups and 

cement matrix [27], which indicates that smaller size GO often shows a better enhancement rate 

in mechanical properties of cement composites than larger size GO as smaller size GO has more 

of these functional groups [17, 24]. Unlike GO, graphene sheets of PRG materials have very 

few of oxygen groups located at the edges, where different mechanisms are involved with the 

friction adhesion forces between PRG sheets and cement matrix. Thus, the larger size of single 

PRG structure is proposed to have the better enhancement to the cement matrix. To date, no 

studies have been done to investigate the influence of the ultra-large size of PRG on mechanical 

properties of cement-based mortars. While graphene materials are slowly moving into industrial 

space with many graphene manufacturers around the world that are able to produce their large 

quantities, there is still a lack of studies using industrially manufactured graphene to improve 

performances of cementitious. 

To address these research gaps, the aim of this study is to investigate the use of industrially 

manufactured PRG produced by an electrochemical process with focuses on studying the effects 

of the ultra-large size of PRG (i.e. 56 µm) and their dosages (i.e. from 0% to 0.3% by weight 

of cement binder) on the physicochemical and mechanical properties of PRG-cement mortars. 

Our hypothesis is that very large sheets of graphene with the size of several tens of micron will 

significantly improve the mechanical properties of cement. Most of the previous studies were 

based on PRG prepared in research laboratories with variable quality and less reproducible 

structural and mechanical characteristics. In this work, it is the first time to use industrially 

produced PRG manufactured by an electrochemical process that has recently been established 

by First Graphene Ltd in Perth, Australia, with the capacity of 100 t/year. To better understand 

the mechanism behind the positive effects of ultra-large PRG particles with different dosages 
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on cement mortars, a series of microanalyses were completed using X-ray diffraction analysis 

(XRD), Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and Ultraviolet–visible spectrophotometer (UV–vis). 

Industrial production of graphene has dramatically reduced the cost of producing graphene in 

large quantities, allowing it to be incorporated into industrial-scale materials, such as concrete. 

Hence, the promising results from this study will provide an attractive avenue to practical 

applications of graphene-based materials for a broad range of construction materials to enhance 

their mechanical and durability properties.       

2. Experimental Methods 

2.1.  Materials 

The PRG with the physical properties shown in Table 1 were provided by First Graphene Ltd 

(Australia) from their industrial production plant.  Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC), which is 

general purpose cement according to Australian Standard AS 3972-2010 [28], with the 

chemical composition shown in Table 2 were used as the binder of mortar mixes. Natural sand 

with a 2.36-mm maximum particle size was used as the fine aggregate, and its particle size 

distribution is presented in Table 3. MasterGlenium SKY 8100, which is the second generation 

polycarboxylic ether polymer superplasticizer in compliance with Australian Standard AS 

1478.1-2000 [29], was used in all mortar mixes as a surfactant to increase the dispersion of 

PRG in aqueous solution and workability of mortars. The properties of the superplasticizer are 

shown in Table 4. 

Table 1. Physical properties of pristine graphene supplied by First Graphene Ltd. 

ID 
Average particle 

size (µm) 

Thickness  

(nm) 

Purity 

(%) 

Bulk density 
(g/cm3) 

PRG-70 56±12 1-3 98.3 0.1 
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Table 2. Chemical composition of Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC). 

Compounds OPC (%) 
CaO 63.28 

SiO2 19.95 

Al2O3 4.79 

Fe2O3 3.14 
MgO 2.03 
Na2O 0.29 

K2O 0.4 

SO3 2.69 

P2O5 0.04 

 

Table 3. Particle size distribution of natural sand. 

Mesh size (mm) 2.36 1.18 0.6 0.15 0.075 

Cumulative passing (%) 96.7 84.6 62.2 4.5 0.4 

 

Table 4. Properties of superplasticizer (MasterGlenium SKY 8100). 

pH 
Boiling  

temperature (oC) 
Density at 20 oC 

(kg/dm3) 
Flash point 

(oC) 

Vapour  
pressure 
at 20 oC 

(hPa)  

Solid content  
(mass, %) 

6.4 ≥ 100 1.06 > 100 23 30.7 

 

2.2.  Preparation of PRG suspension 

The aqueous solution for mortar mixes, including water, PRG and superplasticizer, was 

prepared following the steps: (i) MasterGlenium SKY 8100 was mixed and stirred in water 

within 2 minutes; (ii) PRG was then added and stirred for 2 minutes; (iii) the solution was then 
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sonicated by Ultrasonicator UIP1000hdT for 30 minutes to create the aqueous solution for the 

mortar mixes.  

2.3.  Preparation of PRG-cement mortar composites 

A total of seven unique mixes of PRG-cement based mortars were prepared. Their detailed mix 

proportions are described in Table 5. As shown in the table, there are seven concentrations of 

PRG used, i.e. 0 % (as the plain mortar), 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.1 and 0.3% by weight of 

cement binder. These seven concentrations were designed based on a comprehensive literature 

review, which focused on investigating the effects of graphene’s derivative (e.g. GO, rGO, 

PRG) on properties of cementitious materials [19, 30].  

To prepare the mortar mixes, the procedures described below were adopted to improve the 

uniform of the cement matrix: natural sand and OPC were mixed together for four minutes, and 

then the aqueous solution (preparation procedures as described in Section 2.2) was gradually 

added to the mortars and continued mixing together within five minutes, which contained one 

minute to check and stir the mixes. All samples after mounting were vibrated for one minute to 

eliminate the entrapped air in samples during mounting. All specimens were demounted after 

24 hours cured at room temperature and covered with wet fabric sheets to prevent the loss of 

moisture. They continued to be cured in a fog room under the ambient temperature of 23 ± 2 °C 

until the testing days (i.e. at 7 days and 28 days). 

The labels of the PRG-cement based mortar mixes shown in Table 5 are designed as follows: 

the PRG letter is used to refer to pristine graphene in the mixes. The number after the PRG 

letter stands for the proportion of PRG calculated by the weight of Portland cement in the mixes. 

To illustrate, PRG0 and PRG0.07 are the mortar mixes prepared with 0% (i.e. the control mix) 

and 0.07 % PRG by the weight of cement, respectively. 

Table 5. Mix proportions of the cement mortar composites. 
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Mix 
Pristine 

Graphene 
(%)* 

Water/cement 
ratio 

Cement 
(kg/m3) 

Water 
(kg/m3) 

Pristine 
Graphene 
(kg/m3) 

Sand 
(kg/m3) 

Superplasticizer 
(kg/m3) 

PRG0 0 0.485 527 256 0.0 1448 1.4 

PRG0.01 0.01 0.485 527 256 0.1 1448 1.4 

PRG0.03 0.03 0.485 527 256 0.2 1448 1.4 

PRG0.05 0.05 0.485 527 256 0.3 1448 1.4 

PRG0.07 0.07 0.485 527 256 0.4 1448 1.4 

PRG0.1 0.1 0.485 527 256 0.5 1448 1.4 

PRG0.3 0.3 0.485 527 256 1.6 1448 1.4 

* The percentage of pristine graphene based on weight of cement binder.   

2.4.  Characterization of microstructural tests 

2.4.1. Scanning electron microscopy and particle size measurements 

SEM was obtained by using the FEI Quanta 450, which analyzes and provides high-resolution 

images of surface topography. The SEM analysis was conducted at 28 days, and SEM 

specimens were cut from the samples of PRG-cement mortars at 28-day mechanical tests with 

the dimensions of about 5 × 5 × 5 mm to analyze their surface morphologies and 

microstructures. All these specimens were dried and then coated by a 5 nm-thick platinum layer 

to enhance the quality of SEM images. Particle size measurement of PRG dispersions was 

measured in triplicate by a Nanosight NS300 (Malvern Instruments) coupled with a green laser 

(532 nm) using the O-ring top-plate sample chamber configuration. The pre-installed 

Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA) software version 3.3 took into account the Brownian 

motion trajectory of the particles to measure its size. 

2.4.2. X-ray diffraction analysis 

XRD was conducted by using the Rigaku MiniFlex 600 X-Ray diffractometer to find the 

mineralogical characteristics (i.e. the crystalline phases) of materials (i.e. OPC, natural sand, 

PRG, and hydration products of PRG-cement mortars). The XRD was worked at conditions 

40 kV and 15 mA, 2θ = 5°–80° at 0.02° step size. The XRD specimens were collected from 
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remnant pieces of PRG-cement mortars at 28-day compression tests, and then, they were dried 

in the oven for one day, then ground, and sieved into fine powders (i.e., < 10 µm) for analysis. 

2.4.3. Thermogravimetric analysis 

TGA was performed by using the TGA Q500 instrument to investigate the effects of PRG on 

the hydration process of cement composites at 7 and 28 days. About 20 mg of the powder 

(i.e. < 10 µm) of mortar mixes was heated from room temperature to 900 °C with the heating 

rate of 10 °C per minute under the nitrogen atmosphere condition. The outcomes of the TGA 

analysis are able to identify the contents of evaporable water (i.e. free water covers outer 

surfaces of cement composites) and non-evaporable water (i.e. the water content bound by 

products (e.g. portlandite, calcium silicate hydrate gels) of the cement hydration process). Based 

on the proportion of the weight loss of testing samples, the hydration degree of cement pastes 

of the control and PRG-cement samples was calculated (the details are discussed later in Section 

3.4.2).   

2.4.4. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 

FTIR was performed by using the Nicolet 6700 to determine specific functional groups and 

their intensities in samples, including PRG, cement, sand, powder cementitious materials at 28 

days. The infrared spectrum was obtained by using the support of the spectrum analysis 

software, which shows spectrums in transmission mode with the range of frequency in 

wavenumber from 400 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1. 

2.4.5. Ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometer 

UV–vis was obtained by using Shimadzu UV-1601 to investigate the dispersion of PRG 

aqueous solution, varying with the time between two methods: 30 min sonicated by 

Ultrasonication UIP 1000hdT (Hielscher, Germany) and without sonication. The percentage of 
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the transmittance of PRG aqueous solution determined by UV–vis varies with time is used to 

provide a quantitative analysis of the dispersity or sedimentation of the solution. 

2.5.  Flowability test and mechanical property tests 

The flow test of fresh mortars was performed immediately after mixed mortars, according to 

ASTM C1437 [31]. The dimensions of the truncated cone mold are top diameter 70mm, height 

50mm, and bottom diameter 100mm. The truncated cone mold was filled with fresh mortars by 

layers and tamped by a tamper to ensure uniform filling of the mold, then the mold was raised 

vertically, and the mean horizontal spreads of fresh mortars were recorded. This test was 

conducted to investigate the flowability of PRG-cement mortar mixes. For hardened cement 

composites, the compressive strength was determined at 7 and 28 days by carrying out 

compressive tests. A typical 50 mm cube was used according to the ASTM standard 

C109/C109M-07 [32]. The direct tensile test with a dog-bone shaped sample was also 

conducted at 7 days and 28 days in accordance with the ASTM standard C307-03 [33]. These 

tests were performed to identify the effect of PRG concentrations on mechanical properties of 

PRG-cement based mortars. The compressive and tensile strengths were determined from the 

averaged values of three nominally identical specimens for each mix proportion.   

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1.  Characterization of industrial manufactured pristine graphene (PRG) materials 

The morphology and physical properties of industrially produced PRG material used in this 

study are summarized in Fig. 1 and Table 1, which show their morphology, particle size and 

crystallinity. The graphene particle has irregular shaped structures and the average particle size 

of the graphene sheets is 56 ± 12 µm and a carbon content of >98.3%. From Fig. 1(c), the XRD 

pattern shows the crystalline phase of PRG at the scattering angle 2θ = 26.64°. The interplanar 

spacing between layers (i.e. d-spacing) calculated based on the Bragg’s Law is 0.334 nm, which 
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is the same as the interplanar spacing of Graphite [24, 34], showing a high quality of PRG used 

in the study. 

 

Fig. 1. (a) High resolution SEM images showing the size of single PRG particle and b) Low 

resolution SEM image (bar scale 50u m) and PRG particle size distribution (C) XRD pattern of 

PGR material. 

The observations of the sedimentation of PRG in aqueous solution with times between 30 min 

sonicated and without sonicated at the same 0.03% PRG content based on the percentage of 

transmittance of these solutions from UV–vis analysis are shown in Fig. 2. It is important to 

note that a solution with a lower percentage of the transmittance with time presents for better 

dispersion of PRG aqueous solution with time. As shown in Fig. 2(a), without a sonication, the 

transmittance is high at the early stage about 30%, and continues rising remarkably with time 

about 70% and 90% after 4 h and 24 h, respectively. In Fig. 2(b), 30 min sonicated, the 

transmittance values are low and rise very slowly with time compared to no sonication, which 

is about 0.5%, 2.5%, and 25% after sonication, 4 h, and 24 h respectively. From the photos 

in Fig. 2(c) and (d), we can note that the suspension of PRG aqueous solution without a 

sonication shows a clear variation of sedimentation following the time whereas it is hard to 

observe the change of the sedimentation of the one with 30 min sonicated. The results from 

UV–vis and observed photos indicate that the PRG aqueous solution is much more stable and 

well dispersed with the sonication method than without sonication, especially within 4 h after 
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the sonication, which is important to be able to create mixes with high quality because of the 

effects of initial setting time characteristic of OPC on cementitious composites [35]. 

 

Fig. 2. Variation of transmittance of pristine graphene suspension at 0.03% PRG with time from 

UV-Vis test: (a) without sonication, and (b) 30 minutes sonication. Photographs of PRG 

aqueous suspension after 0 h, 1 hour, 2 hours, 4 hours, and 24 hours: (c) without sonication, 

and (d) 30 minutes sonication. 

3.2.  Effects of PRG on the flowability of PRG-cement mortar composites 

Fig. 3 presents the flowability of the mortar mixes with different concentrations of PRG. As 

shown in the figure, the flowability of the mortars reduces with an increase in the PRG contents, 

and the mean value of the flowability of the control mix is 135 mm, which is 22.7% higher 

compared to the mix with the addition of 0.3% PRG (mean value of the flowability is 110 mm). 

The decrease of the flowability of the mixes with the rise in the PRG contents is attributed to 
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the large specific surface area of PRG, resulting in more amount of water required to lubricate 

their surface sheets, which is in agreement with the previous research studies on the effects of 

nanomaterials (e.g. GO, nano-SiO2, PRG) on the flowability of the cement matrix [19, 20].  

 

Fig. 3. Flowability test results of fresh mortars with different PRG contents. 

3.3.  Effects of PRG on mechanical properties of PRG-cement mortar composites 

The 7 and 28 days compressive test results of the control mix and the mixes with different PRG 

concentrations, and their enhancement strengths compared to the control mortar are shown 

in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the addition of PRG to the mortar mixes results in an increase in 

the compressive strength of the cementitious composites for both 7 and 28 days compressive 

test results. The optimal concentration of PRG is at 0.07% PRG, which is 50.0 MPa and 

56.3 MPa at 7 and 28 days, respectively. Compared to these tests with the control mix at the 

same test days, which is 36.5 MPa and 42 MPa, the results show that the strength is enhanced 

about 36.8% at 7 days and 34.3% at 28 days, respectively. The trend of the compressive 
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strengths of the mortars at 7 and 28 days decreases when the PRG contents beyond the optimum 

value (i.e. 0.07% PRG). The graph in Fig. 4(b) shows that the compressive test results at 7 days 

of the PRG-cement mortar mixes with the PRG concentrations under the optimum value have 

lower enhancement strength rates than those at 28 days. Whereas the trend is upside-down for 

the mixes with the PRG contents beyond 0.07% PRG.      

 

Fig. 4. (a) Compressive strength and (b) enhancement compressive strength of PRG-cement 

mortars with different proportions of PRG at 7 and 28 days. 

Fig. 5 describes the 7 and 28 days tensile test results of the different mortar mixes, and their 

enhancement strengths compared to the control mix. As shown in the figure, the tensile strength 

of the PRG-cement mortars increases with an increase in the PRG concentrations at all curing 

ages. It is evident from Fig. 5 that the optimal concentration of PRG is at 0.07% PRG, which is 

3.9 MPa at 7 days and 4.6 MPa at 28 days, compared to these testing days of the control mix, 

which is 3.1 MPa and 3.6 MPa, respectively. This enhancement in tensile strengths equates to 

about 25.3% at 7 days and 26.7% at 28 days. Fig. 5(a) also shows that the tensile strength of the 

PRG-cement mortars starts dropping when the PRG contents beyond 0.07% PRG. From Fig. 

5(b), the enhancement strength rates of the tensile test results at 7 days of the PRG-cement 

mortar mixes are higher than those at 28 days, except for the mixes PRG0.01 and PRG0.07.   
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Fig. 5. (a) Tensile strength and (b) enhancement tensile strength of PRG-cement mortars with 

different proportions of PRG at 7 and 28 days. 

The observed improvement in the compressive and tensile strengths of the PRG-cement mortar 

composites with the highest strength at the PRG0.07 mix, which will be discussed in more 

details in Section 3.4, could be explained by the following reasons: (i) the enhanced cement gel 

of the cement matrix composite owing to: (1) the improvement of the hydration degree of 

cement pastes due to the high specific surface area of PRG sheets, resulting in better spreading 

water to cement particles, which is similar with the observation of previous studies on 

mechanical properties of GO and cementitious composites [9, 30]; (2) the closer of cement 

particles in the cement matrix caused by the van der Waals forces between PRG sheets, resulting 

in an enhancement of strengths of cement gels  [30, 36]; (ii) the improvement of bonding gels 

comes from the improved interfacial friction and interconnecting behavior between the crystals 

of the hydration products in cement gels, which was created from a part of the covalent bonds 

between some COOH groups in PRG and cement gels (this is similar to other studies observed 

in a combination of carbon nanotube and GO and Portland cement [9, 37]), and most from 

friction forces between the areas of PRG sheets and cement gels (this was reported in previous 

research by using the molecular dynamics simulation method [38, 39]), resulting in being able 

to enhance the stress distribution and impeding the propagation of cracks from nanoscale to 
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microscale and macroscale in the cement matrix [19, 20]. Nevertheless, the mixes with the high 

PRG concentrations, which are beyond the optimum value, i.e. PRG0.1 and PRG0.3, lead to 

poor dispersion resulting in the re-stacking of PRG sheets due to the effect of the van der Waals 

force. This is attributed to the creation of multi-layers PRG sheets with a thicker thickness that 

results in poor interfacial friction and interconnecting behaviour, and thus, reduces the 

compressive and tensile strengths. This is in line with previous findings on GO and cement 

composites [19, 40]. 

The axial compressive stress and strain relationship of the mortar mixes with different PRG 

concentrations at 28 days is shown in Fig. 6. The curves show that for a given PRG 

concentration, the compressive strength increases with an increase in the PRG content, and 

reaches the highest strength with the PRG0.07 mix, and then, starts decreasing in strengths 

when the PRG contents beyond this optimal value. It is important to note that the stress-strain 

curves can also show the estimated elastic modulus of materials, deduced from the ratio 

between stress and strain which are taken at about 40 % of the ultimate compressive strength. 

Therefore, from Fig. 6, it is possible to conclude that the elastic modulus of the PRG-cement 

based mortars is higher than the plain mortar, and the mix with a higher compressive strength 

often presents a higher elastic modulus. This trend is consistent with the widespread relationship 

between compressive strength and elastic modulus in solid materials as shown in other research 

or standards [19, 41].   
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Fig. 6. The axial stress and axial strain relationship of mortar mixes with different PRG contents 

at 28-day compressive testing. 

3.4.  Microstructure and characterization of PRG-cement mortar composites 

The influence of the PRG concentrations on the mechanical properties of cement mortar 

composites at microscale was evaluated using microstructural tests: XRD, TGA, FTIR, and 

SEM. These tests were designed and conducted by four different contents of PRG as follows: 

0 (the control mix), 0.03% (as shown the transparently effective effect of PRG), 0.07% (the 

optimum PRG content based on the experimental results from mechanical tests), 0.3% (the 

maximum PRG content). 

3.4.1. XRD analysis 

The XRD patterns of OPC, sand, and PRG-cement mortar mixes are shown in Fig. 7. As shown 

in Fig. 7(a), the peaks detected in the XRD pattern for the natural sand are at positions: from 

21.2, 26.7, 36.7, etc. to 77.9, which indicates crystalline phases of quartz in natural sand 

[42, 43]. Fig. 7(a) also shows that the peaks of diffraction spectra for OPC powder identified 
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the following main phases: (i) Alite (3CaO.SiO2, C3S) at positions: from 29.5, 32.3, etc. to 

62.4; (ii) Belite (2CaO.SiO2, C2S) at positions: 30.2, and 32.7; (iii) Tricalcium aluminate 

(3CaO.Al2O3, C3A) at 23.1 and 32.3; (iv) Tetracalcium aluminateferrite (4CaO.Al2O3.Fe2O3, 

C4AF) at 12.3; and Gypsum (CaO.SO3.2H2O) at 11.8. It is also notable from the figure that 

C3S shows the major content in the OPC powder, followed by C2S, C3A, C4AF, and Gypsum, 

respectively. These identified phases and characteristics are in agreement with previous studies 

on the OPC components and its hydration process using the XRD analysis [44, 45]. 

In cementitious composites, the main products of the hydrated cement paste are portlandite 

(Ca(OH)2, CH) and calcium silicate hydrate (CSH), which contribute to mechanical properties 

of cementitious composites, and part of ettringite. The brief hydration reaction process can be 

seen in Eqs. (1), (2) in Section 3.4.2. The XRD patterns of the mortar mixes with different PRG 

concentrations, i.e. PRG0, PRG0.03, PRG0.07, PRG0.3, are shown in Figure 7(b). Although 

they have similar types of hydrated productions, their contents are different, resulting in 

different mechanical strengths (as discussed before in Section 3.3). It is important to note that 

CSH gels often stay at the amorphous phases, the XRD analysis is thus limited to identify CSH 

phases [20, 45]. However, the content of CSH gels can be estimated based on the amount of 

CH (as shown in Eq. (1) in Section 3.4.2), and the amount of the un-hydrated cement (e.g. alite) 

[24, 45, 46]. The degree of the hydration process of cement mortars can be estimated by the 

amount of the crystalline phases of CH in XRD analysis results. In order to make the equal 

percentage of natural sand existed in each sample of each mix, the major peak of natural sand 

at the position 26.7 of each mix was standardized to have equal intensity in all spectra of all 

the mixes [17, 46].  

Fig. 7(b)-(c) show that the detected peaks at the scattering angles of 18.2, 34.2, and 47.1 

correspond with CH phases [44, 46]. Fig. 7(c) shows that the intensities of these peaks for 

portlandite in the mixes having PRG (i.e. PRG0.03, PRG0.07, and PRG0.3) are higher than the 
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control mix (i.e. PRG0), and are augmented with the increase of the PRG contents. It reaches 

the highest value at the PRG0.07 mix, and then decreases when the PRG concentration beyond 

0.07% (i.e. PRG0.3). This suggests that the mixes containing PRG contents have higher degrees 

of the hydration of cement pastes than the control (as will be also validated by TGA, FTIR 

results), which is consistent with the studies on graphene and cementitious composites in 

literature [20, 46].  

Moreover, the major peaks of un-hydrated alite (2 = 29.5, 32.3) in these mixes detailed in 

Fig. 7(c) show that the control mix has the highest intensity of the amount of un-hydrated alite 

than the others, which is followed by PRG0.03, PRG0.3, and PRG0.07, respectively. This 

shows that PRG can accelerate the degree of the hydration of cement pastes and create more 

CSH gels in cementitious materials [17, 45, 46]. In summary, the XRD analysis results are in 

agreement with the growth trend of the mechanical strengths of PRG-cement mortar composites 

discussed previously in Section 3.3. 
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Fig. 7. Powder XRD patterns of: (a) natural sand and original Portland cement; (b) PRG-cement 

composites with different PRG contents (i.e. 0%, 0.03%, 0.07%, and 0.3%) at 28 days; (c) insets 

of portlandite and tricalcium silicate details of different PRG-cement composites at 28 days. 

3.4.2. TGA analysis 

TGA is another well-known method used to analyze the hydration degree of cementitious 

composites, which is based on the content of portlandite and non-evaporable water calculated 

from samples [47, 48]. According to previous studies on cementitious composites [24, 49], the 

brief chemical reactions of the hydration performance of OPC and the decomposition reactions 

of its hydration products summarized below can provide a better understanding to identify 

different phases in TGA analysis results.  

(C3S, C2S) + H2O  CH + CSH (1) 

(C3A, C4AF) + Gypsum (CaO.SO3.2H2O) + H2O   AFt + AFm (monosulphoaluminate) (2) 

(CSH)  C3S + H2O    (3) 

Ca(OH)2  CaO + H2O   (4) 

CaCO3  CO2 + H2O   (5) 

Ca(OH)2 + CO2  CaCO3 + H2O (6) 

Fig. 8(a), (b) shows the TGA analysis results of cement composites at 7 and 28 days of curing 

age, respectively. As shown in Fig. 8(b), from the derivative weight change cures, it can be 

divided into four main loss mass phases: (i) the mass loss below 145 C is referred to as 

evaporable water and part of bound water [50, 51]; (ii) the mass loss in the range from 145 C 

to 200 C is attributed to CSH gels (Eq. (3)) [20, 48]; (iii) from 350 C to 500 C is related to 

the decomposition of portlandite (Eq. (4)) [47, 52]; (iv) the mass loss in the range of  600-700 

C is referred to the composition of CaCO3 (Eq. (5)) [48, 49]. The non-evaporable water and 

portlandite contents can be estimated by the following equations [47, 48]: 
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 Mnon-water = M145 C – M900 C (%)   (7) 

MCH = 
��

��
 *MLCH + 

��

��
 *MLCaCO3 (%)  (8) 

where: (i) M145 C, M900 C, and Mnon-water present for the mass loss of sample at 145 C, 900 C, 

and non-evaporable water in percentage, respectively. (ii)  MLCH and MLCaCO3, present for the 

mass loss in percentage due to the decomposition of portlandite and CaCO3 phases, 

respectively; MCH stands for the content of portlandite in percentage, 
��

��
 and  

��

��
 stand for factors 

that showed the ratios of molecular weight of water in the decomposition phases of portlandite 

and CaCO3 (as referred to Eqs. (4) to (6)).   

Based on Eqs. (7) and (8), the amount of portlandite and non-evaporable water of samples at 7 

and 28 days are shown in Fig. 8(a)-(b). The contents of portlandite and non-evaporable water 

increase with an increase in the curing ages, i.e. 7 and 28 days, in all the samples, regardless of 

the PRG concentrations in the mixes, which is in line with other studies on cementitious 

composites [19, 48]. The PRG mixes show higher percentages of portlandite and non-

evaporable water than those of the control at all curing times. In addition, it is evident from the 

figures that these proportions increase with an increase in the PRG contents. The highest 

proportion is achieved in the PRG0.07 mix, and then decreased when using beyond this PRG 

concentration (i.e. PRG0.3), which is consistent with the observed results in the mechanical 

strengths and XRD analysis (as discussed before in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.1). In summary, from 

the TGA analysis results, the PRG can accelerate the hydration degree of cementitious 

composites, which is in agreement with the previous finding in graphene and cement matrix 

composites [19, 20, 47].   
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Fig. 8. TGA cures show the weight loss as variation of temperature of PRG-cement composites 

with different PRG contents (i.e. 0%, 0.03%, 0.07%, and 0.3%) at different days: (a) 7 days; 

(b) 28 days. 

3.4.3. FTIR analysis 

The FTIR spectra of natural sand, OPC, and PRG are shown in Fig. 9(a). The major bands 

observed for natural sand are: the asymmetrical bending vibration of Si-O-Si at about 470 cm-

1; the band at about 520 cm-1 attributed to the asymmetrical bending vibration of Si-O-Al; the 

symmetrical bending variation of Si-O observed at about 692 cm-1 presents the crystalline form 

of quartz in natural sand; the band from 750 to 810 cm-1 is attributed to the symmetrical 

stretching variation of Si-O; and the asymmetrical stretching variation from about 950 to 1100 

cm-1for Si-O. All observed bands for natural sand from FTIR analysis results are in agreement 

with previous studies on natural sand using infrared spectrum [53, 54]. 

For OPC, the bands at about 450 cm-1 and 525 cm-1correspond to out-of-plane and in-plane 

bending vibrations of Si-O bonds and stretching vibration from about 800 cm-1 to 1000 cm-

1with peaks at about 879 and 935 cm-1 correspond to Si-O bonds within the SiO4 groups. These 

bands are attributed to C3S and C2S main constituents in OPC [55-57]; the Al-O bending 

vibration at about 720 cm-1 is belong to AlO4 groups in C3A composition in OPC [55, 56]; two 
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bending vibrations at about 600 and 650 cm-1 and the stretching band from about 1050 to 1150 

cm-1 correspond to the S-O bonds within SO4 tetrahedral groups, belong to the gypsum 

constituent in OPC [56, 57]; the stretching variation from 1370 cm-1 to 1520 cm-1
 is attributed 

to (CO3)2- in OPC [57]. 

The major bands of PRG showed the stretching vibrations: from about 1000 cm-1 to about 1240 

cm-1, which represents the appearance of alkoxy groups (C-O); about from 1300 cm-1  to 1600 

cm-1 corresponds to aromatic double carbon groups (C=C); about 1700 cm-1 and from 2500 cm-

1 to 3600 cm-1 refers to the carboxyl (C=O) and hydroxyl (O-H) groups, respectively. This 

shows that the existing of carboxylic acid groups (i.e. COOH) in PRG is in agreement with 

other studies on graphene composites [58, 59].  

Fig. 9(b), (c) shows the FTIR spectra of the plain mix and PRG-cement mixes at 28 days of 

curing age. The group bands in the ranges of 400-550 cm-1 and 800-1200 cm-1 represent Si-O 

bonds in the CSH gels [55, 60]. A broad band from 2800 to 3600 cm-1 attributed to O-H groups 

in water molecules belongs to CSH gels in the mixes [55, 56, 60]. The narrow vibration in the 

range of about 3500-3600 cm-1 corresponds to O-H bonds in CH (portlandite) [55], and C-O 

bonds in (CO3)2- groups observed in a range of 1350-1550 cm-1 [56, 60]. From Fig. 9(b), (c), it 

is evident that the intensities of spectra represented for CSH gels (i.e. Si-O, H-O-H), CH (i.e. 

O-H), and CaCO3 (i.e. (CO3)2-) in PRG-cement mixes (i.e. PRG0.03, PRG0.07, PRG0.3) are 

stronger than those of the control mix (PRG0). This is attributed to higher hydration degrees in 

PRG-cement pastes, which results in the enhancement of mechanical properties of the PRG 

mixes. This is consistent with mechanical properties, XRD, TGA results discussed before, and 

in agreement with previous studies on graphene in cementitious composites [56, 58, 60]. 

Moreover, at a given PRG concentration, the intensity of the spectrum of PRG0.07 shows the 

strongest band, followed by PRG0.3 and PRG0.03 respectively. This is consistent with the trend 
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curves of the mortar mixes in compressive and tensile strengths as discussed earlier in Section 

3.3. 

      

Fig. 9. FTIR spectra of: (a) PRG, OPC and NS; (b, c) PRG-cement composite mixes with 

different PRG contents (i.e. 0%, 0.03%, 0.07%, and 0.3%) and their insets at 28 days. 

3.4.4. SEM cross-sectional analysis 

The SEM images of cracking patterns of the mortar mixes, i.e. PRG0, PRG0.03, PRG0.07, and 

PRG0.3, at 28 days at 50 µm and 30 µm magnification are shown in Fig. 10. The density and 
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width of micro-cracks lead to a reduction in bonding, interconnecting, and interfacial friction 

properties of cementitious composites as shown in these SEM images. The control mix (Fig. 

10(a), (b)) shows a higher degree of cracks both in the density and size and the lower 

compactness of the microstructure than those in PRG0.03, PRG0.07, and PRG0.3, as shown 

in Fig. 10(c)–(h), resulting in the lower strengths of the control mix than the others. Thus, the 

PRG-cement based mortars with better microstructures have the efficient capacity in crack 

bridging, crack branching and stress distribution, and also impeding crack propagations in 

structures, which leads to significant enhancement of compressive and tensile strengths. This is 

consistent with the results discussed in previous sections and also in agreement with the 

observations of other studies on graphene and cement materials [17, 19, 20, 47]. 
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Fig. 10. SEM images of cracking patterns at 50 µm and 30 µm magnification of PRG-cement 

mortar mixes with different PRG contents (i.e. 0%, 0.03%, 0.07%, and 0.3%) at 28 days: (a, b) 

PRG0; (c, d) PRG0.03; (e, f) PRG0.07; (g, h) PRG0.3. 

Fig. 11 shows the high magnification at 10 µm and 5 µm of SEM images of the mortar mixes 

with different PRG concentrations, i.e. 0%, 0.03%, 0.07%, and 0.3%, at 28-day curing age. The 

SEM images show four main compositions of the microstructures of the samples: CSH gels 

have tetrahedral and polyhedral shapes; CH has hexagonal shapes; Aft has needle-rod shapes; 

and pores intercalate between crystals [16, 17, 24]. It can be observed that they have similar 

types of the compositions in microstructures while the density and distribution of these 

components in each sample are different. For PRG0 shown in Fig. 11(a), (b), it not only shows 

fewer contents and smaller sizes of CSH and CH crystals, but also consists of significant 

numbers of pores in its microstructure. This leads to smaller mechanical strengths than those of 

the PRG-cement mixes (as consistent with the results discussed in the previous sections). 
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By the addition of the 0.03%, 0.07%, and 0.3% PRG content (Fig. 11(c)–(h)), there are apparent 

changes in their microstructures with larger sizes and enhanced densities of crystals, also more 

compactness. The best observation in the change of the microstructure can be seen in PRG0.07 

(Fig. 11(e), (f)), which is the densest, and followed by PRG0.3 (Fig. 11(g), (h)) and PRG0.03 

(Fig. 11(c), (d)). This is because PRG0.07 not only shows the highest degree of the cement 

hydration, which was discussed earlier in XRD, TGA, and FTIR results, but also comes from 

the mechanical adhesive friction forces between PRG sheets and cement gels, resulting in the 

strong interconnection across the compositions of cement matrix composites.  

When PRG concentration is increased up to 0.3%, it leads to poor dispersion. The 

agglomeration of PRG sheets occurs due to the effect of the van der Waals force. This creates 

multi-layers PRG sheets with thicker thickness, and hence, it prevents PRG sheets to contribute 

to improve the degree of the cement hydration process and to interact with the crystals 

compositions of cement gels. This leads to the reduction in mechanical strengths, which is in 

line with the results discussed in the previous sections and previous studies on a combination 

of graphene and cementitious composites [19]. 
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Fig. 11. High magnification at 10 µm and 5 µm of SEM images of PRG-cement mortar mixes 

with different PRG contents (i.e. 0%, 0.03%, 0.07%, and 0.3%) at 28 days: (a, b) PRG0; (c, d) 

PRG0.03; (e, f) PRG0.07; (g, h) PRG0.3. 

4. Conclusions 

The results of the investigation on the effects of different concentrations of industrially 

produced PRG by electrochemical exfoliation of graphite on the physicochemical and 

mechanical properties of PRG-cement mortar composites have been presented. The following 

key conclusions have been drawn based on the results and discussions in the study: 

 The first study of the ultra-large size of PRG particles in the average of 56 ± 12 µm 

produced by this industrial process has been confirmed that there is a significant 

enhancement of the ultra-large PRG size to mechanical properties of cementitious 

composites, compared to all previous studies using graphene based materials. 

 It has been shown that the addition of PRG to cement mortars can improve their 

mechanical properties and the level of improvement depends on PRG contents. 

The 0.07% PRG mix has been identified as the optimal PRG concentration in this 

study, which provides 34.3% and 26.9% enhancement of compressive and tensile 

strengths at 28 days, respectively. 

 PRG has improved the microstructure of the cement matrix, which comes from 

the rise in the hydration degree of cement pastes and the adhesive friction forces 

between PRG sheets and cement gels, and has also impeded crack propagations 

in the structures. 

 The mixes with the PRG contents, which are higher of the optimal value (i.e. 

0.07%), lead to poor dispersion resulting in the agglomeration of PRG sheets. This 

limits the improvement of mechanical strengths. 
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 The results from XRD, TGA, FTIR, and SEM analyses have shown that there is 

a strong relationship between mechanical results and bonding gels, densities and 

arrangements of the crystals in the microstructures. 

The results and findings from this study have suggested a promising capability of industrially 

manufactured PRG using electrochemical process due to their unique properties to be used as a 

next-generation of additives in cementitious composites. This could improve the properties of 

building materials, such as mechanical, durability, conductivity, and shielding properties. We 

are currently in the process of investigating the effects of the different contents, sizes and types 

of PRG on these properties, and the findings will be presented in separate studies.  
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CHAPTER 3:  

DEMONSTRATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE DIFFERENT 

PARTICLE SIZES OF PRISTINE GRAPHENE ON ENHANCING 

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF PORTLAND CEMENT MORTARS 

 

 

 

THE AIM AND OBJECTIVE OF THIS CHAPTER: 

Aim: This chapter aims to explore the influence of different PRG particle sizes on enhancement 

rates of compressive and tensile strengths of ordinary Portland cement mortars. 

Objectives 1: investigating the influence of particle sizes of PRG sheets on compressive and 

tensile strengths of Portland cement mortars; and the benefits of using PRG as the additives to 

reduce the environmental impact of Portland cement. 

Objectives 2: analysing physicochemical and microstructure properties of cement-based 

mortars containing different PRG particle sizes to improve understanding of the reasons behind 

their different enhancement rates. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper aims to study the effect of the size of pristine graphene (PRG) particles on the 

compressive and tensile strengths of cement-based mortars and to gain better understandings of 

the mechanism behind the enhancement of these properties. PRG industrially manufactured by 

the electrochemical process with a variety of particle sizes including 5µm, 43µm, 56µm, and 

73µm was used at the optimal dosage of 0.07% by weight of cement binder. The results indicate 

that mechanical strengths of cement mortars at 7 and 28 days considerably depend on the size 

of PRG. The mixes with size 56µm and 73µm show significant influence on both compressive 

and tensile strengths of cement mortars, which increase approximately 34.3% and 30.1% at 28-

day compressive strengths, and 26.9% and 38.6% at 28-day tensile strengths, respectively. On 

the other hand, the mix with size 43µm of PRG addition exhibits a significant increase only in 

tensile strength, and there are no significant effects on either compressive strengths or tensile 

strengths of the mix containing 5µm particles. The observed enhancement in the mechanical 

properties of cement mortars by large PRG sizes is attributed to the improvement of cement 

hydration level, the reduction of cement particles’ distance in cement gels because of the effect 

of van der Waals forces between PRG sheets, and the most important from the mechanical 

adhesion forces between PRG sheets and cement gels. The results from this study indicate that 

PRG is not only a promising additive in practical application for building materials to improve 

the current drawbacks of cement composites, but also a feasible option to support the reduction 

of cement mass used in cement composites, which could reduce the CO2  footprint and amount 

of CO2 emission into the atmosphere. 

Keywords: Pristine graphene; Cement mortar; Mechanical properties; Acceleration; 

Microstructure.          
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1. Introduction 

The most commonly used materials in the construction industry are cementitious composites. 

Although they are strong in compressive strength, they are weak in tensile and corrosive 

properties [1]. Researchers have proposed different approaches to improve their properties such 

as plastic and carbon fibers [2, 3], nanoparticles [4], carbon nanofibers and nanotubes [5, 6]. 

However, these additives are unable to effectively improve properties of cementitious 

composites due to limitations in bonding and arresting microcracks [5-7]. Moreover, the core 

component of cementitious composites, which is Portland cement, is also one of the factors 

contributing to a major amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) into the atmosphere that causes 

greenhouse gases. Global Portland cement production is estimated at 4 billion tons per year 

which the largest man-made material in the world [8-10]. It was reported that one ton of 

Portland cement production could release about one ton of carbon dioxide [11, 12], which 

accounts for about 7% of CO2 release globally [8, 9, 11, 13]. Therefore, developing approaches 

and new additives to improve the properties of cement composites and reduce the amount of 

cement consumption in order to decrease CO2 emission have attracted significant research 

interests. Improving only 1-2% in the reduction of CO2 release by enhancing properties of 

cement composites could make a significant contribution to climate change. 

To address these problems, several measures were explored by researchers such as improving 

cement plant efficiency or using supplementary materials [4, 14, 15]. There have been intense 

studies in using supplementary materials to enhance properties of cement composites and 

reduce the mass of cement consumption with many publications in recent decades, including 

using fly ash, ground granulated blast furnace slag, nanoparticles or graphene materials [4, 16-

20]. Among them, graphene and its derivatives (i.e. graphene oxide (GO), reduced graphene 

oxide (rGO) and pristine graphene (PRG), as two-dimensional materials, have shown the great 

potential for improving properties of cementitious materials owing to their outstanding 
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properties of high mechanical and conductivity properties, large specific surface areas and 

aspect ratios [16, 18, 21, 22]. These studies showed graphene additives could significantly 

enhance key properties of cement composites such as compressive and tensile strengths, 

chloride penetration, and electrical conductivity [16, 18]. It is important to note that there are 

significant differences in structural, chemical, mechanical and electrical properties of these 

graphene materials. While GO materials which are often oxidized from graphite are well 

known, the difference between graphene nanoplatelets produced from rGO and PRG materials 

has not been well described in research papers because both are termed as graphene 

nanoplatelets or flakes. PRG made by an electrochemical process from graphite materials 

preserves its original pristine structure. Thus, it has different properties compared with graphene 

nanoplatelets produced from rGO sheets that are also produced from graphite materials in 

different methods treated by harsh acids and oxidants to make GO and followed by a thermal 

or chemical process, which cause a significant level of defects and less crystallinity in the 

properties of graphene nanoplatelets.     

For GO studies, Li et al. [23] showed that incorporating of 0.04% GO into cement paste 

produced a 14% improvement in its compressive strength at 28 days, and there was no positive 

effect on its compressive strengths when the incorporation of GO below 0.03%. Another study 

performed by Wang et al. [24] reported that cement paste and cement mortar with 0.05% GO 

additive showed the highest enhancement rates in their compressive and flexural strengths, 

which could increase by 40.4% & 90.5% and 24.4% & 70.5% in compressive & flexural 

strengths of cement paste and cement mortar at 28 days, respectively. Although a significant 

process has been made in studying the effects of GO additives on properties of cement 

composites, the mechanism between GO and cement composites in the strength improvement 

has not been studied in-depth [18].  Few studies have recently explored the influence of oxygen 

functional groups from GO on the mechanism of the intermolecular interaction between GO 

sheets and the cementitious matrix, resulting in the improvement in the properties of cement 
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composites [16, 25, 26]. Besides, the effects of different GO dosages and sizes on 

microstructures of cement mortars were also revealed in the study performed by Sharma and 

Kothiyal [27]. They showed that the mix with a smaller GO size (i.e. 100nm) improved 

compressive strength by 86% at 1% GO concentration. This improvement was more than that 

of using the larger GO size (i.e. 900 nm) at the same dosage, which was improved by 63% only. 

This enhancement was explained by the effects of a larger level of oxygen-functional groups 

(e.g. carboxyl, hydroxyl) of GO with the smaller size compared to those with the larger size, 

resulting in stronger chemical adhesion forces between them and cement gels in the cement 

matrix [16, 28]. 

 In the case of PRG additives, recent studies on a combination of PRG and cement composites 

have shown great potential in strength improvement in PRG-cement composites [16, 18].  These 

studies were mainly focused on the effects of dosages with limited numbers of studies revealing 

the influence of other parameters such as the sizes, number of layers, functional groups and the 

mechanism of the strength improvement of cement composites. In the study performed by 

Wang et al. [29], which only compared compressive strengths of cement mortars between the 

control and the mix with 0.05% PRG, compressive and flexural strengths at 7 days of the mortar 

with 0.05% PRG was respectively improved by 8% and 24%. Another study with four different 

PRG concentrations (i.e. 0%, 2.5%, 5.0%, and 7.5%) performed by Du and Dai Pang [30] 

showed that the incorporation of PRG into cement mortars could considerably decrease water 

penetration depth whereas there were insignificant effects of PRG on compressive and flexural 

strengths of cement mortars, which was due to the agglomeration of PRG coming from the high 

PRG dosages rate used. In 2019, Tao et al. [31] combined cement mortars with five different 

PRG dosages (i.e. 0%, 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.5%, and 1%) and revealed that 0.05% PRG additive was 

the optimal dosage and could respectively improve compressive and flexural strengths of the 

mortar at 28 days by 8.3% and 15.6%, however, the strengths started decreasing when PRG 

dosages over 0.05% owing to the agglomeration of PRG.  
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Even though these studies show a strong dependence of the properties of cement composites on 

PRG dosages, the mechanisms of this dosage dependence have not been clearly explained. 

Additionally, unlike GO, rGO and PRG sheets (PRGs) have very few oxygen-functional groups 

that indicate a different mechanism to enhance the cement matrix, which is likely based on 

friction adhesion forces between PRGs and cementitious gels [32]. Also, all the studies on PRG-

cement composites from the literature have used PRGs with the average size varying from 5µm 

to 25µm [16, 18, 29, 31], with no study has been exploring how an ultra-large size influences 

on strength improvement in PRG-cement composites, together with revealing its enhancement 

mechanism. Our previous study [32] was the first study investigating the effects of dosages 

using the ultra-large PRG size (56um) on mechanical, microstructural and physicochemical 

properties of cement-based mortars. The study showed that at the optimal concentration (0.07% 

PRG), compressive and tensile strengths at 28 days of the mortar mix with PRG size 56um 

could enhance 34.3% and 26.9%, respectively. The study also revealed that the strengthening 

mechanism of cement mortars with the ultra-large PRG size was mostly due to friction adhesion 

forces between PRGs and cementitious gels. Compared with GO materials that have high levels 

of defects, high costs and environmental impact in production, and weaker mechanical 

properties [33, 34], PRG materials have low levels of defects, stronger crystalline and 

mechanical properties and can be produced by an environmentally sustainable process in high 

quality at industrial scales with much lower costs. Therefore, PRG materials are expected to be 

more acceptable to be applied for building and infrastructure materials. This is a strong 

motivation to have more studies on the effects of other parameters of PRGs on properties of 

cementitious composites.  

To address the above-mentioned research gaps, this study aims to explore the effects of different 

PRG sizes, which was industrially manufactured by an electrochemical process, on compressive 

and tensile strengths of cement mortars. The objectives of the study not only consider a range 

of PRG sizes including 5 µm, 43 µm, 56 µm, and 73 µm on these properties, but also evaluate 
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their effects on physicochemical and microstructural properties of the mortars. The outcomes 

of this study will provide better understandings of the strengthening mechanism of compressive 

and tensile strengths of cement mortars, which is still lacking in the case of research of PRG-

cement composites. The results of this study will contribute to future studies on using PRGs as 

additives in cement composites to enhance the performance of construction materials. The 

reduced mass of Portland cement in the binder of cement composites as a result of strength 

improvement due to the addition of PRGs will result in a reduction of the environmental impact 

of Portland cement products thanks to reduced CO2 emission. 

Table 1. Physical properties of different PRG sizes supplied by First Graphene Ltd. 

ID        Particle Thickness Purity Poured bulk density  

 Size-d50 (µm) (nm) (%) (g/cm3) 

Size 5µm 5 1-3 ~98 ~ 0.11 

Size 43µm 43 1-3 ~98 ~ 0.13 

Size 56µm 56 1-3 ~98 ~ 0.12 

Size 73µm 73 1-3 ~98 ~ 0.12 

  

 Table 2. Typical chemical properties of general purpose cement. 

Compounds OPC (%) 
CaO 63.28 

SiO2 19.95 

Al2O3 4.79 

Fe2O3 3.14 
MgO 2.03 
Na2O 0.29 

K2O 0.4 

SO3 2.69 

P2O5 0.04 
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2. Experimental programs 

2.1. Materials 

The physical properties of four different PRG sizes provided by First Graphene Ltd in Perth, 

Australia are shown in Table 1. From the table, it is important to note that although they are 

different in sizes, the other properties are similar. General purpose cement provided by Adelaide 

Brighton Cement LTD and complied with Australian Standard AS 3972-2010 [35] was used as 

the binder of mortar mixes and its typical chemical properties are shown in Table 2. Natural 

sand with 2.36-mm maximum particle sizes was used as fine-aggregate of mortar mixes. 

MasterGlenium SKY 8100 complied with Australian Standard AS 1478.1-2000 [36] was used 

as the superplasticizer to improve the dispersion of PRGs in water.   

Table 3. Designed mixes of cementitious composites. 

Mix 
Pristine 
Graphen
e (%)* 

Graphene 
size  
(µm) 

Cement  
(kg/m3) 

Water 
(kg/m3) 

Pristine 
Graphene 
(kg/m3) 

Sand 
(kg/m3) 

Superplasticizer 
(kg/m3) 

Control   527 255.6 0.000 1448 1.4 

Size 5µm 0.07 5 527 255.6 0.369 1448 1.4 

Size 43µm 0.07 43 527 255.6 0.369 1448 1.4 

Size 56µm 0.07 56 527 255.6 0.369 1448 1.4 

Size 73µm 0.07 73 527 255.6 0.369 1448 1.4 

* The percentage of pristine graphene based on weight of cement binder. 

2.2.  Specimens 

In this study, we designed the mixes with different PRG sizes at the optimal dosage (0.07% 

PRG), which is based on our previous study [32] on the effects of PRG concentrations on 

mechanical properties of cement mortars, to investigate the effects of different PRG sizes on 

mechanical, physicochemical, and microstructural properties of cement mortars. The details of 

the designed mixes of cementitious composites are shown in Table 3. As shown in the table, 

the four different PRG sizes considered in this study are a small size 5µm, a large size 46µm, 

and two ultra-large sizes 56µm and 73µm. Prior to the mixing of the mortars, the aqueous 
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solutions including water, superplasticizer and PRG were sonicated for 30 minutes by using 

Ultrasonication UIP1000hdT. Then, these solutions were gradually added for 5 minutes to 

natural sand and binder, which were mixed for four minutes. All samples were vibrated for one 

minute after mounting to mitigate entrapped air during the mounting process. After that, they 

were covered with wet fabrics and plastic sheets to prevent moisture loss and were demounted 

after 24 hours cured at room temperature. After that, all the samples continued to be cured in a 

fog room until testing days.  

2.3. Test methods 

Compressive and tensile strengths were tested at 7 and 28 days to investigate the influence of 

different PRG sizes on cement mortars. For compression, 50×50×50 mm3 cubes complied with 

ASTM C109/C109M-07 [37] were used. Dog-bone shaped samples, according to ASTM C307-

03 [38], were used for tensile tests. The values of each designed mix at testing days were 

calculated by averaging values obtained from three nominal identical samples of each mix. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were obtained by using the FEI Quanta 450 to analyze 

PRG sizes and surface morphologies of the mortars. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed 

by using the Rigaku MiniFlex 600 X-Ray diffractometer to find the mineralogical 

characteristics of cement hydration products of the mortars and PRGs. Fourier transform 

infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was conducted using the Nicolet 6700 to determine specific 

functional groups of PRG-cement based mortars. Raman spectra and particle size distribution 

(PSD) were respectively performed by using the HORIBA LabRAM HR Evolution and 

Mastersizer 2000 - Malvern to test the number of layers and particle sizes of PRGs. Analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) method was also used to evaluate how significant effects of different 

PRG sizes on compressive and tensile strengths of PRG-cement based mortars. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Characteristics of PRGs  
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Fig. 1 shows typical SEM images and related PSD graphs of four PRG samples used for this 

study. As shown in the figure, their average particle sizes determined from SEM and PSD data 

are 5±2µm (Fig. 1(a)), 43±8µm (Fig. 1(b)), 56±12µm (Fig. 1(c)) and 73±13µm (Fig. 1(d)), and 

the PRG structures show wrinkled and irregular shapes with few layer thicknesses. Their XRD 

patterns presented in Fig. 2(a) show the typical peaks of these PRGs at the position 26.64, 

resulting in their d-spacing between layers is 0.334nm that can contribute to a few layers of 

PRGs [28, 39]. Fig. 2(b) shows the Raman spectra of different PRG sizes. As shown in the 

figure, the relative intensity ratios of ID/ID’ and I2D/IG of all the PRG samples are respectively 

below 3.5 and 1. These mean that these PRG samples don’t have basal plane defects [40] and 

contain mostly several layers (from four layers) [41], showing the high quality of PRGs used in 

this study and being consistent with their average thickness and other properties provided by 

the provider. 
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Fig. 1. SEM images and particle size distribution of PRG: (a) size 5µm, (b) size 43µm, (c) size 

56µm, (d) size 73µm. 
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Fig. 2. (a) XRD patterns and (b) Raman spectra of different PRG sizes. 

3.2. Mechanical properties of PRG-cement based mortars 

Compressive strengths and their enhancement rates at 7 and 28 days of the mortars with 

different PRG sizes are shown in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), the addition of PRGs 

has a positive effect on compressive strengths of the mortars at 7 and 28 days regardless of PRG 

sizes. The mix with size 56µm shows the highest compressive strength at 7 days and 28 days 

(49.96 MPa and 56.33 MPa respectively), which increase approximately 36.8% and 34.3%, 

respectively, in comparison with the control mix that is 36.53 MPa and 41.96 MPa. A similar 

trend is observed in size 73µm, which rises approximately 24.3% and 30.1% at 7 days and 28 

days, respectively. However, the mixes with size 5µm and 43µm present low enhancement rates 

in compressive strengths of cement based mortars at both testing days, which are respectively 

approximately 0.5% and 4.5% for size 5µm, and 7% and 7.7% for size 43µm. Therefore, it is 

concluded that the ultra-large sizes (56µm and 73µm) have a stronger influence on compressive 

strengths of cementitious composites than those of the small size and large size (5µm and 

43µm), which will be discussed in Section 3.3. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Compressive strength and (b) enhancement compressive strength at 7 and 28 days of 

different PRG sizes. 

Fig. 4 presents tensile strengths and their enhancement rates at 7 days and 28 days of the mortars 

with different PRG sizes. Fig. 4(a), (b) shows that tensile strengths of the PRG-cement mortars 

of different PRG sizes at both testing days increase with the addition of PRG, and their 
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enhancement strength rates depend on the sizes of PRGs. The size 73µm mix shows the highest 

values in direct tensile strengths at 7 days (4.14 MPa) and 28 days (5.05 MPa), which enhance 

approximately 33.5% and 38.6%, respectively, compared to the control mix (3.1 MPa at 7 days 

and 3.67 MPa at 28 days). The size 43µm and 56µm mixes show similar enhancement rates in 

tensile strengths of the mortar mixes at 7 and 28 days, which respectively increase 

approximately 25% and 26.3% for size 43µm, and 25.3% and 26.9% for size 56µm. In contrast, 

the mix with size 5µm presents the lowest enhancement in tensile strengths at both testing days, 

which are approximately 10.1% at 7 days and 3.1% at 28 days. In summary, it is evident from 

the results that the large size (43µm) and ultra-large sizes (56µm and 73µm) shows significant 

enhancement on tensile strengths of the cement mortars whereas the small size (5µm) presents 

less enhancement on tensile strengths of cementitious composites, which will be further 

discussed in Section 3.3. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Tensile strength and (b) enhancement tensile strength at 7 and 28 days of different 

PRG sizes.   

3.3. Physicochemical, microstructural and ANOVA analyses of PRG-cement mortars 

with different sizes of PRGs   

3.3.1 XRD, FTIR and SEM characterizations   

The XRD patterns of the mortars with different sizes of PRGs at 28 days are shown in Fig. 5(a). 

It is important to note that these XRD spectra were standardized to the equal intensity at the 

major peak of natural sand of 26.7 for making the equal percentage of existing sand in all the 

samples [32, 42]. Also, only main crystalline phases that relate to the cement hydration process 

were marked in XRD patterns to avoid a distraction from the analysis (most of the remaining 

peaks, such as 21.2, 36.7°, or 77.9°, indicate crystalline phases of quartz [32]). As shown in 

Fig. 5(a), all the samples have similar spectrum patterns, showing similar main crystalline 

phases confirmed including cement hydration products (i.e. Portlandite and Ettringite) and un-

hydrated cement (i.e. Alite). This means the addition of PRGs into cementitious composites 

does not create any new crystalline phases in the cement matrix. Moreover, the main cement 
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hydration product in cementitious composites is calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) gels could not 

recognize in these spectra because CSH gels often exist at amorphous phases in a cement matrix 

and it is thus hard to identify with XRD test  [29, 43]. However, CSH contents can be inferred 

from the contents of portlandite and alite phases [32, 42]. It can also be seen from the figure 

that the portlandite phases in the mixes with size 43µm, 56µm and 73µm show higher intensities 

than the others. This observation, together with the fewer contents of alite in these mixes (size 

43µm, 56µm and 73µm) compared with those in the other mixes (control and size 5µm), can 

result in higher degrees of the hydration of cement pastes in these mixes than the control and 

size 5µm mixes [32, 42]. This could account for the better enhancement in compressive and 

tensile strengths of the large size and ultra-large sizes than the others due to higher CSH gels 

created, as discussed above in Section 3.2. Moreover, it can also be seen in Fig.5(a) that 

although the mix with size 5µm has the higher peak intensity of un-hydrated alite phases than 

the control, it still has a higher peak intensity of portlandite than the control. This could be 

because the mix with size 5µm had a higher amount of belite hydrated in the cement hydration 

process than the control (i.e. (alite, belite) + H2O   portlandite + CSH [28, 32]), contributing 

to a higher peak intensity of portlandite of this mix at the short-term mechanical strengths.    
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Fig. 5. (a) XRD and (b) FTIR of PRG-cement mortars with different PRG sizes at 28 days. 

 Fig. 5(b) shows the FTIR patterns of the mixes with different PRG sizes at 28 days. As shown 

in the figure, all the samples have similar spectra with some functional groups determined in 
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the range of the band from 400 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1, showing that there are no new distinguishing 

groups observed in all the samples, which are consistent with the results of XRD discussed 

above and the previous research [44]. From the figure, some functional groups are observed in 

these samples including Si-O bonds in CSH gels, which are in the ranges of 400-550 cm-1 and 

800-1200 cm-1 [45, 46], and O-H bond in CSH gels and portlandite, which are in the range of 

2800-3600 cm-1 [46, 47] and 3600-3650 cm-1 [45, 48]. C-O bond in (CO3)2- groups are observed 

in a range of 1350-1550 cm-1 [46, 47], which indicates the appearance of CaCO3 in these 

samples due to the chemical reaction between cement products and carbon dioxide during the 

curing and testing period (it can also observed on the surface of cement hydration products in 

Fig. 6(j) [32, 49, 50]). Although all the spectra show the same functional groups, it is evident 

from the figure that the intensities of functional groups belonging to CSH gels in the mixes with 

PRGs are higher than the control. This could be attributed to higher hydration degrees of cement 

binder in the mortars with PRGs additive, resulting in the improvement in compressive and 

tensile strengths of these mixes as discussed above in Section 3.2.   

SEM images of microstructures of the mortars with different sizes of PRGs at 28 days are shown 

in Fig. 6. It is evident from the figure that although these samples show similar components in 

their SEM images, they are different from how these components are distributed and 

compacted. In particular, the control mix and size 5µm mix not only show less compact in the 

microstructure, which is large sizes in microcracks and less dense in the interfacial transition 

zones (ITZ) (Fig. 6(a) and (c)), but also present smaller sizes of crystal components and larger 

contents of pores distributed in the cement matrix (Fig. 6(b) and (d)) than the others (Fig. 6(e)-

(j)). It can also be seen from the figure that the mixes with size 56µm (Fig. 6(g), (h)) and 73µm 

(Fig. 6(i), (j)) show the most compact in the cement matrix of the mortars, followed by the size 

43µm mix (Fig. 6(e), (f)). This is attributed to the higher cement hydration degree and a stronger 

connection between PRGs and cement gels in the cement matrix of these mixes than the others, 
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resulting in their stronger enhancement rates in compression and tension [29, 32, 51] as 

discussed in Section 3.2. 
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Fig. 6. SEM images of PRG-cement mortars with different PRG sizes at 28 days: (a, b) control, 

(c, d) size 5µm, (e, f) size 43µm, (g, h) size 56µm, (i, j) size 73µm. 
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From the above observations and analyses, it can be concluded that physicochemical, 

microstructural and mechanical properties of cement-based mortars are strongly dependent on 

the sizes of PRGs additives. The benefits of PRG additives in the cement matrix could come 

from the combination of the following reasons: (1) a part of the enhancement in the cement 

hydration process due to the better spreading water of PRGs in a cement matrix, and the 

reduction of distances between cement particles in cement gels because of the effect of van der 

Waals forces between PRGs [18, 32, 51]; (2) most of the mechanical adhesion forces created 

from the friction forces between surfaces of PRGs and cement gels [32], suggesting that PRGs 

with larger sizes will have stronger friction adhesion forces due to having larger surface areas 

to connect with cement gels (e.g. 5µm×5µm (25µm2), 73µm×73µm (5329µm2)), resulting in 

their better enhancement rates in mechanical strengths of cement composites as discussed in 

Section 3.2. This type of friction forces between PRGs and cement gels was also identified by 

previous research in simulation studies using molecular dynamics simulation methods [52, 53]. 

Therefore, PRGs can reinforce cement gels in cementitious composites, integrating PRGs into 

cement gels to create PRG-cementitious gels in the cement matrix, resulting in the improvement 

of microstructures of the PRG-cement mortars and contributing to a better capacity in stress-

distribution and propagation of cracks of these PRG-cement mixes.  

3.3.2 ANOVA analysis to evaluate the benefit of different sizes of PRGs on compressive 

and tensile strengths of cement mortars 

The ANOVA analysis by applying the Dunnett method is used to determine whether the 

enhancement of different sizes of PRGs on compressive and tensile strengths of cement mortars 

is statistically significant or not. This analysis method is based on the null hypothesis theory 

with a significant level of 0.05 to assess how significant differences between the mortar mixes, 

which is detailed in previous studies [54, 55]. The results of the ANOVA analyses for 

compressive strengths at 7 days and 28 days of the different mixes are shown in Table 4. As 

can be seen from the table, only the ultra-large sizes mixes (size 56µm and 73µm) are significant 
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improvements in compressive strengths at both testing days compared to the others (their P-

values < 0.05). Moreover, while the size 56µm mix shows the most benefit at the 7 days test 

because it shows significant difference even with the size 73µm (i.e. P-value=0.009), there is 

no significant difference between them at 28 days (i.e. P-value=0.186).  

Table 4. Assessment of effects of different PRG sizes on compressive strengths of PRG-cement 

mortars at 7 days and 28 days using ANOVA tests. 

Difference of levels 

7-day compression 28-day compression 

Difference 
of means 

T-Value 
Adjusted 
P-Value 

Difference 
of means 

T-Value 
Adjusted 
P-Value 

Size 5µm - Control 0.19 0.21 0.998 1.89 1.41 0.464 

Size 43µm - Control 2.55 2.88 0.051 3.22 2.40 0.111 

Size 56µm - Control 13.43 15.21 0.000 14.37 10.72 0.000 

Size 73µm - Control 8.90 10.07 0.000 12.62 9.42 0.000 

Size 56µm - Size 43µm 10.88 11.05 0.000 11.16 12.96 0.000 

Size 73µm - Size 43µm 6.35 6.44 0.002 9.41 10.93 0.000 

Size 73µm - Size 56µm -4.53 -4.6 0.009 -1.75 -2.03 0.186 

 

Table 5 presents the results of the ANOVA tests at 7 days and 28 days for tensile strengths of 

the different mortars. It is evident from the table that the mixes with size 43µm, 56µm and 

73µm show significant benefit in tensile strengths at both testing days compared with the 

control. In addition, the size 73µm mix presents the strongest effect at the age of 7 days 

compared to size 43µm (i.e. P-value=0.026) and size 56µm (i.e. P-value=0.03), whereas there 

are no significant differences between these PRG sizes on tensile strengths at 28-day. 
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Table 5. Assessment of effects of different PRG sizes on tensile strengths of PRG-cement 

mortars at 7 days and 28 days using ANOVA tests. 

Difference of levels 

7-day tension 28-day tension 

Difference 
of means 

T-Value 
Adjusted 
P-Value 

Difference 
of means 

T-Value 
Adjusted 
P-Value 

Size 5µm - Control 0.31 2.88 0.051 0.11 0.54 0.949 

Size 43µm - Control 0.78 7.15 0.000 0.96 4.62 0.003 

Size 56µm - Control 0.79 7.24 0.000 0.98 4.72 0.003 

Size 73µm - Control 1.04 9.57 0.000 1.41 6.77 0.000 

Size 56µm - Size 43µm 0.01 0.13 0.990 0.02 0.09 0.996 

Size 73µm - Size 43µm 0.26 3.62 0.026 0.45 1.86 0.230 

Size 73µm - Size 56µm 0.25 3.49 0.030 0.43 1.77 0.256 

In summary, it is evident from all the above analyses that compressive and tensile strengths of 

cement based mortars at 7 days and 28 days strongly depend on the sizes of PRG additives. 

While the small size (5µm) does not show any significant influence on compressive and tensile 

strengths of the cement mortars at both testing days, the large size (43µm) only shows a 

significant influence on tensile strengths at both testing days. In contrast, the ultra-large sizes 

(56µm and 73µm) show a significant influence on both compression and tension at all the 

testing days. This confirms the strong benefit of the ultra-large sizes on the mechanical 

properties of cementitious composites. 

3.3.3 Prediction the benefit of PRG additive to reduce the amount of Portland cement 

used in building materials 

As mentioned in the Introduction Section, the use of Portland cement accounts for about 7% of 

CO2 emission into the atmosphere globally, causing greenhouse gases. Thus, it is important to 

find methods to reduce the amount of cement used in building materials without impacting on 

requirements of their designed strengths. In this case, PRG appears as a promising additive for 

building materials to reduce the amount of Portland cement used globally. From the previous 

sections, it can be concluded that the addition of PRGs to cement mortars can enhance their 
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mechanical strengths. The ultra-large sizes (56µm and 73µm) show the significant 

improvement in both compressive and tensile strengths at all the testing days. 

As discussed in Section 3.2, the size 56µm mix can enhance the 28-day compressive and tensile 

strengths of the mortar up to 56.33 MPa (34.3%) and 4.62 MPa (26.9%) compared to the 

control mix 41.96 MPa and 3.67 MPa, respectively. In practice, we often use the compressive 

strength at 28 days as the most important parameter to design for new constructions. As shown 

in Table 3, the mass of Portland cement in 1 m3 of cement mortars for the current design mixes 

is 527 kg, and the compressive strength at 28 days of the control mix is 41.96 MPa. Based on 

compressive strengths of cement pastes and water/cement ratio of mortars, we can predict 

compressive strengths of cement mortars and one of the precise design-oriented models for 

predicting was proposed by Kargari et al. [56], which considers different formulas for different 

cement paste classes. In this study, we used the cement paste with 45 MPa at 28-day 

compressive strength. According to Kargari et al. [56], the formula used to predict compressive 

strengths of cement mortars with cement paste class 42.5 MPa is shown below: 

 f’c28 = 25.32(1/(W/C)-0.443); (1) 

where W/C means water and cement ratios. The water and cement ratio we used in this study 

is 0.485. According to the formula above, the compressive strength of the cement mortar is 40.1 

MPa, which is only a 2.31% error compared to the experimental result (41.96 MPa). If we 

simply assume that the required compressive strength for designing building construction is 

56.33 MPa. From Equation (1), the requirement of water and cement ratio for the cement mortar 

calculated is 0.375. Thus, the mass of Portland cement for the practical design mix with the 

above water and cement ratio (0.375) is 610 kg. This means if we use 369 gram PRG size 56µm 

as the additive for 1 m3 cement mortar with 0.485 water/cement ratio, we can reduce about 83 

kg ( 15.75%) Portland cement for the required compressive strength at 0.375 water/cement 

ratio. As reported in Refs. [8-10], it takes approximately 4 billion tons of cement production in 
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the world yearly, and thus, PRG additive can support to reduce the mass of cement production 

down to 3.37 billion tons, which can decrease approximately 1.1% of the CO2 emission caused 

by cement production every year. This will be a significant contribution to mitigate greenhouse 

gases, which accounts for the global warming gases and climate change. However, this 

contribution should consider that some impact on CO2 and environmental footprint coming 

from the graphene manufacturing process. The production of PRG materials used in this paper 

is industrially manufactured using the electrochemical process by First Graphene Ltd that has 

several advantages providing significantly lower footprints compared with other PRG materials 

used chemical oxidation/reduction-based manufacturing processes [57]. Firstly, this process 

utilizes the world’s highest purity vein graphite with a carbon content greater than 98% of total 

graphitic carbon which is used directly without a further process that excludes extensive 

graphite processing footprint (gridding, flotation). Secondly, the electrochemically produced 

process of PRG from this graphite is a single-step process that is a closed-loop, therefore, all 

electrolytes are recovered and reused. Due to the extremely high carbon content of the graphite 

used in the system, the kWh per each kilogram of produced PRG materials is extremely low 

with a very high conversion from graphite to graphene approaching 100% conversion. It is also 

important to note that although the dispersion of PRG solutions has been improved with the 

addition of superplasticizers and showed good consistent results, the hydrophobicity of PRG 

materials can result in the non-uniform distribution of PRG in the cement matrix. Therefore, it 

is also important to develop better methods by using additional additives or advanced mixing 

methods to create composites with better uniform distribution. 

4. Conclusions 

The effects of different sizes of PRGs on physicochemical, microstructural and mechanical 

properties of cement-based mortars have been presented and evaluated in this study. Based on 

the results and discussion above, the following conclusions have been drawn: 
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 The addition of PRGs additive to cement-based mortars enhances their compressive and 

tensile strengths at 7 days and 28 days. The enhancement accounts for the improvement of 

compactness of mortars, which is due to the increase in cement hydration degrees, the 

reduction of distances between cement particles, and the most important part from 

mechanical adhesion forces between PRGs and cement gels. 

 Compressive and tensile strengths of the cement mortars considerably depend on the sizes 

of PRGs additive. While the small size (5µm) presents no significant effect on both 

mechanical tests, the large size (43µm) only shows a significant influence on tensile 

strengths. The ultra-large sizes (56µm and 73µm) have shown the most prominent benefit 

to compressive and tensile strengths at both testing days. 

 The results from XRD, FTIR, and SEM analyses show that compressive and tensile 

strengths PRG-cement mortars have a close relationship with their physicochemical and 

microstructure properties. The higher mechanical strengths they are, the better 

microstructures they have. 

 The use of PRGs in cement composites as an additive can support to reduce the mass of 

cement production, and thus decrease the amount of the CO2 emission into the atmosphere 

caused by cement production, contributing to mitigating the global warming gases and 

climate change yearly. 

The results from the study confirm the prominent benefit of the ultra-large sizes on mechanical 

properties of cementitious composites. This provides the potential to apply ultra-large PRG 

sizes to cementitious composites as additives to not only enhance both compressive and tensile 

strengths but also contribute to alleviating the global warming gases. The study also contributes 

to providing a fast track in studying PRG and cement composites to investigate the influence 

of PRGs on other properties of cementitious composites, such as permeability, toughness, 

shrinkage, or corrosion; therefore, the application of this promising additive in practice for 

building materials could complete soon.   
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CHAPTER 4:  

INVESTIGATING THE REINFORCING MECHANISM AND 

OPTIMIZED DOSAGE OF PRISTINE GRAPHENE FOR 

ENHANCING MECHANICAL STRENGTHS OF 

CEMENTITIOUS COMPOSITES 

 

 

THE AIM AND OBJECTIVE OF THIS CHAPTER: 

Aim: This chapter aims to investigate the influence of physical properties of PRG on the 

reinforcing mechanism and optimized dosage for enhancing mechanical properties of cement-

based mortars. 

Objectives 1: studying the main factors that influence the interaction between PRG and 

cementitious gels and evaluate the optimal dosage range of PRG in for PRG-cement mortars. 

Objectives 2: analysing physicochemical, microstructural and mechanical properties of PRG-

cement mortars to confirm the main influence factor; and revealing the proposed reinforcing 

mechanism and optimized dosage of PRG for enhancing mechanical properties of PRG-cement 

based mortars. 
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ABSTRACT 

The proposed reinforcing mechanism and optimized dosage of pristine graphene (PRG) for 

enhancing mechanical, physicochemical and microstructural properties of cementitious mortar 

composites are presented. Five concentrations of PRG and two particle sizes are explored in 

this study. The results confirmed that the strength of the mortars depends on the dosage of PRG. 

The PRG sizes have a significant influence on the enhancement rate of mechanical strengths of 

the mortars, whereas they do not have a significant influence on the optimized PRG dosage for 

mechanical strengths. The PRG dosage of 0.07% is identified as the optimized content of PRG 

for enhancing mechanical strengths. The reinforcing mechanism of PRG for cement-based 

composites is mostly attributed to adhesion friction forces between PRG sheets and 

cementitious gels, which highly depends on the surface area of PRG sheets. The larger surface 

area of PRG sheets has a larger friction area associated with cementitious gels. 

Keywords: Pristine graphene; Cement mortars; Mechanical properties; Reinforcing 

mechanism; Microstructure.  
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1. Introduction 

Cementitious composites are the most common construction materials because of their low cost, 

availability, and high strength in compression. Nevertheless, cementitious composites are weak 

in tensile strength, and poor in resisting crack propagation and corrosive environment, e.g. 

sulfate ion, chloride ion [1, 2]. To improve these drawbacks, studies showed benefits of using 

reinforcement such as steel, carbon or plastic fibers [3, 4] to impede the propagation of 

microcracks, or additives with nanomaterials such as SiO2 and TiO2 [5, 6], carbon nanofibers 

and carbon nanotubes [7-9] to accelerate the cement hydration process and create materials with 

denser microstructures [10-13]. However, these supplementary materials are zero or one-

dimensional materials with limited performance in bonding and arresting cracks at the 

nanoscale, and unable to efficiently enhance the reinforcement [7-9, 14]. 

Recently studies have shown that two-dimensional materials such as graphene derivatives have 

a good potential for enhancing performances of cement composites due to their outstanding 

properties, e.g. high mechanical properties, high conductivity, and large aspect ratios [15, 16]. 

The applications of different forms of graphene materials with different properties (e.g. 

graphene oxide (GO), reduced graphene oxide (rGO), and pristine graphene (PRG)) in 

cementitious composites have been explored in the literature [17-19]. GO was the most 

attractive graphene material due to its favorable functional groups on the surface (i.e. hydroxyl, 

epoxide, carboxyl, and carbonyl), which provides higher reactivity with cement and high 

dispersion in water. Many studies reported that the addition of GO into cement composites 

could significantly improve their mechanical properties  [17-19]. Kang et al. [20] reported that 

incorporating GO into cement-based mortars improved 28-day compressive and flexural 

strength by approximately 32% (at 0.05% GO) and 20% (at 0.1% GO). Zhao et al. [21] showed 

that incorporating 0.022% GO into cement mortars produced a 34.1% and 30.4% improvement 

in 28-day compressive and flexural strength, respectively. The effects of different GO dosages 
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and sizes on microstructures of cement-based mortars were also reported in the literature [22, 

23]. Lv et al. [23] showed that as the size of GO decreased from 430nm to 72nm, the 

enhancement rates of 28-day compressive and flexural strengths could be increased from 29.5% 

and 30.7% to 38.2% and 51.9%, respectively. 

The reinforcing mechanism of GO on mechanical properties of cementitious composites is 

attributed to the considerable effect of oxygen-functional groups (i.e. carboxyl, hydroxyl) of 

GO on the cement matrix. This shows that smaller sizes of GO will have more oxygen-

functional groups than larger sizes of GO, which leads to stronger adhesion forces between the 

functional groups and cementitious gels. Based on GO research, several studies reported the 

reinforcing mechanism of mechanical strengths of GO-cement based composites which were 

mainly governed by chemical reactions between hydroxyl and carboxyl groups of GO and the 

mediating Ca2+ ions from calcium silicate hydrate of cementitious gels. This results in a space 

network structure in the cement matrix that supports the load transfer efficiency in cementitious 

composites [14, 24]. Compared with GO, PRG is a remarkably different graphene material with 

a very limited level of oxygen groups, higher crystallinity, lower defects, and significantly 

stronger mechanical properties  [25, 26]. Therefore, it has attracted significant research interests 

in using the PRG in cementitious composites [17, 18, 27-30]. The limitation in water dispersion 

of PRG sheets (PRGs) has been addressed in recent studies by using superplasticizer and 

ultrasonication methods [27, 30, 31]. It has been shown that a small amount of PRG has great 

potential to enhance the strength of PRG-cement composites [27-30, 32]. Wang et al. [30] 

reported that 0.05% of PRG could enhance 7 & 28-day flexural compressive strengths of 

cement-based mortars by 23.5% & 16.8% and 7.5% & 1.3%, respectively. Besides, the 

influence of different dosages of PRG on mechanical strengths of cement-based mortars has 

been reported in recent studies [27, 28, 32]. Baomin and Shuang [32] investigated the use of 

four different dosages of PRG in cement paste and reported that the optimal PRG dosage of 

0.06% could increase compressive and flexural strength of the cement paste at 28 days by 11% 
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and 27.8%, respectively.  Tao et al. [28] studied a combination of cement-based mortars and 

five dosages of PRG. The results showed that the mortar with PRG of 0.05% could enhance 28-

day compressive strength about 8.3% and 28-day flexural strength about 15.6%. However, 

when the dosages of PRG over 0.05%, the strengths started reducing because of the 

agglomerations of PRGs. In our previous work, we performed a comprehensive investigation 

of the dosage dependence of PRG-cement based mortars using seven dosages of pristine 

graphene [27]. The study showed that at the optimal dosage of 0.07% PRG, compressive and 

tensile strengths at 7 & 28 days of the mortar mix containing PRG could significantly enhance 

by 36.8% & 34.3% and 25.3% & 26.9%, respectively. 

These studies only showed the influence of the dosages of pristine graphene on the properties 

of cementitious composites. The reinforcing mechanism of pristine graphene on mechanical 

strengths of cement mortars has not been well understood.  In addition to the dosage of PRG, 

there are several parameters of PRGs, such as particle sizes, number of layers, and level of 

defects, can affect the performance of PRG-cement based composites. As reported in Refs. [33-

35], these parameters have a significant influence on mechanical properties of polymer 

composites. However, there were very limited studies on the effects of these parameters on 

mechanical strengths of PRG and cementitious composites. To date, only few studies have 

applied molecular dynamics simulation methods to investigate the interaction between PRGs 

and cementitious gels at the atomic level [36, 37]. The outcomes of these studies showed that 

the pull-out behavior of PRG in cementitious gels was governed by interfacial interaction and 

crack surface adhesion forces of PRG-cementitious gels. Although these studies provided the 

initial knowledge of the incorporation of pristine graphene into cementitious gels, there is still 

a lack of experimental confirmation on the reinforcing mechanism of PRGs in cementitious 

composites. 
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On the other hand, studies on GO-cement showed a wide range of optimum dosages of GO (i.e. 

from 0.01% to 1%) for improving the strengths of the composites [17-19], which is one of the 

bottlenecks in practical applications. The dosage dependence of mechanical properties of 

cementitious composites prepared with pristine graphene on the dosages of PRG showed a 

much better convergence in the optimal PRG dosage range (i.e. from 0.05% to 0.07%) even 

though they differed from mix designs and PRG materials used [27, 28, 32]. These studies 

showed great potential for applying a small amount of PRG additives in construction materials 

to improve their mechanical strengths and other properties. However, very limited studies have 

been done to explore the consistency of these optimum PRG dosages used in cement composites 

which can support future studies on designing tests for investigating other properties of cement-

based materials by graphene additives. Moreover, PRG materials have better crystalline 

structures with low levels of defects and mechanical properties than GO. They are now 

produced at industrial scales with high quality and lower costs. Therefore, it is expected that 

industrially produced PRG materials will be more acceptable additives for improving the 

properties of construction materials  

This study aims at providing an in-depth investigation of the aforementioned issues with a focus 

on revealing the reinforcing mechanism and optimized dosage of industrially manufactured 

PRG materials for enhancing the strengths of cement based mortars. The impact of the dosage 

of pristine graphene with two different particle sizes on mechanical and microstructural 

properties of cementitious mortar composites are explored, compared, and presented in this 

research. From the findings and comprehensive analyses of this study, we provide new inputs 

toward a better knowledge in the proposed reinforcing mechanism and optimized dosage of 

pristine graphene on the strength of cementitious mortars. This paper not only provides a better 

knowledge of incorporating PRG into cementitious composites, but they also show the great 

potential for low-cost industrially produced PRG materials for addressing current drawbacks of 

cementitious materials. 
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2. Experimental Methods 

2.1. Materials 

PRG materials manufactured by First Graphene Ltd in Perth, Australia, were used in this study 

(Table 1). It is important to note that these PRG materials were produced by an electrochemical 

process, which is a unique manufacturing process using electrochemistry to exfoliate PRGs 

with a few layers, large particle sizes and low defects from graphite that are not achievable by 

other methods (e.g. thermal or chemical methods from rGO). The binder was ordinary Portland 

Cement (OPC) with general purpose and the chemical composition (Table 2) complied with the 

Australian Standard AS 3972-2010 [38]. Natural sand was used as the fine-aggregate for all 

mortar mixes, which had a 2.36-mm maximum particle size. Table 3 presents the properties of 

the superplasticizer, named MasterGlenium SKY 8100, which was complied with the 

Australian Standard AS 1478.1-2000 [39]. 

Table 1. Physical properties of PRGs used in this study. 

ID Average particle Thickness Purity Poured bulk density  

 size (µm) (nm) (%) (g/cm3) 

S1 56 ± 12 1-3 98.3 ~ 0.12 

S2 23 ± 10 1-3 98.3 ~ 0.11 
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Table 2. Chemical properties of Portland cement. 

Compounds OPC (%) 

CaO 63.28 

SiO2 19.95 

Al2O3 4.79 

Fe2O3 3.14 

MgO 2.03 

Na2O 0.29 

K2O 0.4 

SO3 2.69 

P2O5 0.04 

 

Table 3. Properties of superplasticizer. 

pH 
Boiling  

temperature (oC) 
Density at 20 oC 

(kg/dm3) 
Flash point 

(oC) 

Vapour  
pressure 
at 20 oC 

(hPa)  

Solid content  
(mass, %) 

6.4 ≥ 100 1.06 > 100 23 30.7 

 

2.2. Preparation of the mortar composites 

The design mixes are given in Table 4. As shown in the table, a total of 9 unique mortar mixes 

were performed, including five different concentrations and two different sizes of PRG, i.e. 0 

%, 0.05%, 0.07%, 0.1% and 0.3% mixes and average PRG diameters of 56µm (S1) and 23µm 

(S2). Table 4 shows the labels used for the mixes. S1 and S2 refer to PRG with an average size 

of 56µm and 23µm, respectively. The number after that indicates the PRG dosage in each mix, 

which is calculated by the weight of the binder. For example, S1-0.05 indicates the PRG-cement 

based mortar prepared with a PRG size 56µm and a PRG content of 0.05%. 
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The procedures described below were applied to prepare PRG-cement based mortars. The 

aqueous solution was first prepared, and it consisted of water, superplasticizer and pristine 

graphene. Sonication was then carried out using Ultrasonication UIP1000hdT for 30 minutes. 

After that, the sonicated aqueous solution was gradually added into dry mixings, which included 

OPC and natural sand mixed within four minutes, for five minutes. A vibration table was used 

to vibrate these specimens for one minute to remove the entrapped air, then covered by wet 

fabrics to contain the moisture loss, and demolded after 24 hours of curing at room temperature. 

After that, they were cured in a fog room with a temperature of 23 ± 2 °C until the testing ages. 

Table 4. The design mixes of the mortars. 

Mix 
PRG* 

 (%) 

PRG 
size  
(µm) 

Water/cement 
ratio 

Cement  
(kg/m3) 

Water 
(kg/m3) 

PRG 
(kg/m3) 

Sand 
(kg/m3) 

Superplasticizer 
(kg/m3) 

    Plain - - 0.485 527 255.6 0.0 1448 1.4 

S1-0.05 0.05 56 0.485 527 255.6 0.3 1448 1.4 

S1-0.07 0.07 56 0.485 527 255.6 0.4 1448 1.4 

S1-0.1 0.1 56 0.485 527 255.6 0.5 1448 1.4 

S1-0.3 0.3 56 0.485 527 255.6 1.6 1448 1.4 

S2-0.05 0.05 23 0.485 527 255.6 0.3 1448 1.4 

S2-0.07 0.07 23 0.485 527 255.6 0.4 1448 1.4 

S2-0.1 0.1 23 0.485 527 255.6 0.5 1448 1.4 

S2-0.3 0.3 23 0.485 527 255.6 1.6 1448 1.4 

* The percentage of PRG based on cement weight.      

2.3. Test methods 

Mechanical strengths (compression and tension) of cementitious composites were determined 

at 7 and 28 days according to ASTM standards C109/C109M-07 [40] and C307-03 [41], 

respectively. These tests were performed to study the effects of dosage and size of PRG on the 

mechanical properties of cementitious mortar composites. The mechanical strengths of each 

design mix were determined by calculating the average values of three samples. The analysis 
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of variance method was also used to assess the statistically significant difference in mechanical 

strengths of the mortars containing PRG in the optimum dosage range.  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) were 

obtained by using FEI Quanta 450 to analyze surface morphologies and elemental compositions 

of materials. The particle size distribution was performed by using the Mastersizer 2000-

Malvern to analyze the particle size of PRGs used in this study. The Rigaku MiniFlex 600 X-

Ray diffractometer was used for X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses to find the mineralogical 

characteristics of hydration products of cementitious composites and the distances between 

layers in pristine graphene sheets. The XRD was carried out at conditions 40 kV and 15 mA, 

2 = 5°–80° at 0.02° step size. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of PRG samples was 

conducted with Mettler Toledo TGA/DSC 2 (the heating rate at 10°C/min under air atmosphere 

with a flow rate of 60 ml/min). Raman spectroscopy (LabRAM HR Evolution, Horiba Jvon 

Yvon Technology, Japan) with a 532 nm laser (mpc3000) as the excitation source in the range 

of 500-3500 cm-1 was utilized to study the vibrational characteristics of carbon materials. All 

spectra were collected at an integration time of 10s for 3 accumulations using a 100× objective 

lens with a spot size of 100μm. Raman map was performed for a 20µm×20µm area with 2µm 

steps and Raman spectrum of overall 121 points were collected for each sample. Nicolet 6700 

was used for Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analyses to identify functional 

groups of materials. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Characteristics of pristine graphene sheets  

The physical properties and morphology of industrially manufactured PRG with two different 

graphene sheets particle sizes used in the study are characterized and summarized in Table 1 

and Fig. 1, respectively. The irregular shapes of PRGs were observed in SEM images as shown 

in Fig. 1. These SEM images and particle size distributions shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b) present 
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a considerable difference in the particle size of 56µm (S1) and 23µm (S2), respectively. Table 

1 also shows that the physical properties of these two PRGs are similar and only different in 

particle sizes.  

 

Fig. 1. SEM images and particle size distribution of PRG: (a) size 56µm (S1), (b) size 23µm 

(S2). 

Fig. 2(a)-(c) presents the Raman spectra and Raman ID/IG map of both PRG samples. The 

Raman peak at the 2D band can be used to indicate the number of layers in the graphene samples 

based on the frequency shift and the shape of the 2D peak. It can be seen in Fig. 2(a) that a 

narrow and symmetric 2D band at 2709 cm-1 is observed in these PRG samples which are 

different from graphite materials that have a broad and asymmetric 2D peak located at 2719 

cm-1. Besides, their relative intensity ratios ID/ID’ and I2D/IG shown in Fig. 2(a) are respectively 

1.58 & 1.59 and 0.39 & 0.32, which are below 3.5 and 1. Moreover, the distribution histogram 

plots of relative intensity ratios ID/IG of both PRG sizes obtained from the mapping study are 

mostly below 0.4-0.6 (Fig. 2(b), (c)). These combined results confirm that both PRG samples 
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are high-quality products with low defects, and they mostly consist of few-layer sheets of 

graphene [42-45], which are critical for their optimized performance in cement-based 

composites. 

Fig. 2(d) presents XRD graphs showing typical peaks for both PRG samples at position 2 = 

26.64. Based on the Bragg’s Law, the d-spacing between layers of both PRGs was 0.334 nm, 

the same as the properties of graphite materials [46, 47]. This shows that the high crystalline 

structure and quality of pristine graphene materials in this investigation. FTIR spectra in Fig. 

2(e) show the major characteristic bands for both PRG sizes at: 1000 cm-1 to 1240 cm-1 is 

attributed to C-O groups; 1700 cm-1, and from 2500 cm-1 to 3300 cm-1 are referred to C=O 

stretching and O-H stretching. These functional groups present the existence of carboxylic acids 

(i.e. COOH) in both PRGs, which are likely in limited numbers at the edge of PRG structure. 

The stretching vibration from 1300 cm-1 to 1600 cm-1 corresponds to C=C groups. These are 

consistent with FTIR results on pristine graphene materials in the literature, which shows minor 

oxygen groups at edges of their structures  [48, 49].  Fig. 2(f) shows a typical TGA-DTG graph 

of PRG samples. The figure shows the maximum thermal decomposition peak of both PRG 

samples is about 7000C which is different from GO, rGO [48, 50, 51], presenting the high 

quality of PRG materials used in this study. 

It is important to note that, in this study, two industrially produced PRG samples with the same 

manufacturing process were used, which are high-quality products, have similar 

physicochemical properties, and their main difference is particle sizes. Therefore, the influence 

of other parameters of PRG materials (e.g. level of defects, and number of layers) on mechanical 

strengths of cement-based mortars is negligible, and the main influence parameter of PRG 

materials on the different mechanical results of the mortars containing two PRG samples in this 

study accounts for the difference in PRG sizes. 
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Fig. 2. Characterization of two PRG samples: (a) Raman spectra, (b-c) ID/IG peak ratio 

mappings, (d) XRD patterns, (e) FTIR spectra, (f) TGA/DTG graphs. 

3.2. Mechanical properties of mortar mixes 

Fig. 3 shows the compressive strengths and strength enhancements of cement-based mortars 

with different PRG dosages and sizes at 7 and 28 days. As shown in Fig. 3(a)-(c), the addition 

of PRG to cementitious composites increases the 7-day and 28-day compressive strengths of 

the mortars. The mixes containing larger PRG size S1 and smaller PRG size S2 have the optimal 

PRG dosage at 0.07% and 0.1%, respectively. When PRG is used beyond the optimal dosage, 

the compressive strengths of the mortars in both PRG sizes start decreasing. As shown in the 

figure, at the optimal dosage of 0.07% PRG, the 7-day and 28-day compressive strengths of the 

mix containing larger PRG size S1 (i.e. S1-0.07) are approximately 50 MPa and 56.3 MPa, 

respectively. These are 36.8% and 34.3% higher than the corresponding strengths of the plain 

mortar (36.5 MPa and 42 MPa, respectively). For the mortar containing smaller PRG size S2 at 

the optimal dosage of 0.1%, the 7-day and 28-day compressive strengths are 40.4 MPa and 48.6 
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MPa, respectively, which represent only a 10.6% and 15.7% respective increase compared to 

the plain mortar.  
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Fig. 3. Compressive strength at: (a) 7 days, (b) 28 days; (c) enhancement compressive strength 

at 7 and 28 days of different PRG-cement based mortars. 

The tensile strengths and strength enhancements of cementitious mortar composites with the 

different dosage and size of pristine graphene at 7 and 28 days are shown in Fig. 4. From Fig. 

4(a)-(c), it can be seen that incorporating PRG into cementitious composites increases the 7-

day and 28-day tensile strengths of the mortars. The trend in tensile strengths is similar to that 

in compressive strengths for both PRG samples at both ages. As shown in the figure, at the 

optimal dosage of 0.07% PRG, the 7-day and 28-day tensile strengths of the mix containing 

larger PRG size S1 are 3.89 MPa and 4.62 MPa, respectively, which respectively improve 

approximately 25.3% and 26.9% compared with the plain mortar at these testing days (3.10 

MPa and 3.64 MPa). However, for the mix containing smaller PRG size S2 at the optimal 

dosage of 0.1% PRG, the 7-day and 28-day tensile strengths are 3.84 MPa and 4.19 MPa, 

respectively, which represent a 23.7% and 15.2% respective increase compared to the plain 

mortar. 
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Fig. 4. Tensile strength at: (a) 7 days, (b) 28 days; (c) enhancement tensile strength at 7 and 28 

days of different PRG-cement based mortars. 

The reduction in enhancement rates of mechanical strengths of the mortars when using PRG 

beyond the optimal dosage can stem from the poor dispersion of PRG suspension due to the 

van der Waals forces between PRGs. This leads to the agglomeration of PRGs and the formation 

of multi-layers PRGs, resulting in the hindrance to the enhancement of PRGs to the hydration 

process, as well as their interaction with cementitious gels [27,48,52].  

Figs. 3(c) and 4(c) show the optimal PRG range for both compression and tension at 7-day and 

28-day ages of PRG-cement based mortars. Both pristine graphene samples are in a relatively 

low dosage range of from 0.07% to 0.1%, and the strength improvement rates are between 

10.4% and 36.8%. The variance test was performed to assess if the difference in the strength of 

mortars containing PRG in the optimal range (i.e. 0.07% and 0.1%) to be statistically 

significant. To do this, the variance analysis based on the theory of the null hypothesis with the 

significant level of 0.05 was tested (the details of this method can be seen in Refs. [53,54]). The 
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results of the analysis of variance test are shown in Table 5. It is evident from the table that the 

difference between S1-0.07 and S1-0.1 at 28-day compressive strength is statistically 

significant (i.e. P-value=0.018<0.05). However, there are no statistically significant differences 

in tensile and compressive strengths at curing ages of 7 and 28 days of the other mixes between 

0.07% and 0.1% (i.e. P-values>0.05). Moreover, for the PRG dosage of 0.07%, the 

enhancement rates of 7-day & 28-day compressive strengths and tensile strengths of the mix 

containing larger PRG size S1 are approximately 3.5 & 2.4 times and 1.2 & 2.1 times more than 

those of the mix containing smaller PRG size S2, respectively. From those analytic results, it 

can be concluded that the PRG sizes have a significant effect on the enhancement rates of 

mechanical strengths of the mortars, whereas they do not have a significant influence on the 

optimized PRG dosage for mechanical strengths of the mortars. Therefore, the pristine graphene 

dosage of 0.07% is identified as the optimized content of PRG for enhancing the strength of 

cementitious mortar composites for both sizes. The reinforcing mechanism of pristine graphene 

on the strengths of the mortars will be discussed in detail in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. 

Table 5. Analysis of variance tests for evaluating the difference in 7-day and 28-day mechanical 

strengths of the mortars containing PRG in the optimal dosage range (0.07% PRG and 0.1% 

PRG). 

Difference of levels 
Difference 
of means 

T-Value 
Adjusted P-

Value 
Evaluate significant 

differences 
S1-0.07 - S1-0.1 (7-day compression) 1.110 0.57 0.596 No 

S1-0.07 - S1-0.1 (7-day tension) 0.043 0.39 0.716 No 

S1-0.07 - S1-0.1 (28-day compression) 3.615 3.85 0.018 Yes 

S1-0.07 - S1-0.1 (28-day tension) 0.243 1.86 0.136 No 

S2-0.1 - S2-0.07 (7-day compression) 0.092 0.14 0.897 No 

S2-0.1 - S2-0.07 (7-day tension) 0.090 0.52 0.630 No 

S2-0.1 - S2-0.07 (28-day compression) 0.610 0.28 0.793 No 

S2-0.1 - S2-0.07 (7-day tension) 0.080 0.35 0.742 No 
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3.3. Physicochemical and microstructural characterizations of mortar mixes   

Complementary XRD, FTIR, and SEM-EDX characterizations were performed to examine the 

influence of the different dosage and size of pristine graphene on the physicochemical and 

microstructure characteristics of the composites. The three different PRG concentrations were 

selected for analysis. They are 0%, 0.07% and 0.3%, which represent the plain mix, the mix 

with the optimized, and highest considered PRG dosage, respectively. However, XRD and 

FTIR analysis of smaller PRG size S2 were only presented at 0.07% PRG content for the 

comparison purpose. 

3.3.1. XRD and FTIR characterizations 

There are four main components of the OPC binder, i.e. tricalcium silicate or alite (C3S), 

dicalcium silicate (C2S), tricalcium aluminate (C3A), tetracalcium ferroaluminate (C4AF), and 

a small amount of gypsum. The hydration products of the cement matrix resulting from 

chemical reactions between these components and water [55, 56] can be described by the 

following equation: 

(C3S, C2S, C3A, C4AF) + Gypsum + H2O  Calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) + Portlandite (CH) 

+ Sulphoaluminates (most ettringite (Aft) + part of monosulphoaluminate)       (1) 

Fig. 5 presents XRD patterns of different mortar mixes (i.e. the plain, S1-0.07, S2-0.07, S1-0.3) 

at 28 days of curing age. As shown in Eq. (1), the production of the Portland cement hydration 

process consists of CSH gels, CH and Aft. Among them, CSH gels are the main part 

contributing to mechanical strengths of cementitious composites. Therefore, samples with a 

larger amount of CSH gels can have better strength properties in composites. In XRD analysis, 

although there are some difficulties in identifying CSH phases that are often as amorphous 

phases [22,57,58], the content of CSH gels and the hydration degree of the binder can be 

estimated by the content of portlandite and un-hydrated cement particles (e.g. C3S, C2S) ) 
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[57,58]. The XRD spectra of all samples were standardized at the peak of 26.7 to ensure the 

amount of natural sand in specimens equal, [22,58,59].  

 

 

 

Fig. 5. XRD patterns of: (a) different PRG-cement based mortars at 28 days, (b) portlandite and 

alite detailed from Fig. 5(a). (PRG-cement mortar with size S2 only presented at 0.07% PRG 

concentration for the comparison purpose). 
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It can be seen in Fig. 5(a) that although the samples containing pristine graphene show similar 

spectra with the plain mortar, they have different intensities, which might cause differences in 

their mechanical properties. From Fig. 5(a) and (b), the peaks of portlandite phases can be 

identified at 18.2, 34.2 and 47.1 [58,60]; and the intensities of these peaks are different from 

each mix. The highest value is observed at S1-0.07, followed by S1-0.3, S2-0.07, and the plain. 

This reveals that the hydration degree of cement paste of the mixes containing PRG is higher 

than that of the plain mix, which is consistent with previous research on PRG-cement 

composites [30,58]. In addition, the figures also show that the scattering angles at 29.5 and 

32.3 of un-hydrated alite [57,60] of these mixes have different intensities, which is the highest 

in the plain mix and followed by the PRG-cement samples. This can be attributed to the 

beneficial effect of PRG on the cement hydration process, which might lead to the creation of 

more CSH gels in the cement matrix [22,57,58]. This is in agreement with the observed trends 

of the mechanical results of the mixes analyzed in Section 3.2.  

The FTIR spectra of the different mixes (i.e. the plain, S1-0.07, S2-0.07, S1-0.3) at the 28-day 

testing are shown in Fig. 6. The figure shows that the spectrum of these samples is similar. This 

means no new specific groups observed when adding PRG. The group bands ranged 400-550 

cm-1 and 800-1200 cm-1 are attributed to Si-O bonds in the CSH gels [61,62]. The band ranged 

from 2800 to 3600 cm-1 represents O-H groups in H2O belonging to CSH gels [61-63]. The 

narrow band in the range of about 3600-3650 cm-1 is attributed to portlandite, i.e. O-H bonds 

[61,64]. The band of 1350-1550 cm-1 is attributed to C-O bonds in calcium carbonate [62,63]. 

Fig. 6 also shows that although these mixes have similar spectra, the spectral intensities 

representing CSH gels and portlandite in these mixes are different. This indicates that the 

mortars with pristine graphene materials have stronger intensities than the plain mix and the 

strongest intensity can be observed in the S1-0.07 mix. This may be due to the higher cement 

hydration degree in the mixes containing pristine graphene, leading to the enhancement in 
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mechanical strengths of those mixes compared with the plain. This is in agreement with the 

results of mechanical strengths, and XRD shown above. 

 

Fig. 6. FTIR of different PRG-cement based mortars at 28 days. (PRG-cement mortar with size 

S2 only presented at 0.07% PRG concentration for the comparison purpose). 

3.3.2. SEM characterizations  

Fig. 7(a)-(j) shows a series of SEM images of observed microcrack patterns and crystals in 

different PRG-cement based mortars at the 28-day testing, i.e. the plain mortar, S1-0.07, S2-

0.07, S1-0.3, and S2-0.3. As shown in the figure, although these mixes have similar components 

in their structures (e.g. CSH, CH, Aft and pores), the distribution and compaction of these 

components at the microscale are different. The plain mix (Fig. 7(a), (b)) exhibits higher content 

of pores and density of microcracks in its microstructure compared to the other mixes. This 

explains the reason for the lower strengths of the plain mix than those of the mixes prepared 
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with pristine graphene. It can be seen in Fig. 7(c)-(j) that, for a given PRG size, the mixes 

prepared with the larger PRG size (S1) exhibit better microstructure patterns than those with 

the smaller PRG size (S2). The crystal content and compactness of the PRG-cement samples 

are also altered by different PRG dosages for both PRG sizes, which shows the densest 

microstructure at 0.07% PRG content and followed by 0.3%. As shown in Fig. 7(c)-(f) (i.e. at 

the optimized dosage of 0.07% PRG), the SEM images of the mix containing the larger PRG 

size (Fig. 7(c)-(d)) are not only more compact in microstructure but it also has denser interfacial 

transition zones (ITZ) between cementitious gels and fine aggregates than that of the mix 

containing the smaller PRG size (Fig. 7(e)-(f)). This can contribute to more efficient stress 

distribution and better inhibition of crack propagation in the structure of the S1 series, resulting 

in improvements in their mechanical properties [14,22,30], and this will be discussed further in 

Section 3.4. 
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Fig. 7. SEM images of different PRG-cement based mortars at 28 days: (a, b) Plain (control), 

(c, d) S1-0.07, (e, f) S2-0.07, (g, h) S1-0.3 and (i, j) S2-0.3. (for each mix, 50µm and 3µm 

magnification corresponds to the former and latter figure respectively) 

3.4. The reinforcing mechanism of PRG for enhancing mechanical properties of cement 

based composites             

The strengths of traditional cementitious composites depend on the strengths of Portland 

cementitious gels, which are formed by the chemical reaction between cement powder and 

water. The most important product of the cement hydration process is CSH gels, which 

contribute most of the strength of Portland cementitious gels [2, 65]. Similar to traditional 

cement mortar, the strengths of PRG and cementitious mortar composites are governed by PRG-

cementitious gels, which are created by the interaction between PRG structure and Portland 

cementitious gels (CSH gels). Fig. 8 outlines a general illustration of the proposed mechanism 

showing the interaction of PRG and CSH structures as a key parameter for the enhancement of 

PRG-cementitious gels in PRG-cement based mortars. As mentioned in the Introduction 

(Section 1), for GO-cement based composites, the reinforcing mechanism of their mechanical 

properties was proposed as a result of chemical reactions between the oxygen-functional groups 

of GO and the mediating Ca2+ ions from cementitious gels. However, the level of these oxygen-
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functional groups at the edge of the PRG structure is very limited, and hence, their contribution 

to strength enhancement of PRG-cementitious gels is less significant. Moreover, as discussed 

in Section 3.1, both PRG samples have the same manufacturing process, high-quality products 

and similar physicochemical properties, and are only different in particle sizes. Consequently, 

the main factor to reinforce the strength of PRG-cementitious gels must be related to the 

interaction between basal planes of PRGs and CSH gels, which depend on surface areas of 

PRGs. This means PRGs with larger particle sizes will have larger basal plane areas to interact 

with CSH gels around. This leads to a stronger connection between them in cement matrix. This 

finding is significantly supported by the considerable difference in mechanical results of PRG-

cement based mortars between the larger PRG size 56µm (S1) and smaller PRG size 23µm (S2) 

as discussed in Section 3.2.  

 

Fig. 8. The outline of the proposed mechanism for the formation and enhancement of 

cementitious gels by PRGs. 

The increase in mechanical strengths of PRG-cement mortars can be explained (which is also 

supported by the findings presented in next paragraphs): (1) part from the improvement of 

cementitious gels due to the closer distance between the particles of the cement binder caused 

by van der Waals forces between PRGs [17]; (2) the most important part to reinforce PRG-
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cementitious gels is proposed to be contributed by the adhesion friction forces between surface 

areas of PRGs and CSH gels: these adhesion friction forces are a combination of crack surface 

adhesion forces (which was created by atoms near crack surfaces during the pull-out process 

[37]), and friction forces between surface areas of PRGs and CSH gels, which depend on 

particle sizes of PRGs that will increase with an increase in graphene size. This was also 

demonstrated in the study conducted by Chen et al. [37] using molecular dynamic (MD) 

simulation to investigate the interaction mechanism of PRGs (with low surface roughness 

properties) and CSH gels. The benefit of PRG sizes to enhance PRG-cementitious gels is clearly 

supported by the experimental results of this study. At the optimized dosage of 0.07%, 28-day 

compressive and tensile strengths of the larger PRG size S1 mix are 2.4 and 2.1 times higher 

than those of the smaller PRG size S2 mix, respectively. This is because the larger PRG size 

has larger contact surface areas, which contribute to a better adhesion friction force compared 

with the smaller PRG size. It is also noted that both PRG samples have similar thicknesses and 

densities (Table 1), so there is no significant difference in their specific surface areas (i.e. unit 

with m2/g) at the same dosage. However, they are significantly different from the contact 

surface area of each of PRGs with CSH gels (i.e. the area of the large PRG size 56µm (S1) is 

approximately 6 times as equal as that of smaller the PRG size 23µm (S2), as shown in Fig. 8). 

The investigation of the interface of PRGs and cementitious gels and the propagation of 

microcracks in the cement matrix was performed and the results are presented in Fig. 9(a)-(i). 

As can be seen in Fig.9(a)-(f), the EDX results indicate that the carbon contents of spectrums 

1, 2, and 3 are dominant and much higher than the other spectrums nearby (i.e. spectrums 4 and 

5). This confirms the cement matrix containing a combination of PRGs and cementitious gels. 

Fig. 9(g) depicts the detailed outline of the reinforcing mechanism and crack propagation in the 

cement matrix due to PRG additives. The figure also shows that the combination of PRGs and 

CSH gels can enhance cementitious gels around PRGs and create interlocked PRG-

cementitious gels in a space network structure, resulting in the effectiveness of stress 
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distribution. Fig. 9(g), (h) also presents that PRGs can increase the path of crack developments 

through crack bridging, crack branching, and crack deflection. This contributes to the benefit 

of the reduction of crack widths in structures. As a result, it can be said that PRGs with the 

larger size can create larger interaction areas with CSH gels, and hence, leading to larger 

strengthened areas. This is more beneficial for their interlocks in the cement matrix compared 

to the smaller size. This finding is consistent with the important role of PRG sizes on adhesion 

friction forces of PRG-cementitious gels as discussed before in the previous paragraph.      

Moreover, as discussed in Section 3.2, the enhancement strength rates of the mortars start 

decreasing when PRG is used over the optimum dosage due to the agglomeration of PRGs in 

cement matrix, which can also be explained from the SEM images in Fig. 9(g). From the figure, 

we can figure out that when the agglomeration of PRGs happens, it means many layers of PRGs 

will stack together and form multi-layers PRGs. As a result, the adhesion friction forces 

between PRGs and cementitious gels in the cement matrix are diminished due to the effects of 

weak van der Walls bonds among multi-layers PRGs. This causes the debonding and 

displacement between those PRGs during sustaining external loads. Based on the SEM images 

and the above analyses, the crack paths of PRG-cement based composites under external loads 

are outlined in Fig. 9(i). The outcomes of these findings have provided a better knowledge of 

the reinforcing mechanism of PRGs on the strengths of cementitious composites prepared with 

PRG additive through enhancing the PRG-cementitious gels, load-transfer mechanism, and 

crack paths of the composites. 
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Fig. 9. (a-f) Energy dispersive X-ray results confirm the combination of PRGs and cement gels 

in the cement matrix; (g) the detailed outlines of the supporting of PRGs to enhance properties 

of cementitious gels when sustaining external loads; (h) some details of the propagation of 

cracks in the cement matrix; (i) the outline of crack paths of PRG-cement based composites 

under external loads. 

4. Conclusions 

This study has presented the proposed reinforcing mechanism and optimized dosage of pristine 

graphene additives for improving the mechanical strengths of cementitious mortar composites. 

The main findings of this study can be drawn below: 
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 The strengths of the mortars are dependent on the PRG dosage and size. The PRG sizes 

(as changed from 23µm (S2) to 56µm (S1)) have a significant effect on the enhancement 

rates of mechanical strengths of the mortars, whereas they do not have a significant 

influence on the optimized PRG dosage for mechanical strengths of the mortars. The 

PRG dosage of 0.07% is identified as the optimized concentration of PRG for enhancing 

mechanical strengths of cement-based mortars. 

 At the optimized dosage of 0.07%, the enhancement rates of the compressive strengths 

and tensile strengths at 7 and 28 days of the mix containing larger PRG size S1 are 

approximately 3.5 and 2.4 times, and 1.2 and 2.1 times more than those of the mix with 

smaller PRG size S2, respectively. The mortars show less improvement in strengths 

when PRG is used over the optimal dosages. This is due to van der Waals forces between 

PRGs, resulting in the agglomeration of PRGs and the formation of multi-layers PRGs, 

resulting in the hindrance to the enhancement of PRGs to the hydration process. 

 The reinforcing mechanism of PRG on the strengths of cementitious composites is 

mostly attributed to the adhesion friction forces between pristine graphene sheets and 

cementitious gels. This can enhance cementitious gels around PRGs and create 

interlocked PRG-cementitious gels in a space network structure, resulting in the 

effectiveness of stress distribution. As a result, the mixes containing the larger PRG size 

(S1) have higher strength improvements than those containing the smaller PRG size 

(S2). This is because the larger PRG size has larger interaction areas with CSH gels, 

leading to larger strengthened areas that will be more beneficial for their interlock in the 

cement matrix compared to the smaller size. 

 The results from microstructural analyses have indicated that there is a close correlation 

between the strengths of PRG-cement based mortars and their microstructures. This 

shows that the mixes with higher strengths often have better microstructure patterns. 
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The results of this study have not only provided a better understanding of incorporating PRG 

into cementitious composites, but they have also shown the great potential for low-cost 

industrially produced PRG materials for improving the performance of cement-based 

construction materials. The study has also provided a valuable orientation in studying PRG-

cement based composites so that future studies on other properties of pristine graphene and 

cementitious composites can be performed with less time and effort and fewer costs. 
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CHAPTER 5:  

STUDYING THE INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT PRISTINE GRAPHENE 

DOSAGES AND DESIGN MIXES ON ENHANCING MECHANICAL AND 

DURABILITY PROPERTIES OF PORTLAND CEMENT MORTARS 

CURED AT DIFFERENT CURING AGES 

 

 

 

THE AIM AND OBJECTIVE OF THIS CHAPTER: 

Aim: This chapter aims to explore the effect of different PRG dosages and design mixes on 

physicochemical, microstructural, mechanical, and durability properties of Portland cement-

based mortars cured at short-term and long-term ages. 

Objectives 1: investigating the influence of different dosages of PRG and design mixes on 

mechanical and durability properties of Portland cement-based mortars cured in short-term and 

long-term periods. 

Objectives 2: analysing physicochemical and microstructural properties of PRG-cement based 

mortars to improve the understanding of the dosage dependence of mechanical and durability 

properties of Portland cement-based mortars cured in short-term and long-term periods. 
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Influence of pristine graphene dosages on short-term and long-term mechanical and 

durability properties of Portland cement mortars 

1. Introduction 

Graphene, a two-dimensional carbon material discovered in 2004, has shown a significant 

interest in applying in various types of materials such as metal, polymer, and ceramic. The 

graphene derivatives, such as graphene oxide (GO), reduced graphene oxide, and pristine 

graphene (PRG), have recently presented great potential for incorporating into cement-based 

composites to reinforce their properties. This is due to the excellent properties of graphene 

materials that have high mechanical and conductivity properties, large aspect ratios and specific 

surface areas [1-4]. Most research studies have shown that the addition of graphene into 

cementitious composites could improve their compressive and tensile strengths, and the 

reinforcement rate of the composites depends on the dosages of graphene used in design mixes 

[1, 2]. According to Refs. [5, 6], 0.04% GO could enhance the 28-day compressive and tensile 

strength of cement paste by 14% and 67% respectively, whereas there was no significant 

influence of GO on compressive strengths of cement pastes when GO dosages were below 

0.03%. Lv et al. [7] reported that incorporation of 0.06% GO into the cement mortar increased 

its compressive and flexural strengths at 28 days by 29.5% and 30.7%, respectively. Another 

study performed by Zhao et al. [8] revealed that  28-day compressive and flexural strength of 

the cement-based mortar could enhance by 22.6% and 24.6% respectively when using 0.022% 

GO additive. 

Like GO, research studies on a combination of PRG and cement-based materials have recently 

shown great potential for enhancing mechanical strengths of PRG-cement composites [1, 2, 9-

12]. Wang et al. [9] performed an experimental study to compare compressive strengths of 

cement-based mortars between the control and the mix containing 0.05% PRG. The study 

showed that 7-day compressive and flexural strengths of the mortar with 0.05% PRG were 
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respectively improved by 8% and 24%. Du and Dai Pang [11] studied effects of PRG on 

properties of cement mortars with four different PRG dosages and showed that PRG additive 

could significantly decrease water penetration depth, whereas there were no significant effects 

of PRG on compressive and flexural strengths of cement mortars, which was attributed to the 

agglomeration of PRG sheets (PRGs) coming from the use of high PRG dosages. Another study 

performed by Tao et al. [10] with five different PRG dosages added to cement mortars reported 

that the PRG-cement mortar at 0.05% dosage could improve 28-day compressive and flexural 

strengths of the mortar by 8.3% and 15.6% respectively; however, the strengths started 

decreasing when PRG dosages over 0.05% because of the agglomeration of PRG. The effects 

of the agglomeration of PRG due to its overdose on properties of cement mortars were also 

reported in Ref. [13]. This study experimented with seven different dosages of an ultra-large 

particle size of PRGs produced by an industrially electrochemical process, and the results 

showed that 0.07% PRG was identified as the optimal concentration. The mix at this dosage 

could improve 28-day compressive and tensile strengths by 34.3% and 26.9%, respectively. 

The study also revealed that the enhancement of PRG-cementitious composites is attributed to 

the reinforcement of adhesion friction forces between PRGs and cement gels. However, with 

the further increases in PRG dosages, the enhancement of those properties of mortars was 

limited due to the impact of the van der Waals force on the sedimentation of PRG suspension. 

The effects of PRG on other properties of cementitious composites were also reported in some 

limited studies. In particular, Du et al. [14] reported that concrete containing 1.5% PRG could 

reduce its water penetration depth and chloride diffusion by 80%, which is attributed to the 

increase in tortuosity and pore refinement. Du et al. [15] also revealed that an increase in PRG 

dosages could significantly reduce the electrical resistance of cement mortars and its electrical 

conductivity became insensitive to moisture contents when PRGs dosages used over 3.6% by 

volume of mortars [16]. To date, research on the effects of PRG additives on durability 

properties of PRG-cement composites has not been sufficiently studied although the durability 
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properties are important to service life, maintenance costs, and practical applications of the 

construction structures. In addition, the existing studies only investigate the effects of graphene 

materials on the short-term mechanical properties (e.g. 7-, 14-, or 28-day curing ages) of 

cementitious composites and no studies have been done to investigate how graphene materials 

affect the long-term mechanical properties (e.g. curing ages of 3 months, 6 months, 9 months 

or over) of cementitious composites. Moreover, as demonstrated in Chapters 2-4, there is a high 

dependence of mechanical strengths of cement-based mortars on the dosages and sizes of PRG. 

Although the importance of the dosages and sizes of PRG for enhancing mechanical strengths 

of cement-based mortars has been confirmed, the effects of another important parameter in the 

design of cementitious composites, i.e. the water and cement ratio, on the enhancement rate of 

PRG-cement based mortars is still lack of understanding. From these combination current 

research gaps, it is necessary to have more in-depth studies on short-term and long-term 

mechanical and durability properties of PRG-cement based mortars prepared with different 

dosages of PRG and a different water/cement ratio compared to the design mixes of the previous 

studies shown in Chapters 2-4.       

To address the above-mentioned research gaps, this chapter of this thesis aims to explore how 

the PRG additive with different dosages influences on short-term and long-term mechanical 

and durability properties of cementitious-based mortars prepared.  Six PRG dosages, i.e. 0%, 

0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.1, and 0.3%, with the average particle size of 20µm and the water and cement 

ratio of 0.55 were used. In this study, a higher water and cement ratio compared to the previous 

studies presented in Chapters 2-4 (water and cement ratio of 0.485) is used to investigate how 

different design mixes influence the optimal dosage and the properties of the mortars. The study 

also performs several microanalyses on physicochemical and microstructural properties of the 

mortars to have a better understanding of microstructures of PRG-cement based composites. 

The outcomes of this study will provide better knowledge of the effects of PRG on mechanical 

and durability properties of cement mortars at short-term and long-term curing ages, which is 
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still lacking in existing research studies on PRG additives and cement-based composites. It also 

contributes to future studies on using PRG materials as an additive in cement-based composites 

to reinforce the performance of construction materials. 

2. Experimental programs 

2.1. Materials 

The physical properties of PRGs manufactured by First Graphene Ltd (Perth, Australia) are 

shown in Table 1. General-purpose cement complied with Australian Standard AS 3972-2010 

[17] was used as the binder of mortar mixes and its typical chemical properties are shown in 

Table 2. Natural sand with 2.36-mm maximum particle sizes was used as fine-aggregate of 

mortar mixes. MasterGlenium SKY 8100 complied with Australian Standard AS 1478.1-2000 

[18] was used as the superplasticizer to improve the dispersion of PRGs in water. 

Table 1. Physical properties of pristine graphene sheets. 

ID        Particle Thickness Purity Poured bulk density  

 Size-d50 (µm) (nm) (%) (g/cm3) 

Size 20µm 20 1-3 ~98 ~ 0.12 
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Table 2. Typical chemical properties of general-purpose cement. 

Compounds OPC (%) 

CaO 63.28 

SiO2 19.95 

Al2O3 4.79 

Fe2O3 3.14 

MgO 2.03 

Na2O 0.29 

K2O 0.4 

SO3 2.69 

P2O5 0.04 

2.2.  Preparation of mortar composites 

The design of the mortars mixes of cementitious composites is shown in Table 3. As shown in 

the table, there are six different PRG dosages with the water/cement ratio of 0.55 used in this 

study including 0% (the control mortar), 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.1, and 0.3% by weight of cement 

binder. First, the aqueous solutions including water, superplasticizer and PRG were sonicated 

for 30 minutes by using Ultrasonication UIP1000hdT. Then, these solutions were gradually 

added to natural sand and binder (which were mixed four minutes) for 5 minutes. Next, all 

samples were vibrated for one minute after mounting to mitigate entrapped air during the 

mounting process. After that, they were covered with wet fabrics and plastic sheets to prevent 

moisture loss and were demounted after 24 hours cured at room temperature. Finally, all the 

samples continued to be cured in a fog room until testing days. 
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Table 3. Designed mixes of PRG-cement based mortars prepared with different PRG dosages. 

Mix 
PRG dosage 

(%)* 
Water/cement 

ratio 
Cement 
(kg/m3) 

Water 
(kg/m3) 

Sand 
(kg/m3) 

Superplasticizer 
(kg/m3) 

1 0 0.55 465 256 1545 1.4 

2 0.03 0.55 465 256 1545 1.4 

3 0.05 0.55 465 256 1545 1.4 

4 0.07 0.55 465 256 1545 1.4 

5 0.1 0.55 465 256 1545 1.4 

6 0.3 0.55 465 256 1545 1.4 

* The percentage of pristine graphene based on weight of cement binder. 

2.3. Test methods 

Different tests were conducted on all the mixes: compressive strength, flexural strength, direct 

tensile strength, water absorption, void, drying shrinkage, sulfate extension, water penetration 

for investigating mechanical and durability properties of the mortars. The cubes with the size 

of 50×50×50 mm3 complied with ASTM C109/C109M-07 [19] were used for compression 

strength tests at 7, 28, 90, and 270 days. Dog-bone shaped samples, according to ASTM C307-

03 [20], were used for direct tensile strength tests at 28 and 270 days. Prism specimens with 

size 40x40x160 mm complied with ASTM C348-18 [21] were used for flexural strength tests 

at 7, 28, 90, and 270 days. The test method according to ASTM C642-06 [22] was used for 

determining density, water absorption, and voids of mortar mixes at 28 days. 25×25×285 mm 

prisms were utilized to measure drying shrinkage and sulfate expansion (3% Na2SO4) at 7, 14, 

21, 28, 56, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240 and 270 days, complied with ASTM C596-09 [23], 

ASTM C1012-12 [24] and ASTM C490-13  [25]. Water penetration depths of the mortars at 28 

days were referred to BS EN 12390-8:2009 [26] with the water pressure of 500 kPa applied in 

72 hours; however, in order to ensure all the samples were tested at the same condition and the 

constant water pressure, the automatic triaxial test system was used for this permeability test as 

shown in Fig. 1. The values of each designed mix at testing days were calculated by averaging 

values obtained from three nominal identical samples of each mix.   
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Raman spectra and particle size distribution were respectively performed by using the HORIBA 

LabRAM HR Evolution and Mastersizer 2000-Malvern to evaluate the quality and particle sizes 

of PRGs. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed by using the Rigaku MiniFlex 600 X-Ray 

diffractometer to find the mineralogical characteristics of cement hydration products of the 

mortars and PRGs. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was conducted using the 

Nicolet 6700 to determine specific functional groups of PRG-cement based mortars. Scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) were obtained by using the FEI Quanta 450 to analyze PRG sizes 

and surface morphologies of the mortars. 
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Fig. 1. Triaxial test equipment used for permeability test: (a) Sample preparation, (b) Triaxial 

cell pressure, (c) Automatic triaxial testing system. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Characteristics of PRGs  

Fig. 2 shows the typical SEM image, particle size distribution, XRD pattern, and Raman 

spectrum of the PRG sample used for this study. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the irregular shape of 
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PRGs can be seen in the SEM image and its average particle size determined from the particle 

size distribution result is 20±8 µm. It can be seen in Fig. 2(b) that the typical peak of PRGs 

shown in the XRD result at the position 26.64, showing that the d-spacing between layers is 

0.334nm (based on the Bragg’s Law), which is the same as the interplanar spacing of graphite 

[27, 28], showing the high crystalline structure and high quality of PRG sample. Moreover, the 

relative intensity ratios of ID/ID’ and I2D/IG of the PRG sample shown in Raman results in Fig. 

2(c) are 1.23 and 0.36 respectively, and the narrow and symmetric 2D peak observed which is 

different from graphite with a broad and asymmetric 2D peak, showing that the PRG sample in 

this study does not have basal plane defects and contains few-layer sheets of graphene [29-32]. 

This presents the high-quality of the PRG sample used in this study and is consistent with its 

physical properties provided by the provider shown in Table 1. 
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Fig. 2. (a) SEM image and particle size distribution, (b) XRD pattern and (c) Raman spectrum 

of PRG. 

3.2. Mechanical properties of mortar mixes 

3.2.1 Compressive strength 

Fig. 3(a), (b) shows the compressive strength and enhancement compressive strength rate of the 

mortar mixes with different PRG dosages at 7-, 28-, 90-, and 270-day curing age. As shown in 

the figure, the compressive strengths of PRG-cement mortars depend on the PRG dosages and 

curing ages. Incorporating PRG dosages of from 0.03 to 0.07 into the mortars can increase their 

compressive strengths at all the testing days. The PRG dosage of 0.07% shows the highest 

compressive strengths at all curing ages, which are 36.6, 43.8, 43.9, and 39.6 MPa at 7, 28, 90, 

and 270 days, respectively. Compared to the results of the control mix at these curing ages, 

which are 34.5, 39, 41.2, and 36.5 MPa respectively, the strengths of the mix containing 0.07% 

PRG improve approximately 6.2, 12.5, 6.7, and 8.6% respectively. The improvement of those 

PRG-cement based mortars can be attributed to the enhancement of cementitious gels due to 

the closer distance between cement particles caused by van der Waals forces between PRGs [2, 

12], and the improvement of PRG-cementitious gels due to adhesion friction forces between 
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surface areas of PRGs and cementitious gels which are consistent with previous experimental 

and molecular dynamic simulation research in PRG-cement based composites [12, 33]. When 

the PRG dosage used over the optimal dosage of 0.07%, there are significant decreases in 

compressive strengths of the mortars, which show negative enhancements in these mixes of 

0.1% and 0.3% at different testing ages, which account for the agglomeration and formation of 

multi-layers PRGs in PRG solutions due to the influence of the van der Waals forces between 

PRGs resulting in the negative impact on the cement hydration process and the interaction of 

PRGs and cementitious gels [13, 34, 35]. It can also be seen in the figure that the compressive 

strengths of the mortar mixes increase with the curing age up to 90 days, and then decrease with 

the long-term curing age of 270 days. The fall in compressive strengths of the mortars at the 

long-term of curing age of 270 days can be attributed to the effect of calcium leaking in cement-

based composites during a long-term curing process in a fog room. This is consistent with 

previous research on the influence of calcium leaking on the properties of cementitious 

composites [36-38].  
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Fig. 3. (a) Compressive strength and (b) enhancement compressive strength of PRG-cement 

based mortars prepared with different PRG dosages at 7, 28, 90, and 270 days.   

3.2.2 Flexural strength 

The flexural strength and enhancement flexural strength rate of the mortars with different PRG 

dosages at curing ages of 7, 28, 90, and 270 days are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b). As shown in 

the figure, the flexural strengths of PRG-cement based mortars are dependent on the PRG 

dosages and curing ages. The addition of PRGs into the mortars can slightly increase their 

flexural strengths at different curing ages. At the optimum dosage of 0.07% PRG, the 7-, 28-, 

90-, and 270-day flexural strengths of the mortar are 6.03, 6.35, 6.68, and 7.21 MPa, 

respectively, which are 3.7, 4.0, 3.3, and 4.1% higher than the corresponding strengths of the 

control mortar (5.81, 6.1, 6.64, and 6.93 MPa respectively). The slight enhancement in flexural 

strengths of PRG-cement based mortars can be attributed to the benefit of PRGs in enhancing 

the development of crack paths in the cement matrix, resulting in the reduction of crack widths 

in structures. It can also be seen from the figure that the mixes containing 0.1% and 0.3% PRG 

show the slight decrease in 270-day flexural strengths compared to the control mix, which can 

account for the negative effect of the agglomeration and formation of multi-layers PRGs 
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resulting in the negative impact on the cement hydration process and the interaction of PRGs 

and cementitious gels [13, 34, 35].  

 

`  

Fig. 4. (a) Flexural strength and (b) enhancement flexural strength of PRG-cement based 

mortars prepared with different PRG dosages at 7, 28, 90, and 270 days. 
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3.2.3 Tensile strength 

Fig. 5(a), (b) shows the direct tensile strength and enhancement tensile strength rate of the 

mortars with different PRG dosages at the curing ages of 28 and 270 days. It can be seen in the 

figure that the trend in direct tensile strengths of the mortars is similar to that in flexural 

strengths which are dependent on the PRG dosages and curing ages. Incorporating PRGs into 

the mortars can improve their tensile strengths at 28-day and 270-day curing ages. The dosage 

of 0.07% PRG presents the highest strength enhancements at 28 and 270 days that are 3.79 and 

4.14 MPa, respectively, which are 5.6 and 10% higher than the corresponding strengths of the 

control mix (i.e. 3.59 and 3.76 MPa respectively). The improvement in direct tensile strengths 

of PRG-cement based mortars can be attributed to the enhancement in PRG-cementitious gels 

due to adhesion friction forces between PRGs and cement gels that benefit the resistance from 

pull-out direct tensile forces. As also shown in the figure, when PRG used over the optimum 

dosage of 0.07%, the mixes containing 0.1% and 0.3% PRG show less improvements in tensile 

strengths compared to the others, which can be due to the negative effect of the poor dispersion 

of PRG suspension owing to the effect of the van der Waals forces between PRGs, leading to 

the agglomeration of PRGs and the formation of multi-layers PRGs and resulting in diminishing 

the interaction of PRGs and cementitious gels [13, 34, 35]. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Direct tensile strength and (b) enhancement direct tensile strength of PRG-cement 

based mortars prepared with different PRG dosages at 28 days and 270 days. 
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3.3. Durability-related properties 

3.3.1 Water absorption and voids 

Fig. 6(a), (b) shows the results of water absorptions and voids (volume of permeable pore space) 

of the mortars with different PRG dosages at 28-day curing age. It can be seen in the figure that 

the water absorptions and voids of PRG-cement based mortars are dependent on the PRG 

dosage. Incorporating a small amount of PRG content into cement-based mortars results in a 

decrease in the water absorption and void of the mortars. The mixes containing 0.03, 0.05, and 

0.07% PRG develop 11.1, 8.0, and 8.2% lower water absorptions than the control mix, 

respectively. However, when PRG is used over 0.07%, the water absorptions of the mixes with 

0.1 and 0.3% PRG are 5.8 and 4.6% higher than the control. The trend of voids shown in Fig. 

6(b) is similar to that of water absorptions. The addition of PRG of 0.03, 0.05, and 0.07% 

develop 10.6, 9.0, and 8.5% lower voids than the control, whereas the voids of the mixes 

containing 0.1 and 0.3% are 4.7 and 3.1% higher than the control. The lower water absorptions 

and voids of the mixes containing 0.03, 0.05, and 0.07% PRG are attributed to the higher content 

of hydration products in these mixes that consequently result in more compact microstructures 

and lower porosities. 
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Fig. 6. (a) Water absorptions and (b) voids of PRG-cement based mortars prepared with 

different PRG dosages at 28 days. 
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3.3.2 Drying shrinkage 

Fig. 7 presents the drying shrinkage of the mortars prepared with different PRG dosages at 

different curing ages. As shown in the figure, all the mixes develop high drying shrinkage at 

the early curing age of 7 days, and hence, gradually increase with curing ages and show steadily 

after 240 days. The addition of PRG to cement-based mortars does not show a clear positive 

effect on the results of drying shrinkage. Only two mixes containing 0.03% and 0.3% slightly 

develop lower drying shrinkage than the control throughout from 7-day to 270-day curing ages, 

which decrease approximately 7.5 and 7.0% at 7 days and 6.0% and 3.4% at 28 days 

respectively. There are no significant differences in the results of drying shrinkage between the 

other PRG mixes and the control. The reason for being no clear positive effect of PRG on drying 

shrinkage of the mortars can be attributed to the random distribution of PRGs in the cement 

matrix that can create tortuous paths in the cement matrix to prevent moisture loss during the 

drying shrinkage process. The mixes with a higher amount of PRG dosages can have more 

chances to increase tortuous paths in the cement matrix. However, it can be seen in the figure 

that the mix containing 0.03% PRG has lower drying shrinkage than those containing higher 

PRG dosages. This means that the moisture loss during the drying shrinkage process highly 

depends on the arrangement of PRGs in the cement matrix. 
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Fig. 7. Drying shrinkage of PRG-cement based mortars prepared with different PRG dosages 

at different ages.      

3.3.3 Sulfate expansion 

Fig. 8 shows the sulfate expansion of PRG-cement based mortars containing different PRG 

dosages immersed in the sodium sulfate solution at different curing ages. It can be seen in the 

figure that the incorporating of PRG into cement-based mortars generally shows the positive 

influence on resisting the sulfate solution. The mix containing 0.07% PRG shows the optimum 

dosage with the lowest sulfate expansion in the mortars, showing that its 7-day and 270-day 

sulfate expansion significantly develop approximately 40.3% and 43.7% lower than those of 

the control, respectively. There are no considerable differences in the long-term results of 

sulfate expansion between the other PRG mixes and the control. The benefit of PRG on sulfate 

expansion of cement-based mortars can be attributed to the positive effect of tortuous paths 

formed PRGs on impeding the penetration of sulfate ion in the cement matrix, resulting in a 
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lower amount of ettringite products created during the immersion process of mortars in the 

sulfate solution. 

 

Fig. 8. Expansion of PRG-cement based mortars prepared with different PRG dosages 

immersed in the sulfate solution at different ages. 

3.3.4 Water penetration  

Table 4 shows the average water penetration depths of the mortars with different PRG dosages 
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based mortars can be attributed to more tortuous paths for ingress of water that were formed by 

extensive barriers created from PRGs in the cement matrix. 

Table 4. Average water penetration depth of hardened mortars with different PRG dosages at 

28 days. 

Mix 
PRG dosage 

(%) 

 Penetrated water from 
triaxial test (mm3) 

Average water 
penetration depth (mm) 

Change as compared 
to the control (%) 

1 0  4.06 2.00  

2 0.03  4.25 2.10 4.70 

3 0.05  2.74 1.35 -32.64 

4 0.07  3.89 1.92 -4.02 

5 0.1  2.91 1.44 -28.29 

6 0.3  2.57 1.27 -36.66 

3.4. Microstructural analysis of cement-based mortars containing different PRG dosages 

Complementary XRD, FTIR, and SEM characterizations were performed to examine the 

influence of different PRG dosages on the physicochemical and microstructure characteristics 

of the mortars. The four different PRG concentrations, including 0%, 0.03%, 0.07%, and 0.3%, 

representing the control mix, the mix with the lowest dosage, the optimal dosage based on 

mechanical results, and the mix with the highest dosage respectively, were selected for analysis 

3.4.1 XRD and FTIR analysis   

Fig. 9(a) shows the XRD patterns of the cement-based mortars with different dosages of PRG 

at 28 days. It is important to note that there are three main hydration products in the cement 

matrix created from the cement hydration process including calcium silicate hydrate (CSH), 

portlandite (CH), ettringite (Aft), and un-hydrated cement binder (Alite, belite) [12, 39, 40]. 

Among them, CSH gels are the main part contributing to mechanical strengths of cementitious 

composites. However, there are some difficulties in identifying them in XRD results because 

they are often as amorphous phases, but the content of CSH gels and the hydration degree of 
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the binder can be estimated by the content of portlandite and un-hydrated cement binder [12, 

41, 42]. To ensure an equal percentage of natural sand in each sample of each mix, these XRD 

spectra were standardized to the equal intensity at the major peak of natural sand of 26.7 [12, 

42, 43]. It can be seen in Fig. 9(a) that although all the samples have similar spectrum patterns 

with similar main crystalline phases confirmed, they also show slight differences in their 

intensities. The peaks of portlandite phases identified at 18.2, 34.2 and 47.1 [12, 42, 44] of 

the mixes containing PRG show higher intensities than the control mix. This can be attributed 

to the beneficial effect of PRGs on the hydration of cement pastes [12, 42, 43], which is 

consistent with the mechanical results at 28 days of the mortars as discussed above in Section 

3.2. 
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Fig. 9. (a) XRD patterns and (b) FTIR spectra of PRG-cement based mortars prepared with 

different PRG dosages at 28 days. 

Fig. 9(b) presents the FTIR patterns of the different mortar mixes at 28 days. As shown in the 

figure, all the samples have similar spectra with some functional groups determined in the range 

of the band from 400 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1, showing that there are no new distinguishing groups 

observed in all the samples, which are consistent with the results of XRD discussed above. It 

can also be seen in the figure that some functional groups are observed in these samples 

including Si-O bonds in CSH gels, which are in the ranges of 400-550 cm-1 and 800-1200 cm-1 

[45, 46], and O-H bond in CSH gels and portlandite, which are in the ranges of 2800-3600 cm-

1 [46, 47] and 3600-3650 cm-1 [45, 48], respectively. C-O bond in (CO3)2- groups are observed 

in a range of 1350-1550 cm-1 [46, 47]. Although all the spectra show the same functional groups, 

it is evident from the figure that the intensities of the functional groups belong to CSH gels in 

the mixes containing PRG are higher than the control. This can account for the beneficial effect 

of PRG additive on the hydration of cement pastes, which is consistent with XRD results above 

and 28-day mechanical results of the mortars as discussed in Section 3.2. 
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3.4.2 SEM analysis 

Fig. 10(a)-(h) shows the SEM images of different mortar mixes at 28 days. As shown in the 

figure, although SEM images of these mixes have similar components, they are different from 

how they are distributed and compacted in microstructures. The mixes containing 0% and 0.3% 

show less compact in their microstructures, which are large sizes in microcracks, less dense in 

the interfacial transition zones (ITZ), and larger contents of pores distributed in the cement 

matrix (Fig. 10(a), (b) and Fig. 10(g), (h), respectively), than those containing 0.03% and 0.07% 

(Fig. 10(c), (d) and Fig. 10(e), (f), respectively). It can also be seen from the figure that the mix 

with the dosage of 0.07% shows a better microstructure pattern with more compact, less 

microcracks observed, compared to the other samples. This can be due to a higher cement 

hydration degree of this mix, resulting in its stronger enhancement rates in mechanical strengths 

as discussed in Section 3.2. 
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Fig. 10. SEM images of PRG-cement mortars prepared with different PRG dosages at 28 days: 

(a, b) control, (c, d) 0.03% PRG, (e, f) 0.07% PRG, (g, h) 0.3% PRG. 
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3.5. Further discussion 

From the results of the mechanical and durability properties of cement-based mortars analyzed 

above, it can be concluded that the mechanical and durability properties of the mortars are 

dependent on the dosage of PRG. The addition of PRG to the mortars can improve the short-

term and long-term mechanical and durability properties of cement mortars. The benefit of PRG 

additive for cementitious composites can be attributed to the improvement of cementitious gels 

thanks to the reduction of distances between cement particles in the cement matrix due to the 

effect of van der Waals forces between PRGs [2, 12, 49], together with the importance of 

adhesion friction forces created from surface areas of PRGs and cementitious gels [12]. This 

combination results in the development of microstructures of PRG-cement mortars, 

contributing to a better capacity in stress-distribution and the propagation of cracks in the 

mortars. However, when a large amount of PRG is used, the agglomeration of PRGs due to the 

effect of van der Waals forces between them will happen. This leads to the formation of multi-

layers PRGs in the cement matrix, resulting in reducing the benefit of the interaction between 

PRGs and cementitious gels. Compared to the results presented in Chapter 4, although these 

studies were designed in different water and cement ratios and PRG sizes, the PRG dosage of 

0.07% was identified as the optimum dosage for enhancing mechanical strengths of cement-

based mortars in all the studies. Therefore, it can be concluded that if PRG additives used in 

cement-based mortars are high-quality materials, the optimized PRG dosage for enhancing 

mechanical strengths of PRG-cement based mortars will be independent with water and cement 

ratios as well as PRG sizes. However, it is also important to note that the enhancement strength 

rates of PRG-cement based mortars in this study are less significant. This could be due to the 

effects of PRG sizes or strengths of cementitious gels which are dependent on water and cement 

ratios. These influence factors should have further investigations in the future to have a better 

understanding of those factors on the enhancement of cement-based composites. In addition, 

based on the results of this study, it can be seen that 270-day compressive strengths of the 
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mortars were decreased after a long term curing in a fog room, which can be due to the calcium 

leaking of mortars during the long-term curing process. This is also an important factor that 

should have further studies on the effect of different curing conditions on the strengths of PRG-

cement based composites to better understand the mechanism of this observed trend.          

4. Conclusions 

The results of this Chapter have presented the effects of the PRG dosages on short-term and 

long-term mechanical and durability properties of cement-based mortars. The following 

conclusions have been drawn from the results and discussion:  

 The study confirmed the results from the previous studies that the properties of cement-

based mortars are dependent on the dosage of PRG. The addition of PRG additive to 

cement-based mortars can enhance the compressive, flexural, and tensile strengths of the 

mortars at short-term and long-term curing ages. The PRG dosage of 0.07% is also 

identified as the optimized dosage for enhancing the mechanical strengths of the mortars 

prepared with the PRG size of 20µm and the water and cement ratio of 0.55.  

 At the optimal dosage of 0.07%, 7-, 28-, 90-, and 270-day compressive and flexural 

strengths of the mix containing PRG increase approximately 6.2, 12.5, 6.7, and 8.6%, and 

3.7, 4.0, 3.3, and 4.1%  higher than those of the control mix, respectively. The 28-day and 

270-day tensile strengths of the mortars at this dosage develop approximately 5.6 and 10% 

higher than the corresponding strengths of the control mix. The improvement in mechanical 

strengths of cement-based mortars can be attributed to the enhancement in PRG-

cementitious gels thanks to the reduction of distances between cement particles in the 

cement matrix due to the effect of van der Waals forces between PRGs, and the importance 

of adhesion friction forces created from surface areas of PRGs and cementitious gels. 

 When PRG is used over the optimal dosage of 0.07%, the addition of PRG to the mortars 

is either a negative influence on compressive strengths or a slight increase in flexural and 
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tensile strengths. This accounts for the effect of the agglomeration of PRGs in the cement 

matrix due to the van der Waals forces between PRGs. 

 Incorporating a small number of PRG additives into cement-based mortars can decrease 

water absorptions and voids of the mortars. The mixes containing 0.03, 0.05, and 0.07% 

PRG develop 11.1, 8.0, and 8.2% & 10.6, 9.0, and 8.5% lower water absorptions & voids 

than the control mix, respectively. This benefit can be due to the higher content of hydration 

products in these mixes, leading to more compact microstructures and lower porosity in 

those mixes.  

 The mixes containing 0.03% and 0.3% slightly develop lower drying shrinkage than the 

control throughout from 7-day to 270-day curing ages, which decrease approximately 7.5 

and 7.0% at 7 days and 6.0% and 3.4% at 28 days, respectively. There are no significant 

differences in the results of drying shrinkage between the other PRG mixes and the control. 

The reason for being no clear positive effect of PRG on drying shrinkage of the mortars 

can be attributed to the random distribution of PRGs in the cement matrix that can create 

tortuous paths in the cement matrix to prevent moisture loss during the drying shrinkage 

process. 

 The mix containing 0.07% PRG shows a significant decrease in the short-term and long-

term sulfate expansion of cement-based mortars, which develop 40.3% and 43.7% lower 

sulfate expansion at 7 and 280 days than those of the control, respectively. The benefit of 

PRG on sulfate expansion of cement-based mortars can be attributed to the positive effect 

of tortuous paths formed PRGs on impeding the penetration of sulfate ion in the cement 

matrix, resulting in a lower amount of ettringite products created during the immersion 

process of mortars in the sulfate solution. 

 The addition of PRG to cement-based mortars can improve the water penetration resistance 

of the mortars. The water penetration depth of the mixes containing 0.05, 0.07, 0.1, and 

0.3% PRG can significantly decrease by 32.64, 4.02, 28.29, and 36.66%, respectively, 
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compared to the control mix. The improved resistance to water penetration of PRG-cement 

based mortars can be attributed to more tortuous paths for ingress of water that were formed 

by extensive barriers created from PRGs in the cement matrix. 

 The results from XRD, FTIR, and SEM analyses show that the mechanical strengths of 

PRG-cement mortars correlate with their physicochemical and microstructure properties. 

The mixes with higher mechanical strengths show better patterns in their microstructures. 
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CHAPTER 6:  

INVESTIGATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT PRISTINE 

GRAPHENE SIZES AND DESIGN MIXES ON ENHANCING 

MECHANICAL AND DURABILITY PROPERTIES OF PORTLAND 

CEMENT MORTARS CURED AT DIFFERENT CURING AGES 

 

 

 

THE AIM AND OBJECTIVE OF THIS CHAPTER: 

Aim: This chapter aims to explore the effect of different PRG sizes and design mixes on 

physicochemical, microstructural, mechanical, and durability properties of Portland cement-

based mortars cured at short-term and long-term ages. 

Objectives 1: investigating the influence of different PRG sizes and design mixes on short-

term and long-term mechanical and durability properties of Portland cement-based mortars. 

Objectives 2: analysing physicochemical and microstructural properties of PRG-cement based 

mortars to improve understanding of the impact of PRG sizes and design mixes on mechanical 

and durability properties of Portland cement-based mortars cured at short-term and long-term 

periods.  
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Revealing the effect of pristine graphene sizes on mechanical and durability properties of 

Portland cement-based mortars with curing ages 

1. Introduction  

As presented and analyzed in the previous studies shown in Chapters 2-5, it can be concluded 

that the addition of a small number of PRG materials to cement-based materials could enhance 

the mechanical strengths of PRG-cement based composites. For example, according to Ref. [1], 

incorporating 0.05% PRG into cement-based mortars could improve flexural strengths and 

compressive strengths of the mortars at 7 & 28 days by 23.5% & 16.8% and 7.5% & 1.3%, 

respectively. The influence of different dosages and sizes on the mechanical properties of 

cement-based composites has also been reported in few studies [2-4] and the studies of this 

thesis as shown in Chapters 2-5. An investigation into the effect of different PRG dosages on 

the cement-based paste showed that at the optimal PRG dosage of 0.06%, PRG could increase 

the 28-day compressive and flexural strength of the cement paste by 11% and 27.8%, 

respectively [4].  The effects of different dosages and sizes of PRG together with revealing the 

reinforcing mechanism of PRG for enhancing mechanical strengths of cement-based mortars 

have been investigated in the studies of this thesis and shown in Chapters 2-5. The results 

confirmed that the strengths of cement-based mortars are dependent on PRG dosages and sizes. 

At the optimal dosage of 0.07%, the mixes containing the ultra-large size of 73µm showed a 

significant influence on both 28-day compressive and tensile strengths of cement mortars, 

which could increase by 30.1% and 38.6% respectively. On the other hand, there are no 

significant effects on either compressive strengths or tensile strengths of the mix containing the 

PRG size of 5µm. The results in Chapter 4 also revealed that the reinforcing mechanism of PRG 

for enhancing mechanical strengths of cementitious composites is mostly attributed to adhesion 

friction forces between PRG sheets (PRGs) and cementitious gels, which highly depend on the 

surface area of the PRGs. The larger surface area of the PRGs will have a larger friction area 
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associated with cementitious gels, resulting in the improvement of the cement matrix around 

PRGs and creates interlock PRG-cementitious gels in a space network structure for better stress 

distribution and crack paths in the cement matrix. In addition to the advantages of PRG 

additives in mechanical properties of cementitious composites, the benefit of PRG in other 

properties also investigated in few recent studies. Du and Dai Pang [5] demonstrated that 

incorporating PRG into cement-based mortars could significantly decrease chloride migration 

coefficient and water penetration depth of mortars by 31% and 64%, respectively. The use of 

PRG in cement-based materials also improved the electrical conductivity of the composites, 

which could be used for structural health monitoring of structures [6, 7]. 

To date, there have been still some limitations in the research field of PRG-cement based 

composites. First, although the durability properties are also important to service life, 

maintenance costs of construction structures, there have been few studies on durability 

properties of PRG-cement based composites. Second, most of the existing studies only have 

been focused on mechanical properties of cement-based composites at short-term curing ages 

(e.g. 7, 14, and 28 days). The results of this thesis shown in Chapter 5 are the first study on the 

effects of PRG dosages and sizes on mechanical and durability properties of cement-based 

mortars at the long-term curing ages (i.e. up to 270 days). Third, the effects of different design 

mixes of water and cement ratios, and different densities of PRG materials on enhancement 

strength rates of PRG-cement based composites have not been investigated in the literature. The 

results of this thesis presented in the previous Chapters 2-5 have confirmed some of the 

following points. The first thing is that although different sizes and design mixes were used in 

the studies of PRG-cement based mortars, the dosage of 0.07% is still identified as the 

optimized dosage of PRG in cement-based mortars. Another thing is that along with the dosages 

and sizes of PRG, the effects of design mixes of water and cement ratios can be an important 

factor that will affect enhancement rates of the properties of PRG-cement based mortars 

because they will impact on the strengths of cementitious gels, resulting in the influence on 
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strengths of the formation of PRG-cementitious gels. This can be revealed by a new study based 

on the continuous research of the study shown in Chapter 5 with different sizes and densities of 

PRG materials. 

To address these research gaps, this Chapter of this thesis aims at exploring the effects of 

different sizes and densities of PRG on mechanical and durability properties of cementitious-

based mortars at short-term and long-term curing ages. Several physicochemical and 

microstructural properties of the mortars were also performed to have a better understanding of 

the PRG-cement matrix. The results from this Chapter will provide better knowledge of how 

different sizes and densities of PRG and design mixes influence short-term and long-term 

properties of cement-based mortars. This will significantly contribute to future research on 

incorporating PRG in cementitious composites to enhance the performance of construction 

materials. 

2. Experimental programs 

2.1. Materials 

The physical properties of three different sizes of PRG provided by First Graphene Ltd in Perth, 

Australia are shown in Table 1. Cement binder with the general-purpose type which was 

complied with Australian Standard AS 3972-2010 [8] was used for the design mixes and its 

typical chemical properties are shown in Table 2. Natural sand with 2.36-mm maximum particle 

sizes was used as fine aggregate of the mortars. MasterGlenium SKY 8100 complied with 

Australian Standard AS 1478.1-2000 [9] was used as the superplasticizer to improve the 

dispersion of PRGs in water.  
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Table 1. Physical properties of pristine graphene. 

ID        Particle Thickness Purity Poured bulk density  

 Size-d50 (µm) (nm) (%) (g/cm3) 

Size 20µm 20 1-3 ~98 ~ 0.12 

Size 40µm 40 1-3 ~98 ~ 0.30 

Size 73µm 73 1-3 ~98 ~ 0.12 

 

 

Table 2. Typical chemical properties of general-purpose cement. 

Compounds OPC (%) 
CaO 63.28 

SiO2 19.95 

Al2O3 4.79 

Fe2O3 3.14 
MgO 2.03 

Na2O 0.29 

K2O 0.4 

SO3 2.69 

P2O5 0.04 

 

2.2. Specimens 

The mix proportions of the mortars are shown in Table 3. As shown in the table, there are four 

mixes with different sizes of PRG at the optimized dosage of 0.07% and the water/cement ratio 

of 0.55 used in this study. The design was continued the study presented in Chapter 5 to 

investigate the effects of different sizes of PRG on mechanical and durability properties of 

cementitious-based mortars at short-term and long-term curing ages. The following procedure 

was applied in the mixing process of the mortars: the aqueous solutions including water, 

superplasticizer and PRG were sonicated for 30 minutes by using Ultrasonication UIP1000hdT. 
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Then, these solutions were gradually added for 5 minutes to natural sand and binder, which 

were mixed for four minutes. Next, all samples were vibrated for one minute after mounting to 

mitigate entrapped air during the mounting process. After that, they were covered with wet 

fabrics and plastic sheets to prevent moisture loss and were demounted after 24 hours cured at 

room temperature. Then, all the samples continued to be cured in a fog room until testing days. 

Table 3. Designed mixes of PRG-cement based mortars prepared with different PRG sizes. 

Mix 
PRG 

dosage 
(%)* 

Water/cement 
ratio 

Cement 
(kg/m3) 

Water 
(kg/m3) 

Sand 
(kg/m3) 

PRG 
(kg/m3) 

Superplasticizer 
(kg/m3) 

Control 0 0.55 465 256 1545 0 1.4 

Size 20µm 0.07 0.55 465 256 1545 0.33 1.4 

Size 40µm 0.07 0.55 465 256 1545 0.33 1.4 

Size 73µm 0.07 0.55 465 256 1545 0.33 1.4 

* The percentage of pristine graphene based on weight of cement binder. 

2.3. Test methods 

Different mechanical and durability tests of cement-based mortars were performed at different 

curing ages including compressive strength, flexural strength, direct tensile strength, water 

absorption, void, drying shrinkage, sulfate extension, and water penetration. Compression 

strength tests at 7, 28, 90, and 270 days with the cube sizes of 50×50×50 mm3 complied with 

ASTM C109/C109M-07 [10]. Dog-bone shaped samples, according to ASTM C307-03 [11], 

were used for direct tensile strength tests at 28 and 270 days. Flexural strength tests at 7, 28, 

90, and 270 days with the prism sizes of 40x40x160 mm complied with ASTM C348-18 [12]. 

The test method according to ASTM C642-06 [13] was used for determining density, water 

absorption, and voids of mortar mixes at 28 days. 25×25×285 mm prisms were utilized to 

measure drying shrinkage and sulfate expansion (3% Na2SO4) at 7, 14, 21, 28, 56, 90, 120, 150, 

180, 210, 240 and 270 days, complied with ASTM C596-09 [14], ASTM C1012-12 [15] and 

ASTM C490-13  [16]. Water penetration depths of the mortars at 28 days were referred to BS 
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EN 12390-8:2009 [17]. To ensure all the samples tested at the same condition, the automatic 

triaxial test system was used for the water penetration test with the vertical water pressure of 

500 kPa and applied in 72 h. The values of each designed mix at testing days were calculated 

by averaging values obtained from three nominal identical samples of each mix.   

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were obtained by using the FEI Quanta 450 to analyze 

PRG sizes and surface morphologies of the mortars. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed 

by using the Rigaku MiniFlex 600 X-Ray diffractometer to find the mineralogical 

characteristics of cement hydration products of the mortars and PRGs. Raman spectra and 

particle size distribution were respectively performed by using the HORIBA LabRAM HR 

Evolution and Mastersizer 2000-Malvern to evaluate the quality and particle sizes of PRGs. 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was conducted using the Nicolet 6700 to 

determine specific functional groups of PRG-cement based mortars. Results and Discussion 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Characteristics of different PRG samples used for the study 

Fig. 1 shows typical SEM images and particle size distribution of there PRG samples used for 

this study. As shown in the figure, the wrinkled and irregular shape of PRGs can be seen in the 

SEM images and their average particle sizes of 20µm, 40µm, and 73µm determined from the 

particle size distribution results are presented in Fig.1(a), (b), and (c), respectively. XRD 

patterns and Raman spectrum of three different sizes of PRG are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), 

respectively. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the typical peak of these PRG samples in XRD results are 

at the position 26.64, resulting in the d-spacing between layers of 0.334nm (based on the 

Bragg’s Law) [18, 19]. Besides, the relative intensity ratios of ID/ID’ and I2D/IG of these PRG 

samples of 20µm, 40µm, and 73µm shown in the Raman tests in Fig. 2(b) are 1.223 & 0.355, 

1.387 & 0.374, and 1.544 & 0.395, respectively, which are respectively below 3.5 and 1, 

showing that the PRG sample in this study does not have basal plane defects and contains 
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mostly of few-layer sheets of graphene [20-23]. This presents the high-quality of the PRG 

sample used in this study. From Table 1, it is also important to note that although three PRG 

samples are in high-quality products with similar average thicknesses, they are different in sizes 

and densities (i.e. PRG size 40µm has the different density with PRG sizes of 20µm and 73µm). 
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Fig. 1. (a) SEM images and particle size distribution of PRG: (a) size 20µm, (b) size 40µm, (c) 

size 73µm. 
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Fig. 2. (a) XRD patterns and (b) Raman spectra of different PRG sizes. 

3.2. Mechanical properties of mortar mixes 

3.2.1 Compressive strength 

The compressive strengths and enhancement compressive strength rates of the mortars with 

different PRG sizes at 7-, 28-, 90-, and 270-day curing age are shown in Fig. 3(a), (b), 

respectively. As shown in the figure, the addition of PRG to the mortars can improve their 

compressive strengths, and their enhancement strength rates depend on the PRG sizes and 

curing ages. The mixes containing the PRG sizes of 20µm and 73µm shows higher 

enhancements than that with size 40µm. Although size 73µm presents the best improvement in 

7-, 28-, 90-, and 270-day compressive strengths which are 6.9, 12.5, 7, and 18.4% higher than 

the control mix, respectively, there is a slight difference from the enhancement strength rates 

between PRG size 20µm and 73µm at all the testing days. The improvement of cement-based 

mortars when adding PRG can be attributed to the enhancement of cementitious gels due to the 

closer distance between cement particles caused by van der Waals forces between PRGs [24, 

25], and the most important factor coming from adhesion friction forces between surface areas 
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of PRGs and cementitious gels which depends on the sizes of PRGs that is the larger surface 

area of PRGs has a larger friction area associated with cementitious gels, which are consistent 

with research in PRG-cement based composites [25, 26]. The lower enhancement of size 40µm 

could be due to its higher density compared to size 20µm and 73µm, resulting in the strong 

agglomeration and formation of multi-layers PRGs in the cement matrix due to van der Waals 

forces between PRGs that lead to a negative impact on the formation of PRG-cementitious gels 

[3, 27, 28]. From the results and analyses above, together with the results of shown in Chapters 

2-5,  it can be concluded that the enhancement compressive strength rate of PRG-cement based 

mortars depends on not only the dosages and sizes of PRG but also the design mix (water and 

cement ratios) and the density of PRG materials. As can also be observed in Fig. 3(a), 

compressive strengths of all the mixes increase up to 90 days, and then decrease with the long-

term curing age of 270 days. This can be the influence of calcium leaking in cement-based 

composites during a long-term curing process in a fog room, which are in line with some studies 

in the literature about the calcium leaking of cementitious composites [29-31]. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Compressive strength and (b) enhancement compressive strength of PRG-cement 

based mortars prepared with different PRG sizes at 7, 28, 90, and 270 days.    

3.2.2 Flexural strength 

Fig. 4(a), (b) shows 7-, 28-, 90-, and 270-day flexural strengths and enhancement flexural 

strength rates of the mortars with different sizes of PRG. It can be seen in the figure that 

incorporating PRG into cement-based mortars can enhance the compressive strengths of the 

mortars, and their enhancement strength rates depend on the PRG sizes and curing ages. The 

mixes with the PRG sizes of 20µm and 73µm shows higher enhancement rates than that with 

size 40µm. The mortar containing size 73µm shows the highest enhancement rate in 7-, 28-, 

90-, and 270-day flexural strengths which are 1.1, 17.2, 12.2, and 8.1% higher than the control 

mix, respectively. While the mix with size 20µm can enhance 7-, 28-, 90-, and 270-day flexural 

strengths by 3.7, 4.0, 3.3, and 4.1%, that of size 40µm shows an increase by 0.3, 1.3, 0.1, 2.7% 

compared to the control, respectively. The enhancement in flexural strengths of PRG-cement 

based mortars can be due to the benefit of PRGs in enhancing the development of crack paths 

in the cement matrix, resulting in the reduction of crack widths in structures. In addition, the 

better enhancement of size 73µm than size 20µmand 40µm can account for the benefit of its 
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larger surface area to interact with cementitious gels, leading to better adhesion friction forces 

formed between PRGs and cementitious gels. This results in the effectiveness of stress 

distribution and can increase the path of crack developments. The least improvement of the mix 

with size 40µm can be due to its high-density property, resulting in a higher level of the 

agglomeration and formation of multi-layers PRGs. This leads to the negative impact on the 

cement hydration process and the interaction of PRGs and cementitious gels [3, 27, 28].  
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Fig. 4. (a) Flexural strength and (b) enhancement flexural strength of PRG-cement based 

mortars prepared with different PRG sizes at 7, 28, 90, and 270 days. 

3.2.3 Tensile strength 

28-, 270-day direct tensile strengths and enhancement tensile strength rates of the mortars with 

different sizes of PRG are shown in Fig. 5(a), (b). As shown in the figure, the addition of PRG 

to cement-based mortars can improve the direct tensile strengths of the mortars, and their 

enhancements depend on the PRG sizes and testing days. The PRG sizes of 20µm and 73µm 

show higher enhancement strength rates than PRG size 40µm. The mix with size 73µm shows 

the highest tensile enhancement at 28 and 270 days, which are 14.2 and 14.9% higher than the 

control mix, respectively. While the mix containing size 20µm can improve 28- and 270-day 

tensile strengths by 5.6 and 10%, the mix with size 40µm shows an increase by 2.5 and 3.9% 

compared to the control, respectively. The enhancement in direct tensile strengths of the mortars 

containing PRG can be attributed to the benefit of PRGs in improving PRG-cementitious gels, 

resulting in the development of crack paths in the cement matrix and the reduction of crack 

widths in structures. The mix with size 73µm shows the best tensile enhancement can account 
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for the benefit of its larger surface area to interact with cementitious gels, resulting in better 

adhesion friction forces formed between PRGs and cementitious gels. This can bring the 

effectiveness of stress distribution that will benefit for crack paths in the cement matrix. Size 

40µm with the high density will lead to a higher level of the agglomeration and formation of 

multi-layers PRGs, resulting in the negative impact on the cement hydration process and the 

interaction of PRGs and cementitious gels [3, 27, 28]. This can be a reason for the lowest tensile 

enhancement rate of the mix with size 40µm. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Direct tensile strength and (b) enhancement direct tensile strength of PRG-cement 

based mortars prepared with different PRG sizes at 28 days and 270 days. 

3.3. Durability-related properties 

3.3.1 Water absorption and voids 

The results of 28-day water absorptions and voids of the mortars with different sizes of PRG 

are shown in Fig. 6(a), (b). As shown in the figure, the addition of a small amount of PRG to 

cement-based mortars results in a decrease in the water absorption and void of the mortars, and 

the decrease rate depends on the PRG size. The mixes containing the PRG sizes of 20µm and 

73µm develop 8.15 & 8.28 % and 8.52 & 8.53 % lower water absorptions and voids than the 

control mix, respectively. The mix with size 40µm develops a lower enhancement of the water 

absorption and void than size 20µm and 73µm, which are approximately 2.55 and 3.5 %, 

respectively. The lower water absorptions and voids of the mixes containing PRG samples can 

be due to the higher content of hydration products in these mixes, resulting in more compact 

microstructures and lower porosities. 
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Fig. 6. (a) Water absorptions and (b) voids of PRG-cement based mortars prepared with 

different PRG sizes at 28 days. 
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3.3.2 Drying shrinkage 

The drying shrinkage of the mortars with different sizes of PRG at different curing ages is 

shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen in the figure that the drying shrinkage of the mortars significantly 

develop at the early age of 7 days, and hence, gradually increase with the curing time and 

become steadier after 240-day curing age. There is no clear positive influence of PRG on the 

drying shrinkage results of cement-based mortars. Only the mix containing PRG size 73µm 

shows a slight improvement in the drying shrinkage throughout from 7-day to 270-day curing 

ages, which decrease approximately 1.0% at 7 days and 9.5% at 270 days respectively. The 

reason for being no clear positive effect of PRG on drying shrinkage of the mortars can be 

attributed to the random distribution of PRGs in the cement matrix that can create tortuous paths 

in the cement matrix to prevent moisture loss during the drying shrinkage process. 

 

Fig. 7. Drying shrinkage of PRG-cement based mortars prepared with different PRG sizes at 

different ages.      
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3.3.3 Sulfate expansion 

The sulfate expansion of the mortars containing different PRG sizes immersed in the sodium 

sulfate solution at different curing days is shown in Fig. 8. As shown in the figure, the mortars 

containing PRG materials present a positive influence on resisting the sulfate solution at all the 

curing ages. In general, the mix with size 73µm shows the best observation on sulfate expansion 

of the mortars, which decreases about 58.2% and 88.6% lower sulfate expansion at 7 days and 

270 days, respectively, compared to the control mix. Besides, the mixes with size 20µm and 

40µm can decrease 7-day & 270-day sulfate expansion by 40.3% & 43.7% and 82.1% & 51.5%, 

respectively. PRG materials can decrease sulfate expansion of cement-based mortars can be due 

to the positive effect of tortuous paths formed from PRGs on impeding the penetration of sulfate 

ion in the cement matrix, resulting in a lower amount of ettringite products created during the 

immersion process of mortars in the sulfate solution. 

 

Fig. 8. Expansion of PRG-cement based mortars prepared with different PRG sizes immersed 

in the sulfate solution at different ages. 
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3.3.4 Water penetration  

The average water penetration depths of the mortars with different sizes of PRG at 28 days are 

shown in Table 4. This test was performed and controlled by the automatic triaxial testing 

system, and the results of water penetration depths were calculated based on the ratio of the 

amount of water penetration into testing samples recorded by the system and areas of 

specimens. It can be seen in the Table that the addition of PRG to the mortars can decrease the 

water penetration depth into the mortar mixes. The mixes containing the PRG sizes of 20µm, 

40µm, and 73µm develop 4.02, 47.71, and 46.25% lower water penetration depth at 28 days 

than that of the control mix, respectively. The improved resistance to water penetration of PRG-

cement based mortars can be attributed to more tortuous paths for ingress of water that were 

formed by extensive barriers created from PRGs in the cement matrix. 

Table 4. Average water penetration depth of hardened mortars with different PRG sizes at 28 

days. 

Mix 
PRG 

dosage (%) 
Penetrated water from 

triaxial test (mm3) 
Average penetration 

depth (mm) 

Change as 
compared to the 

control (%) 
Control 0 4.06 2.00   

Size 20µm 0.07 3.89 1.92 -4.02 

Size 40µm 0.07 2.12 1.05 -47.71 

Size 73µm 0.07 2.17 1.07 -46.58 

 

3.4. Physicochemical and microstructural analysis of PRG-cement based mortars 

containing different sizes of PRG  

3.4.1 XRD and FTIR analysis   

XRD patterns of the mortars containing different PRG sizes at 28 days are shown in Fig. 9(a). 

In the cement hydration process, calcium silicate hydrate (CSH), portlandite (CH), ettringite 

(Aft), and un-hydrated cement binder (Alite, belite) are its main hydration products [25, 32, 
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33]. The main part contributing to the strength of cementitious gels is CSH gels, but they could 

not recognize in these spectra because CSH gels often exist at amorphous phases in a cement 

matrix and it is thus hard to identify with XRD test. However, the content of CSH gels can be 

inferred from the contents of portlandite and un-hydrated cement particles [25, 34, 35]. It is 

important to note that these XRD spectra were standardized to the equal intensity at the major 

peak of natural sand of 26.7 for making the equal percentage of existing sand in all the samples 

[25, 35, 36]. As shown in the figure, portlandite phases are identified at the peaks of 18.2, 

34.2 and 47.1 [25, 35, 37], and the mixes with PRG additives show higher portlandite 

intensities than the control mix. This can be attributed to the beneficial effect of PRGs on the 

hydration of cement pastes [25, 35, 36], which is in line with the mechanical results at 28 days 

of the mortars as discussed in Section 3.2. Moreover, it can also be seen in Fig.9(a) that although 

the mixes containing the PRG sizes of 20µm and 40µm have the higher peak intensity of un-

hydrated alite phases than the control, they still have a higher peak intensity of portlandite than 

the control. This could be because these mixes had a higher amount of belite hydrated in the 

cement hydration process than the control (i.e. (alite, belite) + H2O   portlandite + CSH [25, 

33]), contributing to a higher peak intensity of portlandite of this mix at the short-term 

mechanical strengths. 
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Fig. 9. (a) XRD patterns and (b) FTIR spectra of PRG-cement based mortars prepared with 

different PRG sizes at 28 days. 
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FTIR patterns at 28 days of the mortars containing different PRG sizes are shown in Fig. 9(b). 

It can be seen in the figure that all the samples have similar spectra with some functional groups 

determined in the range of the band from 400 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1, showing that there are no new 

distinguishing groups observed in all the samples, which are consistent with the results of XRD 

discussed above. As can be observed in the figure, the group bands ranged 400-550 cm-1 and 

800-1200 cm-1 are attributed to Si-O bonds in the CSH gels [38, 39]; the band ranged from 2800 

to 3600 cm-1 represents O-H groups in H2O belonging to CSH gels [39, 40]; the narrow band in 

the range of about 3600-3650 cm-1 corresponds to O-H bonds in portlandite [38, 41]; C-O bond 

in (CO3)2- groups are observed in a range of 1350-1550 cm-1 [39, 40]. Although these mixes 

have similar spectra, the spectral intensities representing CSH gels (i.e. Si-O, H-O-H) and CH 

(i.e. O-H) in these mixes are slightly different, which show stronger intensities of the functional 

groups belong to CSH gels in the mixes containing PRG additives than the control mix. This 

may be attributed to the higher cement hydration degree in the mixes containing PRG materials, 

leading to the enhancement in mechanical strengths of those mixes compared to the control mix 

which is consistent with XRD results above and mechanical results of the mortars as discussed 

in Section 3.2. 

3.4.2 SEM analysis 

The SEM images at 28 days of the mortar mixes containing different sizes of PRG are shown 

in Fig. 10(a)-(h). As shown in the figure, although SEM images of these mixes have similar 

components, they are different from how they are distributed and compacted in microstructures. 

The control and size 40µm mixes not only show less compact in their microstructure, which are 

larger sizes in microcracks and less dense in the interfacial transition zones (ITZ) (Fig. 10(a) 

and (e), respectively) but also present larger contents of pores distributed in the cement matrix 

(Fig. 10(b) and (f), respectively) than the mixes containing the PRG sizes of 20µm and 73µm  

(Fig. 10(c, d) and (g, h), respectively). This can be attributed to a higher cement hydration 
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degree of these mixes than the others, resulting in the stronger enhancement rates in their 

mechanical strengths as discussed in Section 3.2. 
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Fig. 10. SEM images of PRG-cement mortars prepared with different PRG sizes at 28 days: (a, 

b) control, (c, d) size 20µm, (e, f) size 40µm, (g, h) size 73µm. 

3.5. Further discussion 

From the results and discussion above, it can be concluded that the mortar mixes with different 

PRG sizes influence the results of the mechanical and durability properties of cement-based 

mortars. Incorporating PRG into cement-based mortars can enhance their mechanical and 

durability properties at short-term and long-term curing ages. The study also shows that 

properties of PRG samples will impact on the enhancement strength rates of cement-based 

mortars. When PRG materials with similar physical properties are used, the enhancement 
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strength rates of cement-based mortars containing the larger size (size 73µm) show better 

enhancement than the smaller size (size 20µm). In addition, the density of PRG materials also 

impacts on its enhancement in the mortars, shows that although size 20µm is smaller areas than 

size 40µm, the mix with size 20µm shows better enhancements than that with size 40µm 

because of the higher density of size 40µm. Moreover, it can be seen from the results of this 

study that the enhancement strength rates of cement-based mortars prepared with the ultra-large 

size 73µm in this study are less significant, compared to the results shown in Chapter 3. This 

can derive from the effect of water and cement ratios in the design mortars. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that the water and cement ratio is also an important factor that will impact on the 

properties of PRG-cement based composites. Therefore, further studies should consider the 

effects of all of these factors on the properties of cement-based composites containing PRG 

additives to better understand the mechanism of PRG-cement based composites so that the 

application of PRG as an additive in construction materials can be standardized in the near 

future.       

4. Conclusions 

The effects of the different sizes of PRG on the mechanical and durability properties of cement-

based mortars with curing ages have been presented in this Chapter. The following conclusions 

have been drawn from the results and discussion: 

 The mechanical properties of PRG-cement based mortars are dependent on the sizes and 

densities of PRG. Incorporating PRG into cement-based mortars can improve their 

compressive, flexural, and tensile strengths at short-term and long-term curing ages. The 

mixes containing the PRG sizes of 20µm and 73µm shows higher enhancements than that 

with size 40µm. The mix with the ultra-large size of 73µm presents the best improvement 

in 7-, 28-, 90-, and 270-day compressive strengths which are 6.9, 12.5, 7, and 18.4% higher 

than the control mix. There is a slight difference from the enhancement compressive 
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strength rates between the mix with PRG size 20µm and 73µm at 7-, 28-, 90-day, which 

are 6.2, 12.5, 6.7 respectively for size 20µm; whereas, there is a significant difference 

between them at 270-day, which is 8.6% for size 20µm compared to 18.4% for size 73µm.  

 The enhancements in flexural and direct tensile strengths of the mortars show similar trends 

with their compressive strengths. The mix containing PRG size 73µm shows the best 

improvement in flexural and tensile strengths, followed by that of size 20µm and then 

40µm. The enhancement in mechanical strengths of the mortars accounts for the 

improvement of compactness of mortars, which is due to the increase in cement hydration 

degrees, the reduction of distances between cement particles, and the most important part 

from adhesion friction forces between PRGs and cementitious gels which depend on the 

sizes of PRG. The lower enhancement of size 40µm could be due to its higher density 

compared to size 20µm and 73µm, resulting in the strong agglomeration and formation of 

multi-layers PRGs in the cement matrix due to van der Waals forces between PRGs that 

lead to a negative impact on the interaction between PRGs and the cement matrix. The 

results from mechanical strengths have confirmed the more benefit of the ultra-large size 

on the mechanical properties of the mortars at the long-term curing age compared to the 

smaller sizes. 

 The results from compressive and tensile strengths at 28 days of the PRG size of 73µm 

between this study and the study in Chapter 3 have confirmed the high dependence of the 

strength enhancements of the mortars on water and cement ratios of the design mixes. 28-

day compressive and tensile strengths of the mix containing PRG size 73µm with the ratio 

of 0.485 shows 30.1% and 38.6% respectively compared to the control mix; whereas, the 

companion mix with the ratio of 0.55 only show 12.5% and 14.2% respectively compared 

to the control mix. 

 PRG materials also show the benefit to enhance the durability properties of cement-based 

mortars. Incorporating PRG into cement mortars can decrease the water absorption and 
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void of the mortars. The mixes containing the PRG sizes of 20µm and 73µm develop 8.15 

& 8.28 % and 8.52 & 8.53 % lower water absorptions and voids than the control mix, 

respectively. The mix with size 40µm develops a lower enhancement of the water 

absorption and void than size 20µm and 73µm, which are approximately 2.55 and 3.5 %, 

respectively. 

 There is no clear positive influence of PRG on the drying shrinkage results of cement-based 

mortars. Only the mix containing PRG size 73µm shows a slight improvement in the drying 

shrinkage throughout from 7-day to 270-day curing ages, which decrease approximately 

1.0% at 7 days and 9.5% at 270 days, respectively. The reason for being no clear positive 

effect of PRG on drying shrinkage of the mortars can be attributed to the random 

distribution of PRGs in the cement matrix that can create tortuous paths in the cement 

matrix to prevent moisture loss during the drying shrinkage process. 

 The mortars containing PRG materials present a positive influence on resisting the sulfate 

solution at all the curing ages. The mix with size 73µm shows the best observation on 

sulfate expansion of the mortars, which decreases about 58.2% and 88.6% lower sulfate 

expansion at 7 days and 270 days, respectively, compared to the control mix. 

 The addition of PRG to the mortars can decrease the water penetration depth into the mortar 

mixes. The mixes containing the PRG sizes of 20µm, 40µm, and 73µm develop 4.02, 

47.71, and 46.25% lower water penetration depth at 28 days than that of the control mix, 

respectively. 

The results of this Chapter have not only provided a better understanding of incorporating PRG 

into cementitious composites, but they have also confirmed the benefit of PRG materials 

(especially for the ultra-large size of PRGs) on mechanical and durability properties of 

cementitious composites. The study has also provided a valuable orientation in studying PRG-

cement based composites: although the quality, size, and density of PRG materials are 

important factors for improving the properties of PRG-cement based composites, other factors 
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such as water and cement ratios and curing conditions are also important to their enhancements 

that should be considered in future studies. 
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CHAPTER 7:  

EXPLORING THE INFLUENCE OF THE GRAPHENE OXIDE ON 

ENHANCING MECHANICAL AND DURABILITY PROPERTIES OF 

AMBIENT-CURED ALKALI-ACTIVATED BINDER MORTARS 

PREPARED WITH DIFFERENT SANDS 

 

 

THE AIM AND OBJECTIVE OF THIS CHAPTER: 

Aim: This chapter aims to explore the effect of GO on mechanical, durability, and 

microstructural properties of FA/GGBS alkali-activated binder (AAB) mortars prepared with 

natural sand (NS) and lead smelter slag sand (LSS); and contributing to developing green 

construction materials by using waste-based materials to replace both cement binder and natural 

sand. 

Objectives 1: investigating the influence of the addition of GO to AAB on compressive and 

tensile strengths, water absorption, and drying shrinkage of AAB mortars prepared with NS and 

LSS. 

Objectives 2: analysing the microstructures of GO-AAB based mortars prepared with NS and 

LSS to gain understanding of the interaction mechanism of GO and AAB based mortars 

containing NS and LSS. 
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ABSTRACT 

Using waste-based materials in concrete, such as fly ash (FA), ground granulated blast furnace 

slag (GGBS), and lead smelter slag (LSS), to replace Portland cement and natural sand (NS) 

offers great potential for reducing the environmental impact of concrete. In this study, the 

effects of graphene oxide (GO) additive on mechanical and durability properties of FA/GGBS-

based alkali-activated binder (AAB) mortars that contain NS and LSS sand were assessed. 

Scanning electron microscopy and microstructural analyses were also performed on the mortars 

for assessing the reinforcement mechanism of GO in the composite matrix. The results show 

that the increase of GGBS content in AAB (i.e. 0%, 20% and 50% GGBS) results in a 

significant increase in compressive and tensile strengths, and a decrease in drying shrinkage, 

flowability, and water absorption of the mortars. It is found that mortars with 0.05% and 0.1% 

GO additives provide better mechanical and durability properties compared to the control 

mixes. It is also shown that oxygen functional groups of GO sheets have been reduced in 

alkaline solution and they were turned into the form of reduced graphene oxide (rGO) sheets, 

which result in a higher degree of wrinkling in their shapes. The better properties of AAB 

mortars containing GO additives are attributed to the improvement of the gel matrix formed 

through the combination of chemical and mechanical interactions between rGO sheets and the 

gel products. The outcomes of this study present great potential for the combined use of waste-

based materials and GO additives in developing eco-friendly construction materials that can 

help in reducing the environmental effect of Portland cement and extraction of NS.  

Keywords: Geopolymer mortars; Alkali-activated binders; Ground granulated blast furnace 

slag; Lead smelter slag; Fly ash; Mechanical and durability properties.  
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1. Introduction 

Ordinary Portland cement (OPC), which is the most common binder of cementitious materials 

(Low, 2005), is one of the major contributors to greenhouse gases that accounts for 5% to 7% 

of the carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions globally (Gholampour et al., 2019; Mehta and Meryman, 

2009; Van den Heede and De Belie, 2012). As a result, much effort has been made in recent 

years to reduce the amount of CO2 emissions associated with OPC products, such as improving 

cement plant efficiency (Van den Heede and De Belie, 2012), using supplementary 

cementitious materials (Lothenbach et al., 2011) and replacing OPC with waste-based materials 

(Shi et al., 2011; Shi et al., 2019; Van den Heede and De Belie, 2012). Meanwhile, over-

exploitation of the natural sand (NS), which is the most commonly used fine aggregate in 

infrastructure, has been causing harmful environmental consequences on the ecosystem 

(Bravard et al., 2013; Sankh et al., 2014). Therefore, finding materials to alter NS has become 

imperative. 

There has been considerable interest in applying waste-based materials in replacing OPC and 

NS in recent years (Gholampour et al., 2019). Waste materials such as ground granulated blast 

furnace slag (GGBS) and fly ash (FA) (Gholampour and Ozbakkaloglu, 2017), and lead smelter 

slag (LSS) (Atzeni et al., 1996; Tripathi et al., 2013) have shown great potential for the 

replacement of OPC and NS respectively to cut down the negative environmental impact of 

these materials (Gholampour et al., 2019). Some new materials to replace OPC in part or fully 

have been explored and alkali-activated binders (AABs) have been identified as one of the most 

promising of such materials. Geopolymers, which are the gels formed by alkali-activating low 

calcium materials such as FA, have drawn much attention thanks to their cost efficiency, high 

resistance to corrosion and the stability in chemical structures (Davidovits, 2008; Saafi et al., 

2013). A major issue of FA used in geopolymers is that geopolymers containing FA develop 

low strengths under ambient curing conditions. For overcoming this limitation, researchers 

investigated combining FA with materials that have a high calcium oxide (CaO) content, such 
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as GGBS, in order to significantly improve their mechanical properties at the early stage (Deb 

et al., 2014; Gholampour et al., 2019; Jawahar and Mounika, 2016; Wardhono et al., 2015). 

Although FA/GGBS-based AAB composites can develop high compressive strengths, they still 

exhibit brittle behavior as well as low toughness, low flexural and tensile strength similar to 

OPC-based composites (Saafi et al., 2015). To address these limitations, researchers have 

explored the use of different additives to reinforce AAB, such as carbon fibers (Lin et al., 2008) 

or carbon nanotubes (Saafi et al., 2013). These additive materials have shown the ability to 

enhance the toughness, and flexural and tensile strength of AAB due to preventing the 

propagation and opening of cracks (Shaikh, 2013). However, carbon fibers and nanotubes have 

low specific surface areas, aspect ratios and limited interfacial connections in the gel matrix, 

resulting in weak bonding and arresting crack propagations in concrete (Cwirzen et al., 2009).  

Graphene and its derivatives, i.e. graphene oxide (GO), reduced graphene oxide (rGO), and 

pristine graphene (PRG), have recently shown great potential for improving microstructures of 

cementitious materials owing to their outstanding properties of high mechanical properties, 

aspect ratios and large specific surface areas (Geim and Novoselov, 2007; Han et al., 2015). 

GO containing abundant oxygen functional groups on its surface is highly dispersive in polar 

liquids (Kim et al., 2012), therefore, its use to improve the properties of organic composites 

(Du and Cheng, 2012) or cementitious composites (Shamsaei et al., 2018) has received 

significant attention. However, the exploration of using GO in alkali-activated based materials 

has been very limited and only few studies have been worked on the properties of GO-based 

geopolymers (Saafi et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2016). Yan et al. (2016) studied the influence of 

different GO dosages on mechanical properties and microstructures of geopolymer pastes cured 

at 60 °C in 7 days. They showed that the mixes with 0.3% and 0.5% of GO could increase the 

flexural strength and fracture toughness of geopolymer pastes by 45.5%  and 61.5%, 

respectively. Saafi et al. (2015) reported that 0.35% GO could increase the flexural strength, 

Young’s modulus, and flexural toughness of geopolymer pastes cured at 60 °C for 24 h by 
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134%, 376%, and 56%, respectively. They also revealed that the alkaline environment in 

geopolymers reduced oxygen-containing functional groups in GO, resulting in the formation of 

rGO sheets (rGOs) and the creation of the cross-link between rGOs and geopolymer matrix that 

leads to improvements in mechanical properties of geopolymer composites. However, these 

two studies dealt with heat-cured geopolymer pastes and no research has been studied on the 

influence of GO additives on mechanical and durability properties of ambient-cured AAB 

mortars prepared with NS or its alternative LSS sand. 

To address this research gap, this paper presents the first systematic study on the mechanical, 

durability and microstructural properties of ambient-cured AAB mortars containing NS and 

LSS reinforced with GO. The findings are promising and show the significant potential of using 

GO to address the current drawbacks of AAB composites. It also contributes to developing 

green construction materials by saving NS resources and reducing the negative environmental 

impacts of OPC. 

2. Experimental Program 

2.1. Materials 

GGBS and FA class F were provided by Adelaide Brighton Cement Ltd, which were a by-

product from Birkenhead Works and Leigh Creek Coal in South Australia, respectively. Their 

chemical compositions are shown in Table 1. 

NS with maximum particle sizes was 2.13 mm, which was obtained from McLaren Vale Quarry 

in Fleurieu Peninsula. LSS with maximum particle sizes was 1.94 mm, which was sourced from 

Port Pirie in South Australia. They were used as fine aggregates in mortars. The particle size 

distribution and physical properties of the fine aggregates are presented in Fig. 1 and Table 2, 

respectively. The chemical composition of LSS is listed in Table 1. GO was produced from the 

oxidation of graphite flakes, which were obtained from Valence Industries Ltd. Australia, using 

the improved Hummer’s method (Marcano et al., 2010).  
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The alkaline activator consisted of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and sodium silicate (Na2SiO3) 

solutions. The ratio by weight of Na2SiO3/NaOH was 2.5, which was premixed by the supplier. 

The concentration of sodium hydroxide was 12 M, and sodium silicate with the ratio by weight 

of the silicon dioxide-to-sodium oxide ratio (SiO2/Na2O) was 3. 

Table 1. Chemical composition of FA, GGBS, and LSS. 

Compounds FA (%) GGBS (%) LSS (%) 

SiO2 55.38 33.10 21.39 

Al2O3 28.14 13.33 3.56 

Fe2O3 3.31 0.69 28.10 

CaO 3.45 42.83 23.11 

MgO 1.85 5.57 5.44 

Na2O 2.30 0.27 0.27 

K2O 1.39 0.31 0.26 

SO3 0.32 1.81 - 

P2O5 0.78 0.01 - 

TiO2 - - 0.25 

ZnO - - 9.47 

PbO - - 4.06 

LOI 3.08 2.08 4.09 

  FA: Fly ash 

  GGBS: Ground granulated blast furnace slag 

  LSS: Lead smelter slag 
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Fig. 1. Sieving test results of fine aggregates: Particle size distribution. 

Table 2. Properties of fine aggregates. 

Aggregate type 
Maximum size 

(mm) 
Specific 

gravity (SSD) 
Water 

absorption (%) 
Fineness 
modulus 

NS 2.13 2.63 0.4 2.56 

LSS 1.94 3.30 0.6 2.51 

NS: Natural sand 
LSS: Lead smelter slag 

2.2. Mix design and preparation of AAB mortars 

The details of the designed mixes are shown in Table 3. 18 unique mixtures of AAB mortars 

were prepared: nine mixes with NS and nine mixes with LSS. Binders were prepared with three 

different ratios including 100% FA, 80% FA/20% GGBS, and 50% FA/50% GGBS. An 

effective alkaline liquid-to-binder (leff/b) ratio of 0.45, 0.55, and 0.75 was used in 100% FA, 

80% FA/20% GGBS, and 50% FA/50% GGBS mixes to achieve workable mixes, respectively. 

Two GO dosages of 0.05% and 0.1% were used in the mixes based on the comprehensive 

review of the literature, which revealed that 0.05-0.1% is the range of optimal graphene dosages 

on mechanical strengths of mortar composites without the considerable impact on the 
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agglomeration of nanomaterials because of van der Waals forces (Gholampour et al., 2017a; 

Ho et al., 2020; Shamsaei et al., 2018).  

The mixes in Table 3 were labeled as following: NS and LS refer to natural sand and lead 

smelter slag used in the mixes, respectively; the numbers after them indicate the ratio of FA 

and GGBS binders used in each mix in percentage; the letters G0.05 and G0.1 stand for 0.05% 

and 0.1% of GO additives in each mix, respectively. For example, NS100 and LS100 represent 

the mixes prepared with 100% FA and NS, and 100% FA and LSS, respectively; 

LSS80/20G0.05 refers to the mix prepared with LSS, 80% FA and 20% GGBS, and 0.05% GO 

additive. 

Table 3. Mix proportions and physical properties of mixes. 

Mix 
FA 

(kg/m3) 

GGBS 
(kg/m3) 

NS 

(kg/m3) 

LSS 

(kg/m3) 

GO* 

(g/m3) 

Na2SiO3 

(kg/m3) 

NaOH 

(kg/m3) 
leff/b 

Hardened 
density 

(kg/m3) 

NS100 570 – 1425 – – 183 73 0.45 2190 

NS80/20 444 111 1425 – – 218 87 0.55 2213 

NS50/50 265 265 1425 – – 284 114 0.75 2241 

NS100G0.05 570 – 1425 – 0.28 183 73 0.45 2209 

NS100G0.1 570 – 1425 – 0.57 183 73 0.45 2212 

NS80/20G0.05 444 111 1425 – 0.28 218 87 0.55 2218 

NS80/20G0.1 444 111 1425 – 0.57 218 87 0.55 2223 

NS50/50G0.05 265 265 1425 – 0.28 284 114 0.75 2249 

NS50/50G0.1 265 265 1425 – 0.57 284 114 0.75 2256 

LS100 570 – – 1788 – 183 73 0.45 2437 

LS80/20 444 111 – 1788 – 218 87 0.55 2476 

LS50/50 265 265 – 1788 – 284 114 0.75 2513 

LS100G0.05 570 – – 1788 0.28 183 73 0.45 2444 

LS100G0.1 570 – – 1788 0.57 183 73 0.45 2453 

LS80/20G0.05 444 111 – 1788 0.28 218 87 0.55 2483 

LS80/20G0.1 444 111 – 1788 0.57 218 87 0.55 2491 

LS50/50G0.05 265 265 – 1788 0.28 284 114 0.75 2520 

LS50/50G0.1 265 265 – 1788 0.57 284 114 0.75 2528 

* By weight of the binder 
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The procedure described below was applied to prepare the AAB mortars: first the 

alkaline solution and GO were mixed and sonicated for 30 minutes. After that, fine aggregates 

and binders were mixed in three minutes, and GO-alkaline solutions was then gradually added 

to the mixes for about five minutes including one minute for checking and stirring. All the 

specimens were vibrated for one minute by a vibration table for eliminating the entrapped air 

in the specimens during the process of mounting. The specimens were covered by plastic sheets 

for preventing the moisture loss and were demolded after 24 h of curing at room temperature. 

All the samples were continued curing in fog room at the ambient temperature of 23 ± 2 °C till 

the days of testing. 

2.3. Testing methods 

Different tests were conducted on all the mixes: flowability, compressive strength, direct tensile 

strength, water absorption, and drying shrinkage for investigating the fresh and hardened 

properties of AAB mortars. The flowability of all the fresh mortars was conducted immediately 

after mixings, based on ASTM C1437 (ASTM-C1437, 2015). For hardened mortars, the 

compressive and tensile strengths were associated with ASTM standards C109/C109M-07 

(ASTM-C109/C109M-07, 2008) (50 mm cube samples at 7, 28, and 56 days) and C307-03 

(ASTM-C307-03, 2012) (dog-bone shaped samples at 28 days), respectively. Cylinders with 

size 75x50 mm were utilized for water absorption tests at 28 days based on ASTM standard 

C1585-13 (ASTM C1585-13, 2013). 25×25×285 mm prisms were utilized to measure drying 

shrinkage at 7, 14, 21, and 28 days, complied with ASTM standard C596-09 (ASTM C596-09, 

2017). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were conducted by FEI Quanta 450 for 

analyzing the morphology of sands, binders, and the microstructure of AAB mortars. The 

results of each designed mix were determined by calculating the average of three nominally 

similar specimens.  
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3. Results and Discussion  

3.1. Characterization of some key ingredients used for AAB mortars 

Fig. 2(a) presents the X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of NS. It is shown in the figure that the 

XRD pattern of NS has no amorphous phases and sharp peaks are detected at the positions from 

21.2 to 77.9, denoting all the crystalline phases are quartz (SiO2) of NS (Bahoria et al., 2018; 

Zainuri, 2015). Fig. 2(b) shows the XRD pattern of LSS. As shown in the figure, LSS has 

mostly amorphous phases and some peaks of the crystalline phases of Wustite (FeO) are 

detected at the positions of 37.02, 42.86, and 61.74, which is consistent with characteristics 

of LSS shown previously (Zheng et al., 2014). 
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(b) 

Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction patterns of: (a) NS and (b) LSS. 

Fig. 3(a) shows the atomic force microscopy of GO sheets. As shown in the figure, the average 

size and thickness of GO are 1 µm and 1 nm, respectively. The images of graphite flakes and 

the final GO product in water solution (1 mg/ml) are presented in Fig. 3(b) and (c), respectively. 

It is shown in the figure that while the natural graphite flakes are dark in color, the final GO 

product in water is brown in color that shows the success of the oxidation of the natural graphite. 

Fig. 4(a)-(c) shows the typical images of GO obtained by transmission electron microscopy, 

XRD analysis, and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), respectively. The typical wrinkling and 

irregular shape of GO sheets can be seen in Fig. 4(a). The scattering angle of GO in XRD shown 

in Fig. 4(b) is detected at 11.1. Based on Bragg’s Law, the d-spacing between layers of GO 

was 0.79 nm. The trends of the weight loss and the derivative weight change from TGA shown 

in Fig. 4(c) indicate the typical decomposition pattern of oxygen functional groups of GO (Tran 

et al., 2014). 
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(a) (b)          (c) 

Fig. 3. (a) Atomic force microscopy image of GO sheets; photographs of (b) graphite flakes 

and (c) GO sheets in water solution (1 mg/ml). 

 

 

Fig. 4. a) Transmission electron microscopy image, (b) X-ray diffraction, and (c) 

Thermalgravimetric analysis plots of GO material used for mortar composites.  
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3.2. Flowability and hardened density of AAB mortars 

The flowability results of different AAB mortars are presented in Fig. 5. The flow values were 

determined as the percentage of the increase in diameter of mortar spread from the original base 

of the conical mold. It can be seen that the flowability of the mortars with both sand types 

decreases when GGBS content (GGBS%) increases in the binder, which is attributed to the 

faster chemical reaction of GGBS in alkaline activator than that of FA, and also to the different 

morphologies of FA and GGBS  (Nath and Sarker, 2014), which is discussed later in Section 

3.5. Moreover, for each of the designed mixes, the addition of GO to AAB mortars decreases 

their flowability, and this rate of reduction increases with GO content. This is due to the large 

specific surface area of GO, causing more solution needed for lubricating GO’s surfaces, which 

is consistent with the observations of previous researches on the influences of GO and PRG on 

the flow of conventional cement composites (Ho et al., 2020; Shang et al., 2015). 
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(b) 

Fig. 5. Flowability test results of: (a) NS, (b) LSS group mixes. 

As can be seen in Fig. 5(a), the NS100 mix without GO had the highest flowability in NS series. 

Incorporating GO led to a decrease in the flowability of NS mixes. The flowability of NS100, 

NS100G0.05, and NS100G0.1 were 50%, 57.1%, and 53.8% higher than those of mixes 

NS50/50, NS50/50G0.05, and NS50/50G0.1, respectively.  

Fig. 5(b) shows that the LS100 mix without GO had the highest flowability in LSS series. The 

flowability of LSS mixes decreased with a rise in the GO content. The flowability of LS100, 

LS100G0.05, and LS100G0.1 mixes were 86.7%, 53.8%, and 50% higher than those of 

LS50/50, LS50/50G0.05, and LS50/50G0.1 mixes, respectively. Fig. 5 also shows that AAB 

mortars with NS had higher flowability than those with LSS. 100% FA, 80% FA/20% GGBS, 

and 50% FA/50% GGBS mixes containing LSS exhibited approximately 9%, 14%, and 16% 

lower flowability than those with NS, respectively. This is due to the higher angularity of LSS 

compared with that of NS, resulting in higher interparticle friction in LSS mixes in comparison 

with that in NS mixes (Tiwari et al., 2016), which is discussed later in Section 3.5. 
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Table 3 presents the hardened densities of different AAB mortars at 28 days. As shown in the 

table, the densities of the LSS mixes were higher values than those of the NS mixes, which is 

attributed to the higher specific gravity of LSS (see Table 2). Results also exhibit that increasing 

GGBS% caused an increased hardened density of the mortars. 

3.3. Mechanical properties of AAB mortars 

3.3.1. Compressive strength 

The compressive strengths of the NS and LSS mixes at 7, 28, and 56 days are shown in Fig. 

6(a) and (b), respectively. As shown, at all curing ages, the strength of different mortars 

increased with increasing GGBS% for both sand types. This is attributed to the rich content of 

CaO in GGBS in comparison with that in FA (as shown in Table 1), resulting in the formation 

of both reaction products of Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O (N-A-S-H) and CaO-SiO2-H2O (C-S-H) 

(or C-A-S-H for their contraction form) in mixes with GGBS (Nath and Sarker, 2012). The 

figure also illustrates that the mixes with 100% FA had significantly lower compressive 

strengths than those with 50% FA/50% GGBS mixes at early curing ages for both NS and LSS 

mixes. This is because of the slow reactivity of FA at ambient curing, resulting in a weaker 

bond of N-A-S-H gels formed at early stages, which progressively improved with the curing 

duration (Temuujin et al., 2009).  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 6. Variation of compressive strength of mixes with time: (a) NS, (b) LSS group mixes. 
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It is shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) that incorporating GO in AAB mortars increased their 

compressive strengths in both NS and LSS mixes. In the NS series, compressive strengths of 

the mixes containing 0.05% GO at 7, 28, and 56 days were approximately 16, 15, and 14% 

higher than those containing 0% GO, respectively. In the LSS series, the mixes containing 

0.05% GO had approximately 12, 4, and 4% higher 7-day, 28-day, and 56-day strengths than 

those containing 0% GO, respectively. It is also shown that increasing GO dosage from 0.05% 

to 0.1% caused a slight increase in strengths of the mortars. In the NS series, the mixes 

containing 0.1% GO exhibited approximately 4, 4, and 2% higher 7-day, 28-day, and 56-day 

strengths than those containing 0.05% GO, respectively. In the LSS series, compressive 

strengths of the mixes containing 0.1% GO at 7, 28, and 56 days were approximately 3, 5, and 

4% higher than those containing 0.05% GO, respectively. The less significant increase in the 

compressive strengths of the mortars from 0.05% to 0.1% GO compared to those from 0% to 

0.05% GO can be because of the lower dispersibility and higher agglomeration level of GO 

sheets in the mixes with 0.1% GO compared to those with 0.05% GO (Gholampour et al., 

2017b), which will be discussed later in Section 3.5. 

3.3.2. Direct tensile strength 

Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows the 28-day direct tensile strengths of AAB mortars containing NS and 

LSS, respectively. As observed, the direct tensile strengths of the mixes increased with 

increasing GGBS% and GO dosage for both sand types. In the NS series, 50% FA/50% GGBS 

mixes containing 0, 0.05, and 0.1% GO exhibited approximately 26, 59, and 61% higher direct 

tensile strengths than the companion mixes with 100% FA, respectively. In the LSS series, the 

direct tensile strengths of 50% FA/50% GGBS mixes containing 0, 0.05, and 0.1% GO were 

approximately 23, 41, and 44% higher than those of the companion mixes with 100% FA, 

respectively. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 7. Direct tensile strength of mixes at 28 days: (a) NS, (b) LSS group mixes. 
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Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows that incorporating GO in AAB mortars increased their direct tensile 

strengths for both sand types, and this increase was more significant in the NS mixes than that 

in the LSS mixes, which is in line with the trends observed for compressive strengths at 28 

days. Moreover, the strength enhancements were more pronounced in the mixes containing a 

higher GGBS% than those containing a lower GGBS%. In the NS series, the NS100G0.05, 

NS80/20G0.05, and NS50/50G0.05 mixes had approximately 4, 23, and 30% higher direct 

tensile strengths than the NS100, NS80/20, NS50/50 mixes, respectively. In the LSS series, 

incorporating 0.05% GO did not change the strength of LS100 mix, but the inclusion of 0.05% 

GO in LS80/20 and LS50/50 mixes resulted in an approximately 6% and 15% increase in the 

tensile strengths of the mortars, respectively. It is also shown in the figure that increasing GO 

dosage from 0.05% to 0.1% caused an approximately 2% increase in the direct tensile strengths 

of the mortars in both sand types. This indicates that an increase in the dosage of GO over 

0.05% does not have a significant impact on tensile strengths of AAB mortars containing NS 

and LSS.     

3.4. Durability properties 

3.4.1. Water absorption 

Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows the water absorption of AAB mortars containing NS and LSS at 28 

days, respectively. As shown in the figure, for a given GO dosage, the absorption of the mixes 

decreased with increasing GGBS% for both sand types. This accounts for the larger content of 

hydration products (C-A-S-H) in the mortar mixes containing a higher GGBS%, resulting in 

the creation of a less porous microstructure compared to those containing a lower GGBS%, as 

discussed later in Section 3.5. In the NS series, 50% FA/50% GGBS mixes containing 0, 0.05, 

and 0.1% GO showed approximately 45, 34 and 37% lower water absorption than the 

companion mixes with 100% FA, respectively. In the LSS series, the water absorptions of 50% 

FA/50% GGBS mixes containing 0, 0.05, and 0.1% GO were approximately 39, 26, and 32% 

lower than those of the companion mixes with 100% FA, respectively. The figure also shows 
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that the water absorption of the LSS mixes without GO was slightly higher than that of the 

respective NS mixes, which can be explained by the higher water absorption of LSS than that 

of NS (shown in Table 2). 
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(b) 

Fig. 8. Water absorption of hardened mixes at 28 days: (a) NS, (b) LSS group mixes. 

It is shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b) that, for a given binder type, incorporating GO in AAB mortars 

caused a decreased absorption for both sand types. This observation is attributed to the more 

compact microstructures of the mixes containing GO than those of the control mixes as a result 

of an improved gel matrix of the mortar, which is discussed in Section 3.5. NS100G0.05, 

NS80/20G0.05, and NS50/50G0.05 mixes had approximately 33, 27, and 20% lower water 

absorptions than NS100, NS80/20, NS50/50 mixes, respectively. For the LSS series, 100% FA, 

80% FA/20% GGBS, and 50% FA/50% GGBS mixes containing 0.05% GO exhibited 

approximately 37, 35, and 24% lower water absorptions than those containing 0% GO, 

respectively. 

It can also be observed in Fig. 8(a) and (b) that increasing GO dosage from 0.05% to 0.1% did 

not change the water absorption of the mortars significantly. In NS series, the water absorptions 

of 100% FA, 80% FA/20% GGBS, and 50% FA/50% GGBS mixes containing 0.1% GO were 

approximately 2, 2, and 6% lower than those containing 0.05% GO, respectively. In LSS series, 

LS100G0.1, LS80/20G0.1, and LS50/50G0.1 had approximately 3, 5, and 11% lower water 

absorptions than the companion mixes with 0.05% GO, respectively. These results indicate that 

an increase in the GO dosage over 0.05% does not have a considerable influence on the water 

absorption of AAB mortars containing NS and LSS, which is consistent with the trends 

observed for compressive and tensile strengths. 

3.4.2. Drying shrinkage 

Fig. 9 (a) and (b) shows the drying shrinkage of AAB mortars containing NS and LSS at 

different curing ages of 7, 14, 21, and 28 days, respectively. As shown in the figure, for a given 

GO dosage, the drying shrinkage of the mixes decreased when GGBS% increased for both sand 

types. This accounts for the larger content of hydration products (C-A-S-H) in the mortars 
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containing a higher GGBS%, resulting in a more compact microstructure and less 

interconnected capillary pore network of the gel matrix in the mixes, as discussed in Section 

3.5. This observation agrees with the findings of previous research on the drying shrinkage of 

AAB concrete at ambient curing (Deb et al., 2015). The figure also shows that the drying 

shrinkage of the LSS mixes was lower than that of the NS mixes for a given binder type and 

GO dosage. This can be explained by the physical property of LSS with the honeycomb surfaces 

that can absorb and retain the alkaline solution during the curing process, resulting in superior 

moist conditions in the mixes containing LSS, which is discussed further in Section 3.5. 

(a) 

 

 (b) 

 

Fig. 9. Variation of drying shrinkage of mixes with time: (a) NS, (b) LSS group mixes. 
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As can be seen in Fig. 9 (a) and (b), incorporating GO into AAB mortars caused a decreased 

drying shrinkage of mortars for a given sand and binder type. As discussed in Section 3.4, this 

is because of the bridging effect of GO sheets over nanocracks and microcracks in the matrix 

of mixes containing GO compared to that of unreinforced mixes. In the NS series, the mixes 

containing 0.05% GO exhibited approximately 34, 25, 24, and 25% lower 7-day, 14-day, 21-

day, and 28-day drying shrinkage than those containing 0% GO, respectively. In the LSS series, 

the drying shrinkage of the mixes containing 0.05% at 7, 14, 21, and 28 days was approximately 

35, 23, 22, and 22% lower than those containing 0% GO, respectively. The figure also shows 

that increasing GO dosage from 0.05% to 0.1% caused a slight fall in the drying shrinkage of 

the mortars. In the NS series, the mixes containing 0.1% GO developed approximately 8, 8, 6, 

and 4% lower drying shrinkage at 7, 14, 21, and 28 days than those containing 0.05% GO, 

respectively. In the LSS series, the mixes containing 0.1% GO had approximately 8, 9, 8, and 

6% lower 7-day, 14-day, 21-day, and 28-day drying shrinkage than those containing 0.05% 

GO, respectively. Similar to the trends of the strength and water absorption results, these 

observations suggest that an increase in the GO dosage over 0.05% does not have a significant 

positive influence on the drying shrinkage of AAB mortars.      

3.5.  SEM and microstructural analysis 

The morphologies of FA, GGBS, NS, and LSS are presented in Fig. 10. As can be seen, FA 

had a spherical shape (Fig. 10(a)) and GGBS had a mostly irregular shape (Fig. 10(b)). LSS 

particles (Fig. 10(d)) were more irregular and angular in shape than NS particles (Fig. 10(c)), 

resulting in a higher interparticle friction among LSS particles compared to those among NS 

particles. This accounts for the lower flowability of LSS mixes in comparison with that of NS 

mixes discussed earlier. It is shown in Fig. 10(e) and (f) that the surface of LSS had a 

honeycomb structure that led to a higher moisture absorption in LSS mixes in comparison with 

that in NS mixes, thereby keeping the LSS mixes in a moister state. This can explain the higher 

absorption and lower shrinkage of LSS mixes compared to those of NS mixes. 
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Fig. 10. SEM images of: particle shapes of: (a) FA, (b) GGBS, (c) NS, (d) LSS; and surfaces 

of: (e) NS, (f) LSS. 

The typical SEM images of the AAB mortars surfaces containing NS and LSS without GO at 

28 days are shown Fig. 11(a)-(f). As shown in the figure, for both sand types, although 80% 

FA/20% GGBS mixes (Fig. 11(b) and (e)) and 50% FA/50% GGBS mixes (Fig. 11(c) and (f)) 

had more capillary pores and wider microcracks than 100% FA mixes (Fig. 11(a) and (d)), their 

microstructures were more compact than 100% FA mixes. This can be due to the formation of 

stronger C-A-S-H gels in the gel matrices of the mixes containing GGBS compared to those 

without GGBS. This can explain the higher mechanical properties and lower drying shrinkage 

and water absorption of the mixes containing a higher GGBS%. It is also shown in the figure 

that the compactness of the microstructure of LSS mixes was similar to that of the NS mixes, 

which can explain why there were no considerable differences between mechanical strengths 

of these mixes as discussed earlier.  

 

(a) (d) 
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(b) (e) 

(c) (f) 

Fig. 11. SEM images of surfaces of mortar mixes containing: (a) NS100, (b) NS80/20, (c) 

NS50/50, (d) LSS100, (e) LSS80/20, (f) LSS50/50. 

The effects of the liquid solutions on the physical structure and the dispersion of GO are shown 

in Fig. 12. The photographs of GO in alkaline and water solution just after sonication, and after 

four-hour sonication with the same GO dosage of 1 mg/ml are presented in Fig. 12(a) and (b), 

respectively. As shown in Fig. 12(a) and (b), GO sheets in water were brown in color and 

dispersed well without any recognizable sedimentation after four hours, whereas they were dark 

in color in alkaline solution and exhibited significant sedimentation after four hours. This 
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indicates that GO sheets have undergone deoxygenation with a loss of oxygen-containing 

groups (e.g. carboxyl, hydroxyl) in alkaline solution, resulting in the formation of rGO in 

alkaline solution (Saafi et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2016). Fig. 12(c) and (d) presents the 

microscopic images of GO sheets in alkaline solution. As shown in the figure, GO sheets 

exhibited a high degree of folding and wrinkling in alkaline solution because they turned into 

rGO sheets as a result of undergoing a reduction in their oxygen functional groups formed on 

their basal planes and edges during the improved Hummer’s method (Bai et al., 2013; Saafi et 

al., 2015). The high degree of wrinkling of the sheets enhances the interaction and interlocking 

between rGO sheets and the gel matrix in AAB mortars (Galpaya et al., 2013; Saafi et al., 2015), 

resulting in the improvement in mechanical strengths and durability properties of AAB mortars. 

However, a rise in the GO dosage over 0.05% did not have a considerable influence on 

mechanical and durability properties of AAB mortars compared to the mixes with 0.05% GO. 

This is due to the lower dispersibility and higher agglomeration level of rGO sheets in the 

mixes, affecting their bond, interaction and interlocking in the gel matrix. This agrees with the 

observations of previous studies on GO, rGO and PRG in geopolymer and cementitious 

composites (Gholampour et al., 2017b; Ho et al., 2020; Kiamahalleh et al., 2020; Saafi et al., 

2015; Yan et al., 2016). 

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Fig. 12. Photographs of GO dispersed in alkaline solution and in water: (a) just after sonication, 

(b) after 4 hours sonication; and (c, d) microscopic images of rGO in alkaline solution.     

Fig. 13 illustrates typical SEM images of GO in the microstructures of AAB mortars containing 

NS and LSS at 28 days. It was difficult to observe the rGO sheets in the microstructures of the 

mortars because of their low content in the mortars. Fig. 13(a) shows the typical interaction 

between rGO and FA in the LS100G0.1 mix. It is evident from the figure that the rGO sheets 

absorbed and covered the surface of FA particles, indicating physiochemical interactions 

between reduced graphene oxide and fly ash in the matrix. This resulted in the positive effect 

of cross-linking and interlocking between them, enhancing the strengths of the gel matrix and 

microstructures of the composites (Hsu, 2008; Saafi et al., 2015). For the LSS groups, although 

the LS80/20G0.1 mix (Fig. 13(b) and (c)) had wider capillary pores than the LS80/20 mix (Fig. 

11(e)), its microstructure was more compact with a lower amount of unreacted FA/GGBS. 

Similarly, the benefit of GO sheets can also be seen in the NS groups: the microstructures of 

the NS80/20G0.1 (Fig. 13(d)) and NS50/50G0.1 (Fig. 13(e)) mixes had a higher compactness 

than those of the mixes without GO additives of NS80/20 (Fig. 11(b)) and NS50/50 (Fig. 11(c)), 

respectively. These observations can explain why the mixes containing GO exhibited higher 

strengths, lower water absorptions and lower drying shrinkage than the mixes without GO.  
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(d) (e) 

Fig. 13. SEM images of surfaces of GO-based mortar composites: (a) rGO interacts with the 

binder in the matrix, (b, c) LSS mixes, (d, e) NSS mixes. 

From the above analysis, it can be concluded that the addition of GO to AAB mortars had 

positive effects on mechanical strengths and durability properties of the mortars containing LSS 

and NS, which is due to the dominant effect of the chemical and mechanical interactions 

between rGO and the gel matrix (i.e. C-A-S-H). This results in improved strengths of the gel 

matrix, enhanced stress distribution, and impeded crack propagations from nanoscale to 

macroscale in the composites, which agrees with the observation from previous research on 

graphene materials in geopolymer and cementitious composites (Gholampour et al., 2017b; Ho 

et al., 2020; Ranjbar et al., 2015; Saafi et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2016).  

4. Conclusions 

This paper has presented the outcomes of the first study on the properties of fly ash/ground 

granulated blast furnace slag-based alkali-activated binder (AAB) mortars containing NS and 

LSS with GO additives. The following conclusions can be drawn from the presented results: 

 The flowability of AAB mortars containing NS and LSS decreases with increasing 

GGBS% due to the faster chemical reaction of GGBS in alkaline solution than that of 
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FA. In addition, for a given binder type and GO dosage, AAB mortars with LSS exhibit 

lower flowability than those with NS, which is attributed to the higher angularity of LSS 

than that of NS. The addition of GO to AAB mortars decreases their flowability owing 

to the large specific surface area of GO that leads to an increased solution requirement 

to lubricate the surface of the particles. 

  Increasing GGBS% increases compressive and tensile strengths of AAB mortars. For a 

given sand and binder type, the incorporation of 0.05% GO increases the strengths of 

AAB mortars, which is because of the improvement of the gel matrix resulting from 

chemical and mechanical interactions between rGO and gel products. Increasing GO 

dosage from 0.05% to 0.1% causes a slight increase in compressive and tensile strengths 

of mortars. These diminished benefits are because of the lower dispersibility and higher 

agglomeration level of rGO sheets in the mixes with 0.1% GO compared to those with 

0.05% GO. 

  An increased GGBS% and GO dosages causes a decreased water absorption of AAB 

mortars containing NS and LSS. This is due to the higher amount of hydration products 

(C-A-S-H gels) in the mortars containing a higher GGBS%, as well as the improvement 

of the gel matrix in the mixes containing GO additives, both resulting in a more compact 

microstructure of mortar mixes compared to those containing a lower GGBS% and no 

GO. However, there are only minor improvements in the absorption of the mortars are 

observed when the GO dosage is increased above a certain threshold (i.e. from 0.05% 

to 0.1%). 

 The drying shrinkage of AAB mortars decreases with increasing GGBS%, which is due 

to the less interconnected capillary pore network of the gel matrix in the mixes 

containing a higher GGBS%. For a given binder type and GO dosage, the LSS mixes 

exhibit a lower drying shrinkage than the NS mixes, which is due to a better moisture 

retention of the LSS mixes resulting from honeycomb surfaces of LSS particles. The 
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addition of GO to AAB mortars causes a decreased drying shrinkage, with a further 

increase in the GO dosage from 0.05% to 0.1% resulting in only a slight decrease in 

drying shrinkage. 

 The results of SEM and microstructural analyses show that mechanical and durability 

properties of AAB mortars have a close relationship with their physicochemical and 

microstructural properties. The incorporation of GO in AAB mortars results in the 

reduction of oxygen functional groups of GO sheets, which results in the formation of 

reduced graphene oxide sheets with a higher degree of wrinkling. The improvement of 

mechanical and durability properties of AAB mortars containing GO is attributed to the 

chemical and mechanical interactions between rGO sheets and the gel products, 

resulting in improved internal stress distributions and reduced crack propagations in the 

composites.     

The results from this study have shown the great potential of using GO additives in AAB 

mortars containing NS and LSS for improving their mechanical and durability characteristics. 

These findings are expected to encourage future studies on the topic and make important 

contributions toward developing eco-friendly construction materials for reducing the 

environmental effect of OPC and extraction of NS.   
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

FOR FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

1. Conclusions 

This thesis aims at studying the effect of industrially produced pristine graphene (PRG) and 

graphene oxide (GO) on the properties of cement composites and fly ash (FA)/ground 

granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS) alkali-activated binder (AAB) composites, respectively. 

The results of this thesis have provided a better understanding of the application of graphene-

based additives for the development of next-generation construction materials. This not only 

addresses the drawbacks of these composite materials but also contribute to creating eco-

friendly construction materials that can reduce the environmental impact of using Portland 

cement and natural sand. The major research outcomes of this thesis are summarized below: 

Pristine graphene additives in Portland cement mortars: 

 Incorporating industrially produced PRG into cement mortars enhances their 

mechanical properties and the level of improvement depends on PRG 

concentrations. The highest enhancement rates of compressive and tensile 

strengths of cement mortars are achieved at the optimized dosage of PRG (i.e. 

0.07%). However, further increases in PRG dosages (i.e. 0.1%, 0.3%) lead to a 

reduction in enhancement rates of the mechanical properties of cement mortars. 

 The mechanical properties of cement mortars significantly depend on the sizes of 

PRG additives. Small sizes (e.g. 5µm) often show no considerable effects on 

compressive and tensile strengths of cement mortars. While medium (e.g. 23 µm) 

and large sizes (e.g. 43µm) have more advantages in tensile strengths than 
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compressive strengths, ultra-large sizes (e.g. 56µm, 73µm) present significant 

effects in both compression and tension properties.  

 The sizes of PRG have a significant effect on the enhancement rates of mechanical 

strengths of the mortars, whereas they do not have a significant influence on the 

optimized PRG dosage for mechanical strengths of cement-based mortars. The 

dosage at 0.07% PRG is identified as the optimized concentration of PRG for 

enhancing mechanical strengths of cement-based mortars regardless of PRG sizes 

and design mixes. 

 The strength enhancement rates of cement-based mortars depend on the dosages, 

sizes and densities of PRG and the design mix. The addition of PRG additive to 

cement-based mortars can enhance the compressive, flexural, and tensile strengths 

of the mortars at short-term and long-term curing ages. The mix containing PRG 

size 73µm shows the best improvement in mechanical strengths, followed by that 

of size 20µm and then 40µm. The lower level of enhancement for the mix with 

size 40µm is due to its higher density compared to size 20µm and 73µm, resulting 

in the strong agglomeration and formation of multi-layers PRGs in the cement 

matrix due to van der Waals forces between PRGs. This leads to a negative impact 

on the interaction between PRGs and the cement matrix.  

 Incorporating a small amount of PRG additives into cement-based mortars can 

decrease water absorptions and voids of the mortars. However, there is no clear 

positive influence of different dosages and sizes of PRG on the drying shrinkage 

results of cement-based mortars. The mortars containing PRG materials present a 

positive influence on resisting the sulphate solution at all the curing ages. The 

addition of PRG to the mortars can decrease the water penetration depth into the 

mortar mixes. The ultra-large size shows the highest enhancement rates in 
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mechanical and durability properties of cement-based mortars at different curing 

ages. 

 The improvement of PRG-cement mortars is due to the increase in the 

microstructure compactness of the cement matrix that comes from the 

strengthened PRG-cementitious gels as results of part from the rise in the 

hydration degree of cement pastes, and most from adhesion friction forces 

between pristine graphene sheets and calcium silicate hydrate gels. 

 The less improvement in strengths of cement mortars when PRG is used over the 

optimized dosage is attributed to the effect of van der Watt forces, which cause 

agglomeration and poor adhesion friction forces between PRGs and the cement 

matrix. 

 Incorporating PRG into cementitious composites as an additive not only improves 

their brittle properties but also reduces the mass of cement production. Therefore, 

this helps decrease carbon dioxide emission into the atmosphere associated with 

Portland cement production and alleviate global warming and climate change 

yearly. 

 The results from this thesis have confirmed that the prominent benefit of 

industrially manufactured ultra-large PRG sizes to enhance mechanical and 

durability properties of cementitious composites, resulting in the potential of 

using PRG as a next-generation additive in cementitious composites that can 

improve the properties of building and construction materials.  

Graphene oxide additives in FA/GGBS alkali-activated binder (AAB) mortars: 

 Incorporating GO into AAB mortars as an additive increases compressive and 

tensile strengths of AAB mortars prepared with both natural sand (NS) and lead 

smelter slag (LSS) sand. Their enhancement rates increase with the percentage of 
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GGBS (GGBS%) in alkali-activated binders. There are no significant increases in 

compressive and tensile strengths of AAB mortars when rising the dosages of GO 

from 0.05% to 0.1%. 

 The increase of GGBS% results in a decrease in water absorption and dry 

shrinkage of AAB mortars with both NS and LSS. These properties of the mortars 

are improved more when using GO as an additive. Also, there are inconsiderable 

improvements in water absorption and dry shrinkage of the mortars containing NS 

and LSS between 0.05% GO and 0.1% GO. 

 The enhancement of mechanical and durability properties of AAB mortars 

prepared with NS and LSS and containing GO is due to the physical properties of 

the raw materials, chemical, and mechanical interactions between GO sheets and 

the gel productions in the alkali-activated matrix.  

 The results of the thesis have shown the great potential of using GO as the additive 

in AAB mortars prepared with NS and LSS for improving their mechanical and 

durability properties, contributing to developing eco-friendly construction 

materials that can reduce the environmental impact of using Portland cement and 

natural sand.    

2. Recommendations for future directions 

Although this thesis has shown the promising potential of using PRG materials to enhance 

mechanical and durability properties of cement-based mortars as well as using GO to improve 

mechanical and durability properties of AAB mortars prepared with NS and LSS, some other 

properties of these types of materials still need further investigation. Therefore, future studies 

are recommended to contribute to the developments of next-generation construction materials 

with graphene additives, and hence, the practical application of these materials in the 

construction industry can be done in the near future. 
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 The influence of different dosages and sizes of industrially manufactured PRG on 

other properties (e.g. fracture toughness, elastic modulus, chloride resistance, 

electrical conductivity or fire resistance) of Portland cement composites. Besides, 

future research should also examine how different sizes of ultra-large PRG 

including sizes with hundreds of micrometers (i.e. 100, 150, or 200 µm) impact 

on the properties of cementitious composites in order to not only validate the 

results of the current study but also figure out the possible optimized size of PRG 

materials for the composites.  

 The enhancement rate of cement composites with PRG additives also depends on 

the strength of PRG-cementitious gels. Therefore, the strength of cement pastes, 

which is based on water and cement ratios, is one of the main factors influencing 

PRG-cementitious gels. As a result, future studies should investigate how 

different water and cement ratios influence enhancement rates of mechanical and 

durability properties of cement composites prepared with PRG additives. 

 Future studies can focus on exploring the effect of curing conditions on 

mechanical and durability properties of Portland cement composites at different 

curing ages. This point is necessary to find the best curing conditions for PRG-

cement based composites so that PRG additives can keep the enhancement of 

PRG-cement composites during their longevity as required in practical 

applications.  

 The influence of GO on other properties (e.g. fracture toughness, sulfate 

extension, corrosion resistance, fire resistance) and other long-term mechanical 

and durability properties of AAB composites should be explored to ensure that 

their benefits are consistent with time as the practical application. 

 The investigation of the effect of different sizes and functional groups of GO on 

mechanical and durability properties of AAB composites. The results can help 
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determine the range of sizes and groups in GO that have a strong effect on the 

microstructures of the composites. 

 The effect of different PRG concentrations and sizes on mechanical and durability 

properties of AAB composites also needs to have further investigation, and hence, 

it can provide a better understanding of the enhancement mechanism of PRG in 

AAB composites. The results from these studies can contribute to the 

developments of the next-generation construction materials with graphene 

additives, enhance the transition to practical applications, and help reduce the 

environmental impact of using Portland cement and natural sand. 
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